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Summary
This Thesis presents the work done on three of the most challenging
topics in the area of spoken dialogue systems: recognition of non-acted emotions, cross-lingual adaptation of speech recognizers and field (not laboratory
restricted) evaluation with both “objective” and “subjective” criteria. The research described constitutes a novel contribution to what the experts have
established as the major research trends in the area of SDS: adaptiveness
and portability of the systems.
Firstly, regarding emotion recognition, a detailed study is supplied on
how to calculate and interpret reliability coefficients for the annotation of
corpora of real emotions. A new efficient approach is proposed that considerably enhances inter-annotator agreement and machine emotion recognition
by the use of several context information sources. On the one hand, human
annotation is facilitated by achieving inter-annotator agreement values closer
to the maximum attainable even with non-expert annotators. On the other
hand, a machine-learned emotion recognition method is proposed which automatically extracts the contextual information at run time, obtaining results
which provide a 40% improvement on the state-of-the-art approaches.
Secondly, the research on cross-lingual adaptation of speech recognizers was carried out during a three-month stay at the Technical University
of Liberec (Czech Republic). An approach is presented to cost-efficiently (in
terms of time and effort) adapt a speech recognizer to work in another language. The proposal has been used to adapt a Czech speech recognizer to a
language which is acoustically very similar (Slovak) and another with a completely different origin (Spanish). It obtained a recognition accuracy around
70% for Spanish and 80% for Slovak in tasks demanding rich vocabularies
(around 150,000 words).
Thirdly, several statistical studies were carried out on a field evaluation of a spoken dialogue system. New empirical evidence is provided on
the relationships between evaluation criteria. The study includes both interaction parameters and quality judgments, paying special attention to user
satisfaction and task success, studying the impact of the dialogue management initiatives employed, as well as the users expertise and collaboration
during the interaction with the system.

All the methods proposed in the Thesis have been tested with real
systems, for which the UAH spoken dialogue system was developed. The
system has been available to the public on the phone from June 2005, since
when all the interactions have been recorded. A year of user calls was
semi-automatically annotated with de-facto standard evaluation criteria (e.g.
word-error-rate). This corpus was extended with annotation of emotions by
nine non-expert annotators, who tagged each utterance as “neutral”, “angry”,
“doubtful” or “bored”. Both the emotion recognition methods and the evaluation studies contained in this Thesis were tested with the UAH corpus.
The proposed method for cross-lingual adaptation was evaluated using the
MyVoice system, which was developed in the Technical University of Liberec.
The translation of its commands for interaction in Spanish is another of the
contributions of the Thesis.
The empirical results obtained with the dialogue systems have been
rigorously tested and their significance calculated using different statistical
significance studies. The results of the research described have been published
in several prestigious national and international conferences and journals.
They have also formed part of oral presentations, posters and demonstrations
internationally.
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We must, with a view to the science which
we are seeking, first recount the subjects that
should be first discussed (...) for the subsequent free play of thought implies the solution
of the previous difficulties, and it is not possible to untie a knot of which one does not
know.
Aristotle, Metaphysics (Book III)

1

Introduction

Due to their constant improvement in performance and decreasing cost, computers have became an important part of our daily lives. We are surrounded
by numerous electronic devices which provide information and functions
which we are increasingly interested in accessing any time, anywhere and in
our native language. Thus, new interfaces are needed to provide natural, intuitive and efficient ways of communication between humans and computers.
Spoken language dialogue systems have emerged as a practical method for
providing computers with intelligent communicative capabilities, as speech
is the most natural and flexible means of communication among humans.

1.1 Spoken dialogue systems
A spoken dialogue system (SDS) is a software that accepts natural language
as an input and produces natural language as an output engaging in a conversation with the user. To successfully manage the interaction with users,
spoken dialogue systems usually carry out five main tasks: automatic speech
recognition (ASR), natural language understanding (NLU), dialogue management (DM), natural language generation (NLG) and text-to-speech synthesis
(TTS). These tasks are usually implemented in different modules. Figure 1.1
shows the typical modular architecture of an SDS.

1.1.1. Speech recognition
Speech recognition is the process of obtaining the text string corresponding
to an acoustic input. It is a highly complex task, as there is a great deal of
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Figure 1.1. Modular architecture of spoken dialogue systems

variation in input characteristics, which can differ according to the linguistics
of the utterance, the speaker, the interaction context and the transmission
channel. Linguistic variability involves differences in phonetic, syntactic and
semantic components that affect the voice signal. Inter-speaker variability refers to the wide differences between speakers regarding speaking style,
voice, age, sex or nationality. Furthermore, even the same person does not
always pronounce the same words in the same way, as people are affected by
physical and psychological determinant factors that are highly variable and
usually not predictable. This phenomenon is known as intra-speaker variability. Additionally, differences in the communication channels and/or devices
also affect voice signals, due to effects derived from the transmission such as
reverberation. Finally, the interaction environment variability is also very
important, as the recognizer must be robust to differences in the background
noise.
Different applications demand different complexity of the speech recognizer. Cole et al. (1997) identify eight parameters that allow optimal tailoring of the speech recognizer: speech mode, speech style, dependency, vocabulary, language model, perplexity, SNR and transductor. Regarding speech
mode, speech recognizers can be classified into isolated-word or continuousspeech recognizers. The former recognize words separated by pauses, while
the latter are able to recognize a natural discourse in which the speaker uses
his normal speaking rate. Regarding speech style, a discourse can be read
or spontaneous; the latter has peculiarities, such as hesitations and repetitions that make it more complex to recognize. Speech recognition can also
be speaker-dependent or independent. In the first case the acoustic models
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are trained with the voice of only one speaker, for whom optimal success
rates are reached; whereas the second is prepared to recognize a wide range
of speakers yielding acceptable success rates. Another important parameter
is the accepted vocabulary, i.e. the number of words that the recognizer can
distinguish. Applications with more than 5,000 accepted words are normally
considered as large-vocabulary applications (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). Finally, to deal with noise and channel variability, speech recognizers employ
a noisy channel model, i.e. they treat the recognition problem as if it were
necessary to recover a message which has been corrupted after going through
a noisy channel. To do so, they use stochastic models which consider the
possible original messages and calculate which of them is more likely to be
the correct one.

1.1.2. Natural language processing
Once the SDS has recognized what the user uttered, it is necessary to understand what he said. Natural language processing is a method of obtaining the semantics of a text string and generally involves morphological, lexical, syntactical, semantic, discourse and pragmatical knowledge. In
the first stage, lexical and morphological knowledge divide the words into
their constituents by distinguishing between lexemes and morphemes: lexemes are parts of words that indicate their semantics and morphemes are
the different infixes and suffixes that provide different word classes (e.g.,
establishment = establish − ment). Syntactic analysis yields the hierarchical structure of the sentences. However, in spoken language, phrases
are frequently affected by difficulties associated with the so-called disfluency
phenomena: filled pauses, repetitions, syntactic incompleteness and repairs
(Gibbon et al., 2000). Semantic analysis extracts the meaning of a complex
syntactic structure from the meaning of its constituent parts. In the pragmatic and discourse-processing stage, the sentences are interpreted in the
context of the whole dialogue, the main complexity of this stage is the resolution of anaphora, and ambiguities derived from phenomena such as irony,
sarcasm or double entendre.
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There are currently two major approaches to tackling the problem of
understanding: rule-based approaches and statistical models learned from
data corpus. Rule-based approaches extract semantic information based on
a syntactic-semantic analysis of the sentences, using grammars defined for
the task, or by means of the detection of keywords with semantic meanings.
In the case of statistical methods, the process is based on the definition of
language units with semantic content and the learning of models from labelled
samples. This kind of analysis uses a probabilistic model to identify concepts,
markers and values of the cases, and uses them to represent the relationship
between markers of cases and their values to semantically decode the user
utterances (Minker, 1998).

1.1.3. Dialogue management
There is no universally agreed-upon definition of the tasks that a dialogue
manager has to carry out. Traum and Larsson (2003) state that dialogue
management involves four main tasks: i) updating the dialogue context, ii)
providing a context for interpretations, iii) coordinating other modules and
iv) deciding the information to convey and when to do it. Thus, the dialogue
manager has to deal with different sources of information such as the NLU
results, database queries results, application domain knowledge, knowledge
about the users and the previous dialogue history. Its complexity depends
on the task and the dialogue flexibility and initiative. Bernsen et al. (1994)
provide a taxonomy which shows that for small and simple tasks single-word
dialogue can be convenient with either system or user initiative and limited
system feedback. However, for large, well-structured tasks, there is a need
for system-directed dialogues with appropriate system feedback, tracking of
the dialogue history and simple user models. For larger ill-structured tasks,
mixed initiative dialogues are necessary, with dynamic predictions, linguistic
and dialogue act, dialogue history and advanced user modelling.
The simplest dialogue management strategy is to model the dialogue
as a finite-state machine in which the transitions between the system responses are determined by the user’s actions. The users actions are his
responses to the system, which are coded in recognition grammars. A significant extension consists of frame-based approaches, which have been developed to overcome the lack of flexibility of dialogue grammars. This is the
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approach used by most current commercial systems. Unlike the finite-state
approach, frame-based dialogue managers do not have a predefined dialogue
path but use a frame structure comprised of one slot per piece of information that the system can gather from the user. In this approach, the system
interprets the speech in order to acquire enough information to perform a
specific action. Its advantage is that it can capture several data at once and
the information can be provided in any order (more than one slot can be
filled per dialogue turn and in any order).
For more complex domains, plan-based dialogue management can be
used. Its core idea is that humans communicate to achieve goals and during
the interaction the mental state of the speakers may change. Thus, planbased dialogue managers model dialogue as a cooperation between the user
and the system to reach common goals, so that each utterance is not considered as a text string, but as a dialogue act in which the user communicates
his intentions. From each user utterance the system refines a user model in
which it tries to predict his intentions and objectives. This is done recursively to produce the system response to the user utterances until the task
is accomplished.
This last approach is related to the so-called “information state” dialogue theory. The information state of a dialogue represents the information
needed to uniquely distinguish it from all others. It comprises the accumulated user interventions and previous dialogue actions on which the next system response can be based. The information state is also sometimes known
as the conversation store, discourse context or mental state. Following the information state theory, the main tasks of the dialogue manager are to update
the information state based on the observed user actions, and based on them,
to select the next system action. The Trindi project (TRINDIConsortium,
2001), proposed an architecture and toolkit for building dialogue managers
based on an information state approach.
Additionally, when it is necessary to execute and monitor operations
in a dynamically changing application domain, an agent-based approach can
be employed. The modular agent-based approach to dialogue management
makes it possible to combine the benefits of different dialogue control models,
such as finite-state based dialogue control and frame-based dialogue management (Chu et al., 2005). Similarly, it can benefit from alternative dialogue management strategies, such as the system-initiative approach and the
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mixed-initiative approach (Walker et al., 1998a). It also makes it possible to
combine rule-based and machine learning approaches (Turunen et al., 2004).
The application of machine-learning approaches to dialogue management strategy design is a rapidly growing research area. Machine-learning
approaches to dialogue management attempt to learn optimal strategies from
corpora of real human-computer dialogue data using automated “trial-anderror” methods instead of relying on empirical design principles (Griol, 2007).
The Markov-Decision-Process (MDP) model serves in most of these approaches as a formal representation of human-machine dialogue and provides
the basis for formulating strategy learning problems (Williams and Young,
2007; Cuayáhuitl et al., 2006; Lemon et al., 2006).

1.1.4. Natural language generation
Natural language generation is the process of obtaining texts in natural language from a non-linguistic representation. It is usually carried out in five
steps: content organization, content distribution in sentences, lexicalization,
generation of referential expressions and linguistic realization. It is important
to obtain legible messages, optimizing the text using referring expressions
and linking words and adapting the vocabulary and the complexity of the
syntactic structures to the user’s linguistic expertise.
The simplest approach consists of using predefined text messages (e.g.
error messages and warnings). Although intuitive, this approach completely
lacks from flexibility. The next level of sophistication is template-based generation, in which the same message structure is produced with slight alterations. The template approach is used mainly for multi-sentence generation,
particularly in applications whose texts are fairly regular in structure, such
as business reports.
Phrase-based systems employ what can be considered as generalized
templates at the sentence level (in which case the phrases resemble phrase
structure grammar rules), or at the discourse level (in which case they are
often called text plans). In such systems, a pattern is first selected to match
the top level of the input, and then each part of the pattern is expanded into
a more specific one that matches some portion of the input. The cascading
process stops when every pattern has been replaced by one or more words.
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Finally, feature-based systems represent the maximum level of generalization and flexibility. In feature-based systems, each possible minimal alternative of expression is represented by a single feature; for example, whether
the sentence is either positive or negative, if it is a question or an imperative
or a statement, or its tense. To arrange the features it is necessary to employ
linguistic knowledge. Another alternative is to use corpus-based natural language generation (Oh and Rudnicky, 2000), which stochastically generates
system utterances.

1.1.5. Text to speech synthesis
Text-to-speech synthesizers transform a text into an acoustic signal. A textto-speech system is composed of two parts: a front-end and a back-end.
The front-end carries out two major tasks. Firstly, it converts raw text
containing symbols such as numbers and abbreviations into their equivalent
words. This process is often called text normalization, pre-processing, or
tokenization. Secondly, it assigns a phonetic transcriptions to each word,
and divides and marks the text into prosodic units, i.e. phrases, clauses,
and sentences. The process of assigning phonetic transcriptions to words
is called text-to-phoneme or grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. The output
of the front-end is the symbolic representation constituted by the phonetic
transcriptions and prosody information.
The back-end (often referred to as the synthesizer) converts the symbolic linguistic representation into sound. On the one hand, speech synthesis
can be based on human speech production. This is the case of parametric
synthesis which simulates the physiological parameters of the vocal tract,
and formant-based synthesis, which models the vibration of vocal chords. In
this technique, parameters such as fundamental frequency, voicing, and noise
levels are varied over time to create a waveform of artificial speech. Another
approach based on physiological models is articulatory synthesis, which refers
to computational techniques for synthesizing speech based on models of the
human vocal tract and the articulation processes.
On the other hand, concatenative synthesis employs pre-recorded units
of human voice. Concatenative synthesis is based on stringing together segments of recorded speech. It generally produces the most natural-sounding
synthesized speech; however, differences between natural variations in speech
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and the nature of the automated techniques for segmenting the waveforms
sometimes result in audible glitches in the output. The quality of the synthesized speech depends on the size of the synthesis unit employed. Unit
selection synthesis uses large databases of recorded speech. During database
creation, each recorded utterance is segmented into some or all of the following: individual phones, syllables, morphemes, words, phrases, and sentences.
Unit selection provides the greatest naturalness, because it applies only a
small amount of digital signal processing to the recorded speech. There is
a balance between intelligibility and naturalness of the voice output or the
automatization of the synthesis procedure. For example, synthesis based on
whole words is more intelligible than the phone-based but for each new word
it is necessary to obtain a new recording, whereas the phones allow building any new word. In one extreme, domain-specific synthesis concatenates
pre-recorded words and phrases to create complete utterances. It is used in
applications in which the variety of texts the system will produce is limited to
a particular domain, like transit schedule announcements or weather reports.
At the other extreme, diphone synthesis uses a minimal speech database containing all the diphones (sound-to-sound transitions) occurring in a language.
The number of diphones depends on the phonotactics of the language: for
example, Spanish has about 800 diphones and German about 2,500. In diphone synthesis, only one example of each diphone is contained in the speech
database.
Finally, HMM-based synthesis is a method in which the frequency
spectrum (vocal tract), fundamental frequency (vocal source), and duration
(prosody) of speech are modelled simultaneously by HMMs. Speech waveforms are generated from HMMs themselves, based on the maximum likelihood criterion.

1.2 Applications of SDSs
The complexity of the interaction between the user and the dialogue system
can vary and some of the previously described components might not be
used. For example, for a simple menu, semantic analysis is not necessary.
However, for a conversational companion all the modules must be used in
order to interpret the user input, take justified decisions on what the system
will respond, and finally tailor the answer to user needs and expectations.
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There is a large variety of applications in which spoken dialogue systems can be used. One of the most wide-spread is providing information on
a specific topic. Some sample applications are:
• DARPA Communicator - Intelligent conversational interfaces to distributed flight and booking information (DARPA, 1992, 1994).
• Voyager - Tourist and travel information for the Greater Boston area
(Glass et al., 1995).
• ARISE - Automatic Railway Information Systems for Europe in several
languages (den Os et al., 1999).
• AUGUST - Swedish spoken dialogue system using an animated agent
to provide information about Stockholm (Gustafson et al., 1999).
• Adapt - Multimodal spoken dialogue system for browsing apartments
on the Stockholm real estate market (Gustafson et al., 2000).
• Jupiter - Weather forecast over the phone (Zue et al., 2000).
• Mercury - Flight reservation system and weather forecast (Seneff and
Polifroni, 2000).
• CTT-Bank - Speech-controlled telephone banking system (Melin et al.,
2001).
• SmartKom - Multimodal dialogue system with several application domains such as cinema booking (Alexandersson and Becker, 2001).
• Let’s Go - A spoken dialogue system for the non-native and elderly in
the domain of bus information around Pittsburgh (Raux et al., 2005).
• Amities project - Automated Multilingual Interaction with Banking
Information and Services (Hardy et al., 2006).
• DisCoH - Spoken Dialogue System for Conference Help (Andeani et al.,
2006).
• HIGGINS - Pedestrian city navigation and guidance (Skantze et al.,
2006).
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• TALK TownInfo - Multimodal dialogue system using reinforcement
learning for tourist information scenarios (Lemon et al., 2006).
• Conquest - Spoken dialogue system that provides schedule information
during conferences (Bohus et al., 2007).
Spoken dialogue systems have also been used for education and training, particularly in improving phonetic and linguistic skills:
• LARRI - Multimodal spoken dialogue system which provides assistance
and guidance to F18 aircraft personnel during maintenance tasks (Bohus and Rudnicky, 2002).
• ITSPOKE - Tutoring spoken dialogue system which engages the students in a spoken dialogue to provide feedback and correct misconceptions (Litman and Silliman, 2004).
• Radiobot-CFF - Spoken dialogue system which can engage in Call For
Fire (CFF) radio dialogues to help train soldiers in proper procedures
for requesting artillery fire missions (Roque et al., 2006b).
• VOCALIZA - Dialogue application for computer-aided speech therapy in the Spanish language, which helps in the daily work of speech
therapists who teach linguistic skills to Spanish speakers with different
language pathologies (Vaquero et al., 2006).
• LISTEN - “Literacy Innovation that Speech Technology ENables” is an
automated Reading Tutor that displays stories on a computer screen,
and listens to children read aloud (Mostow, 2008).
In some cases, spoken interaction can be the only way to access information, as, for example when the screen is too small to display information
(e.g. hand-held devices) or when the eyes of the user are busy in other tasks
(e.g. driving):
• MUST - Multimodal, multilingual information services for small mobile
Terminals (Boves and Os, 2002).
• VICO - Virtual Intelligence CO-driver enabling natural interaction between humans and digital devices and services in the car (Mattasoni
et al., 2002).
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• Athosmail - A multilingual adaptive spoken dialogue system for e mail
message reading on a mobile phone (Jokinen et al., 2004).
• CHAT - Conversational helper for automotive tasks such as query song
databases and operate an MP3 player (Weng et al., 2006).
• DICO - A multimodal dialogue system that lets the driver control devices and access Internet services using natural speech (Villing and
Larsson, 2006).
Spoken interaction is also useful for remote control of devices and
robots, specially in smart environments:
• WITAS - Dialogue interface for multimodal conversations with WITAS,
a robotic helicopter (Lemon et al., 2001).
• ODISEA - A spoken dialogue system that allows interaction between
users and intelligent environments. The dialogue components are automatically created and permit context-based spoken interaction between
the environment and users (Montoro et al., 2004, 2006).
• SENECA - Speech-based user interface in a wide range of entertainment, navigation and communication applications in mobile environments by means of human-machine dialogues (Minker et al., 2004a).
• Clarissa - Fully voice-operated procedure browser, allowing astronauts
to make more efficient use of their hands and eyes so as to give full
attention to the task while they navigate through the procedure using
spoken commands (Rayner et al., 2005).
• MIMUS - Multimodal dialogue system for the control of a smart home.
It relies on a flexible architecture that allows for the integration of
multiple input and output modalities (Pérez et al., 2006).
• STanford AI Robot (STAIR) - Robotic assistant, capable of conversation, for home and office (Krsmanovic et al., 2006).
• Cogniron - The cognitive robot companion (Menezes et al., 2007).
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Finally, one of the most demanding applications for fully natural and
understandable dialogues are virtual agents and companions:
• Collagen - Building conversational assistants and collaborative agents
(Rich and Sidner, 1998).
• AVATALK - Natural, interactive dialogues with responsive virtual humans (Hubal et al., 2000).
• COMIC - Bathroom design using speech and gesture input/output,
in collaboration with an avatar with facial emotions (Catizone et al.,
2003).
• NICE - Embodies historical and literary characters capable of natural
fun and experientially rich communication with children and adolescents (Corradini et al., 2004).

1.3 Evolution of SDSs
Human beings have always wanted to be able to communicate with artificial
companions. There are many examples in cinema and literature. Some of
the most ancient examples can be found in Greek and Roman mythology in
which heroes could communicate with statues of goddesses or warriors. The
first serious attempts at building talking systems were initiated in the 18th
and 19th centuries, when the first automata were built to imitate human
behaviour. The first of these were clockwork machines in which the masters applied all their skill to building animals or dolls that could produce
sounds. In 1770, Baron Von Kempelen developed the first automaton that
produced whole words and short phrases, which was subsequently improved
by Josef Faber, who built the Euphonia machine in 1857. Euphonia imitated
the mechanism of human speech by the use of a bellows which pumped air
through a series of plates and chambers that could modulate the sounds by
employing a 16-keys keyboard similar to a piano. The machine could speak
any word in several European languages. These first machines were mechanical, and it was not until the end of the 19th century when scientists concluded
that speech could be produced electrically.
At the beginning of the 20th century, Stewart (1922) built a machine
that could generate vocalic sounds electrically. During the 30s, the first
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electric systems were built that could produce any type of sound. The first
was the VOCODER, a speech analyser and synthesizer developed by Bell
Laboratories that could be operated by a keyboard. A skilled human operator
could select either a periodic source for sonorant sounds or a noise source for
fricative sounds that could be altered by controlling a filter bank. At the same
time the first systems appeared with very basic natural language processing
capabilities for machine translation applications.
During the 40s, the first computers were developed and some prominent scientists like Allan Turing pointed out their potential for applications
demanding “intelligence”. To measure a machine’s capability to demonstrate
intelligence, Turing (1950) proposed the so-called “Turing test” in which a
human judge engaged in a natural language conversation with the machine.
If the judge was not able to reliably tell whether he had talked with a man
or a machine, the machine passed the test. This was the starting point that
fostered the research initiatives that in the 60s yielded the first conversational
agents. For example Weizenbaum’s ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966), which was
based on keyword spotting and predefined templates. The templates allowed
the user input to be transformed into system answers. For example, when
the user wrote a sentence such as “I am X”, ELIZA would reply “How long
have you been X?” independently of the meaning of ‘X’. Thus, although their
behaviour was perceived as human by some naïve users and they might pass
the Turing test, in practice the first conversational systems such as ELIZA
did not semantically interpret the users’ input. To address this challenge, the
research area of computational linguistics appeared in the 70s, grounded on
the theoretical work developed in the 50s by Chomsky, Montague and Wood.
The first rule-based speech synthesizers appeared about the same time. In
the 70s the first continuous speech recognizers also appeared. These were
based on decades of research on discrete speech in which verbal stimuli were
punctuated by long pauses.
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Benefiting from the continual improvements in the areas of speech
recognition, natural language processing and speech synthesis, the first research initiatives related to spoken dialogue systems appeared in the 80s.
To some extent the origin of this research area is linked to two seminal
projects: the DARPA Spoken Language Systems programme in the USA
and the Esprit SUNDIAL in Europe. On one hand, the main objective of
the DARPA project was the study and development of technologies related
to ASR and NLU in the domain of flight reservation by phone, to which
they gave the name Air Travel Information Services (ATIS) (DARPA, 1992)
(DARPA, 1994). The ATIS dialogue corpus, which is still employed by SDS
developers and researchers, was followed by other projects, such as those carried out by AT&T, for example the AMICA project (Pieraccini et al., 1997),
in which different stochastic models were applied to a mixed-initiative SDS.
ATIS was also the starting point for research in MIT and CMU, where some
of the most important systems in academia have been created. The SUNDIAL project was concerned with flight and train timetables in four different
European languages. The research carried out in SUNDIAL yielded numerous projects funded by the European Community and mainly concerned with
dialogue modelling, such as VERMOBIL (Bos et al., 1999), DISC (Bernsen
and Dybkjaer, 1997) and ARISE (den Os et al., 1999). In the ARISE project
six different systems were developed simultaneously: two Italian prototypes
based on the technologies developed in CSELT (Castagneri et al., 1998) (Baggia et al., 2000), a French prototype developed by LIMSI (Lamel et al., 2000b)
and two prototypes in Dutch and French based on the Philips technology.
The DARPA ATIS project has been considered by some authors (Bangalore
et al., 2006) to have been included in an earlier generation of SDSs than the
SUNDIAL, as it was restricted to a closed application domain.
Among the most important research programmes of the 90s with
multi-domain capabilities, the DARPA Communicator stands out. This
government-funded project aimed to the development of cutting-edge speech
technologies, which could employ as an input not only speech but also other
modalities. The systems developed in this programme by both US and European partners were able to engage in complex interactions with the users
in multiple domains, in which either the user or the system could begin the
conversation, change topic or interrupt the other. For example, the CMU
researchers developed the Carnegie Mellon Communicator system (Rudnicky
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et al., 1999), which provided information on complex itineraries which included booking multiple flights, hotels and car rentals. The system architecture was based on specialized agents which developed modules that worked
independently, encapsulating task-dependent information.
The most important research guidelines for the 90s were related to improving the success rates of the different components of the dialogue systems.
Firstly, regarding speech recognition, their main concern was robustness. Authors argued about the sudden performance degradation in the systems due
to minor changes, such as changing the microphones or the telecommunications channels used, and stated that the state-of-the-art technology used
at that time was not capable of providing acceptable solutions. In order to
overcome these problems, research was mainly focused on fundamental issues
such as robustness (Cole et al., 1995), studying how to model the spectral
characteristics (Holmes and Huckvale, 1994; Ostendorf et al., 1996), enhancing coarticulation models (Sun, 1997; Kirchhoff and Bilmes, 1999), modelling speech rate (Pfau and Ruske, 1998; Morgan et al., 1997) and providing
speaker-independent recognition methods to cope with speaker differences.
Robust speech recognition was acknowledged to be one of the most important aims in the context of the DARPA ATIS domain (Stern et al., 1992). In
Europe, the COST Action 249, which took place from 1994 to 20001 , with a
research team from 20 European countries, was concerned with continuous
ASR over the telephone, and covered all the previous topics, including selection of acoustic models, phonetic classification methods and adaptation to
the characteristics of the telephone links.
In the late 90s, systems had to be enhanced with the ability to cope
with differences between landline and cellular phones, as the latter were then
becoming popular. The new systems required the ability to handle narrow
channel bandwidths and low signal-to-noise ratios. Additionally, the adoption of cellular phones involved dealing with an increasingly richer variety
of environments from which the users contacted with the systems and thus
had to be robust to handle communication in very noisy backgrounds (Kacic,
1999). For example, one of the main topics studied for the development of
the TREC-8 SDR system in LIMSI was noise compensation (Gauvain, 1999).
The main research guidelines in the field of NLU during the 90s were
related to work with richer vocabularies, thus moving from isolated word
1

http://www.elis.ugent.be/cost249/
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recognition applications to spontaneous speech. In order to do so, the authors
conducted research on how to deal with out-of-vocabulary words, establishing
successful and efficient vocabulary learning as a desirable future achievement.
In this case, proposals were also related to studying highly specific methods
and algorithms, such as enhancing linguistic analyses or trying to avoid them
using more sophisticated word-spotting techniques (Zue and Glass, 2000).
In the 90s, great efforts were made in dialogue management towards
the use of less restricted dialogues in which users could take the initiative
in the communication. Thus, authors claimed for barge-in to be considered
not only from the speech recognition point of view but also from the interaction perspective (Zue and Glass, 2000). Bangalore et al. (2006) describe
three generations of spoken dialogue systems regarding, among other characteristics, the dialogue management initiatives and natural language understanding capabilities. Firstly, they describe a first generation in which SDSs
used system-directed initiatives and the semantics were directly associated
with the detection of keywords. The second generation was comprised of
mixed-initiative dialogue systems in which the natural language understanding was carried out using frames. This allowed the users to talk naturally
about a single task. Third generation SDSs additionally supported multiple
tasks or domains simultaneously and could be enhanced with multi-modal
and multi-media capabilities.
One of the major trends during the 90s was related to the definition
of standard languages for the development of SDSs (Zue and Glass, 2000).
For example, at the end of 1999 the W3C Voice Browser working group presented the first requirement studies for web browsers which settled the basis
for the requirements of markup languages for spoken dialogues2 . The modularization of the systems to obtain more portable and re-usable components
was mainly done by obtaining sets of frequent sub-dialogues. It was not until
the late 90s when the first architectures for developing plug-and-play components appeared. For example, in 1998 the Galaxy architecture appeared,
one of the pioneer works in fostering development of completely independent
components for SDS (Seneff et al., 1998).

2

http://www.w3.org/TR/voice-dialog-reqs/
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There was also a generally positive attitude towards the adoption of
stochastic approaches to obtain unsupervised methods to augment ASR and
NLU capabilities (Glass, 1999). Thus, there was an increasing need for shared
linguistic resources and data collections with which to train their algorithms.
During the 90s, the first corpora development and system evaluation frameworks appeared yielding big shared resources such as WordNet.
Throughout the history of spoken dialogue systems, some experts have
dared to envision what the future research guidelines in the area would be
(see Figure 1.2). These objectives have gradually changed towards ever more
complex goals. As reflected in the previously mentioned research results,
during the 90s the major trends were towards making all system components
(ASR, NLU, DM, TTS) more robust (Cole et al., 1995; Kacic, 1999; Zue and
Glass, 2000; Mangold, 2001). Since 2003, experts have proposed higher level
objectives, such as providing the system with advanced reasoning, problem
solving capabilities, adaptiveness, proactiveness, affective intelligence, multimodality and multilinguality (Dale, 2003; Jokinen, 2003; Gao et al., 2005;
Haas et al., 2005; Minker et al., 2006b,a). As can be observed, these new
objectives refer to the system as a whole, and represent major trends that in
practice are achieved through joint work in different areas and components
of the dialogue system. For example, for a system to be multilingual, it has
to be able to recognize the users’ utterances in different languages, interpret
their semantics using the corresponding linguistic knowledge, and also generate natural language and synthesize speech in all of them. Thus, in contrast
to what happened in the 90s, when each area had different objectives (ASR,
NLU, DM, NLG and TTS), current research trends are characterized by
large-scale objectives which are shared out between the different researchers
in different areas.
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Improve ASR
Improve NLU
Improve DM
Improve Oral Response

Corpus development
and resource sharing
System evaluation
Data-driven approaches
Multimodality
Multilinguality
Ubiquity
Contex awareness
Portability
Adaptability
Emotional intelligence

•Robustness to coarticulation,
speakers differences, communication
over the phone.
•Inclusion of rejections and confidence
parameters.
•Recognition and understanding of
continuous speech.
•Modelling dialogue.
•Automatic dialogue
strategy variation.

•Posibility to
recognize and learn
new vocabulary.

•Barge-in capabilities.
•Speaker
identification.

•Inclusion of different initiatives.
•Error handling.
•User models.

•Variability in the phrases generated.
•Variability in the prosody of the synthetized speech.
• Global data collection guidelines.
• Adquisiton of big shared resources in main
languages.

2000
(Glass, 1999), (Kacic, 1999),
(Zue and Glass, 2000), (Mangold, 2001)

1998

• Challenging environments (e.g. cars).
• Small devices.
• Multiple simultaneous speakers.

•Concept-based systems.
•Semantic for multi-domain portable applications

•Reasoning, planning and problem solving
• Standards for easy
• Adaptive to user expertise
development
• Social dialogue, conversational systems
• Concept to speech
• Expression of emotion
• Animated agents

• Adquisition of corpora for less-resourced languages.
• Cross-lingual adaptation of the available resources
• Corpora for new modalities

• Same objectives for more sofisticated systems: it is also neccesary to
evaluate multimodality, context-awareness, ubiquitous behaviour,
portability, emotional intelligence…

+ models of human communication
capabilities.

• Context awareness for proactiveness, augmented
multi-party interactions and ubiquitous computing

• Emotion
recognition and
synthesis

2007

• Adaptation to users’
emotional state

(Gao et al., 2005), (Hass et al., 2005),
(Jokinen, 2005), (Minker et al. 2006a,2006b)

2005

• Portable to new applications domains
(adaptive DM), multiple speakers and new
languages (concept based NLU and NLG,
multilingual ASR).
• Adaptive to the permanent
and contingent
characteristics of users

(Dale, 2003), (Jokinen,
2003), (McTear, 2004)

2003

• Statistical methods for ASR, NLU, DM, NLG and TTS

• Standard evaluation guidelines and methodologies.
• Performance and user satisfaction prediction.

1995
(Cole et al., 1995)

Figure 1.2. Evolution of the envisioned research lines in the
area of spoken dialogue systems
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Specialists have recently envisioned future dialogue systems as being
intelligent, adaptive, proactive, portable and multimodal. All these concepts
are not mutually exclusive, as for example the system’s intelligence can also
be involved in the degree to which it can adapt to new situations, and this
adaptiveness can result in better portability for use in different environments.
Proactiveness is necessary for computers to stop being considered a
tool and becoming real conversational partners. Proactive systems have the
capability of engaging in a conversation with the user even when he has not
explicitly requested the system’s intervention. This is a key aspect in the
development of ubiquitous computing architectures in which the system is
embedded in the user’s environment, and thus the user is not aware that he
is interacting with a computer, but rather he perceives he is interacting with
the environment. In such situations, proactiveness enables the system to passively observe the dialogue between human users and capture the relevant
conversational context, which the system processes to compute when the conversational situation requires it to take the initiative and get meaningfully
involved in the communication. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to provide
the systems with problem-solving capabilities and context-awareness. For example, Schneider (2004) presents a proactive shopping assistant integrated in
supermarket trolleys. The system observes the shopper’s actions and tries to
infer his goals. With this information, it proactivelly offers adapted support
tailored to the current context, as for example displaying information about
products when the user holds them for a very long time or comparing different products when the user is deciding between two items. Other proactive
systems are described in (Baudoin et al., 2005; Kwon et al., 2005).
The interest in developing systems capable of maintaining a conversation as natural and rich as a human conversation, gave rise to research on
multimodal interfaces. Unlike traditional keyboard and mouse interfaces or
unimodal speech dialogue systems, with multimodal interfaces there is flexibility in the input and output modes, such as speech, gestures or facial expressions. As multimodality permits users to employ different input modalities as
well as to obtain responses through different vias, it is specially important for
users with special needs, for which the traditional interfaces are not suitable.
The first multimodal dialogue systems appeared in the mid-nineties, basically combining speech with pointing maps (Cheyer and Julia, 1995; Oviatt
et al., 1997) and speech with pen input (Waibel et al., 1997). Eye movements
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and gaze were one of the first modalities being studied, in order to identify
which objects the user was referring to in his conversation (Sarukkai and
Hunter, 1997). Most of these systems focus on using multimodality in the
input or output, but some recent large projects have been directed towards
the development of full multimodality. This is the case of the SmartKom
project, which provides what is called “full symmetric multimodality” in a
mixed-initiative dialogue system (Wahlster, 2006). They define symmetry as
the capability of the system not only to understand and represent the user’s
modal input but also to create multimodal output. The main contribution of
the Smartkom project is that it not only deals with modality integration or
synchronization but also covers the dialogue phenomena that are associated
with multimodality, such as mutual disambiguation, multimodal deixis and
cross-modal reference resolution and generation, multimodal anaphora and
ellipsis resolution and generation and multimodal turn-taking.
Adaptivity may also refer to other aspects in speech applications. In
speech-based human-computer interaction users have diverse ways of communication. Novice users and experienced users may want the interface to
behave completely differently, for example to have system-initiative instead
of mixed-initiative. An example of the benefits of adaptivity in the interaction level can be found in (Litman and Pan, 2002). Multilingual applications
are another example of adaptive applications. Multilingual recognizers are
capable of recognizing simultaneously several languages by sharing acoustic and/or language models. Multilingual acoustic models consist of either
a collection of language-dependent acoustic models for each language, or a
combination of language-independent acoustic models (Schultz and Kirchhoff, 2006). The development of a speech recognizer is a very arduous and
time demanding task. A large amount of data spoken by hundreds of subjects
must be recorded and carefully annotated to get a representative set suitable
for training the acoustic models. To overcome this problem there has been
increasing interest in developing rapid prototyping approaches. Cross-lingual
approaches have arisen in order to share language-recognition resources. This
is particularly interesting for the development of speech recognizers for the
less-resourced languages, which is a very important research area nowadays,
and many of the main conferences in speech technologies explicitly devote
sessions to studying this topic, as for example the Interspeech 2007 Special Session on Speech and language technology for less-resourced languages
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(2007) and the LREC 2008 Workshop on Collaboration: interoperability between people in the creation of language resources for less-resourced languages (2008).
As stated by Jokinen (2003), there are different levels in which the
system can adapt to the user. The simplest one is through personal profiles in
which the users have static choices to customize the interaction (e.g. whether
they want a male or female system’s voice), which can be further improved
by classifying users into preferences’ groups. Systems can also adapt to the
users’ environment, for example ambience intelligence applications such as
the ubiquitous proactive systems described. A more sophisticated approach
is to adapt to the user’s knowledge and expertise. The main research topics
are the adaptation of systems to different user expertise levels (Haseel and
Hagen, 2005), user knowledge (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2004b) and user
special needs. This last topic is receiving a lot of attention in terms of how
to make systems usable by handicapped people (Heim et al., 2007), children
(Batliner et al., 2004) and the elderly (Langner and Black, 2005) and also to
adapt to permanent features like users’ age, proficiency in the interaction
language (Raux et al., 2003) or the user’s expertise in using the system
(Haseel and Hagen, 2005). Despite their complexity, these characteristics are
to some extent rather static, Jokinen identifies another degree of adaptation
in which the system not only adapts to the explicit message conveyed during
the interaction, but also to the user’s intentions and state. Following this
guideline, affective computing studies focus on how to recognize and adapt
to the user’s emotional state during the conversation with the system.
There is an increasing interest in the development of spoken dialogue
systems that dynamically adapt their conversational behaviours to the users’
affective state. Martinovski and Traum (2003) demonstrated by means of
user dialogues with a training system and a telephone-based information system that many breakdowns in man-machine communication could be avoided
if the machine was able to recognize the emotional state of the user and responded to it more sensitively. Earlier experiments by Prendinger et al.
(2003) showed that an empathetic computer agent can indeed contribute
to a more positive perception of the interaction. Polzin and Waibel (2000)
present a first approach to adjusting dialogue behaviour to the user’s emotional state. For instance, they suggest that more explicit feedback should
be given if the user is frustrated. Nevertheless, their approach relies on few
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selection rules and is not based on a general framework for affective dialogue.
Walker et al. (1997) examined how social factors, such as status, influence
the semantic content, the syntactic form and the acoustic realization of conversations. Emotional intelligence includes the ability to recognize the user’s
emotional state as well as the ability to act on it appropriately. At present,
there are a number of projects whose main objective is to endow dialogue
systems with emotional intelligence. Some of the latest are MEGA (Camurri
et al., 2004), NECA (Gebhard et al., 2004), VICTEC (Hall et al., 2005),
NICE (Corradini et al., 2005), HUMAINE (Cowie and Schröder, 2005) and
COMPANIONS (Wilks, 2006), to mention just a few.
Portability is currently addressed from very different perspectives, the
three main ones being domain, language and technological independence.
Ideally, systems should be able to work over different application domains,
or at least be easily adaptable between them. Current studies on domain
independence centre on how to merge lexical, syntactic and semantic structures from different contexts (Chambers and Allen, 2004) and how to develop
dialogue managers that deal with different domains (Mourão et al., 2004;
Nguyen and Wobcke, 2006). Regarding language independence, multilingual
systems (Schultz and Kirchhoff, 2006) are those which can work with several languages and are thus portable in two main senses: firstly, users can
input information in different languages, and secondly they can also receive
the response in different languages. This is specially useful in speech-tospeech systems, which can serve as real time interpreters, so that as the first
speaker talks on the telephone, the other receives the information translated
into another language.
Finally, technological independence deals with the possibility of using
dialogue systems with different hardware configurations. Computer processing power will continue to increase, with lower costs for both processor and
memory components. The systems that support even the most sophisticated
speech applications will move from centralized architectures to distributed
configurations and thus must be able to work with different underlying technologies. To achieve this objective, different standard architectures have been
studied. The main alternative, as gathered from the efforts of both universities and business companies, is that proposed by the MMI Working Group
in W3C3 , whose goal is to provide a general and flexible framework ensuring
3

http://www.w3.org/TR/mmi-arch/
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interoperability among modality-specific components from different vendors
and underlying technologies.

1.4 Objectives of the Thesis
The main goal of the Thesis was to contribute to fostering the adaptiveness
and portability of SDSs, which are the main current trends established by
the experts in the area. The work presented in this Thesis consists of the
development of models and methods for handling several of the issues described above, and experimentally test their performance with real dialogue
systems. Of course, all aspects could not be included in the scope of the Thesis and it was decided to study three of the most challenging topics: emotion
recognition, cross-lingual adaptation and field evaluation.
• Emotion recognition. The main objective was to find decisive factors
in the recognition of emotions that influence both human and machinelearned recognition. Most state-of-the-art approaches are based on the
use of simulated emotions in order to have strict control over the corpora used to train the automatic procedures. The aim of the Thesis
was to use natural user interactions with a real dialogue system. This
is a particularly challenging objective as in this case emotions are produced more subtly and the proportion of emotional utterances is very
low compared with neutral cases. The Thesis centres on studying the
recognition of negative emotions that can make the interaction with
SDSs fail.
• Cross-lingual adaptation. One of the main claims of the research community has been the need for common resources and for ways of making
the most of those available. This is vital for research centred on minority languages or dialects. The objective was to develop a technique that
would allow fast adaptation of a speech recognizer to work in another
language without the need of building new acoustic models. To maximize portability the goal was to make it employable not only between
languages with similar origins, but also with very different languages.
• Field evaluation. To be able to build systems that adapt to the users’
needs and expectations it is important to take into account their opin-
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ions about previous interactions with the systems. In the literature,
most evaluations are carried out with laboratory studies and consider
interaction parameters and quality judgments separately. The main
objective was to discover significant relationships between both interaction parameters and quality judgements in a field study on nonrestricted interactions of the users with a real system.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis
After this concise overview of the main research challenges for the creation of
adaptive and portable systems, the contributions of the Thesis are presented
on chapters 2 to 5. Each of the chapters is structured as follows: they start
with an introduction which explains the objective of the research carried
out; then a detailed state-of-the art of the topic is presented and the Thesis
contributions are compared with prior work in the dialogue literature. The
Thesis relies to a large extent on an empirical approach in which all the
proposals are evaluated with real dialogue systems. In each of the chapters
there is a section devoted to explaining the experimental set-up, followed by
others that present the experimental results and conclusions extracted from
them.
Chapter 2 describes the UAH spoken dialogue system. The system
was carefully developed using dynamic dialogue management and different
dialogue initiatives and confirmation strategies. The objective was to study
the effect of each of them on the user’s opinions about interactions with the
system. In this chapter, the functionality and structure of the UAH system is
discussed, giving a detailed description of each of its modules and highlighting
its innovative functionalities. The system is accessible to the general public
on the telephone and the users’ calls were recorded and later annotated. The
resulting corpus was used for the research on the field evaluation of SDSs
described in chapter 5 where the annotation procedure is roughly described.
The UAH corpus was also employed for the emotion recognition research in
chapter 3. Thus, UAH was developed using innovative approaches and was
also a testbed for the different proposals, i.e. the approaches proposed in the
Thesis have been successfully employed in a real SDS.
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Chapter 3 presents the research done on emotion recognition and includes a detailed study on the impact of considering context information for
the annotation of emotions. The inclusion of the history of user-system interaction and the neutral speaking style of users is proposed. From the human
annotation perspective, special attention is paid to how to reliably compute
inter-annotator agreement. From the machine-learning perspective, a new
method to automatically include both sources of information has been developed, making use of novel techniques for acoustic normalization and dialogue
context annotation. The proposals were tested with the corpus extracted
from the interactions of approximately 60 users with the UAH system.
Chapter 4 describes the research on cross-lingual adaptation, introducing a methodology that proved to be successful and cost-efficient for
porting an existing speech recognition system to other languages is proposed, which was tested with the MyVoice system4 . The methodology was
tested with three different languages, Czech, Spanish and Slovak, to find out
whether it was possible to use the proposed method not only with languages
of similar origin (in this case Czech and Slovak), but also with languages
that belong to very different branches of the Indo-European language family
(such as Czech and Spanish). The proposed approach consists of four steps:
1) creating an initial mapping between the phonemes in the original language
and the target language, 2) creating a lexicon and automatically mapping the
words’ pronunciation to the original phoneme set, 3) fine-tuning the models
of the phonemes that are unique to each particular language, and 4) collecting data in the new target language and carrying out speaker adaptation.
The research described in this chapter was done in collaboration with researchers from the Technical University of Liberec (Czech Republic), during
a three-month stay in the Laboratory of Computer Speech Processing5 under
the supervision of Prof. Jan Nouza.
Chapter 5 shows the work done on the field evaluation of the UAH
system. Evaluation of spoken dialogue systems has been traditionally carried
out in terms of instrumentally or expert-derived measures (usually called
“objective” evaluation), and quality judgments of users who have previously
interacted with the system (also called “subjective” evaluation). Different
research efforts were made to extract relationships between these evaluation
4
5

MyVoice was developed in the Technical University of Liberec (Czech Republic)
http://itakura.kes.tul.cz/kes/indexe.html
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criteria. In this chapter empirical results obtained from statistical studies are
reported. These studies were carried out on interactions of real users with a
real SDS, something which is rarely found in the literature.
The Thesis ends with Chapter 6, which presents the overall conclusions, gives a detailed overview of the main contributions, and summarizes
the main guidelines for future work. Finally, the Appendix presents the
publications referring to the research described in the Thesis.
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Puisque c’est ell que j’ai écoutée se plaindre,
our se vanter, ou même quelquefois se taire.
Puisque c’est ma rose
Antoine de Saint-Exupery, Le Petit Prince

2

The UAH spoken dialogue
system
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the Universidad al Habla (UAH - University on the Line) spoken dialogue system is described. Firstly, in Section 2.2 there is a detailed
description of the architecture of the system describing its main modules.
The design principles followed are described, including efficient database access based on the interaction context, dynamic dialogue managing, tailored
help messages and context-based oral responses. Special attention is paid
to the creation of grammars with vocabulary which is previously unknown.
Section 2.3 proposes a novel approach for the creation of speech recognition
grammars from databases. This technique permits a reduction of the time
employed during the speech recognition process to obtain a rapid system response to user prompts and also improves user satisfaction, as interaction is
smoother.
The development of the UAH system was carried out not only to
design and implement different dialogue management strategies in a real dialogue system, but also to employ a real spoken dialogue system as a testbed
in which to evaluate the different methodologies proposed in the Thesis. The
system has been available to the public on the phone from June 2005, so
that the users can interact with UAH to find out information related to the
Dept. Languages and Computer Systems. A corpus of 422 user recordings
corresponding to a year of UAH use was compiled and annotated, and was
used for the approaches presented in the rest of the Thesis.
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2.2 Modular architecture
UAH is a spoken dialogue system developed to provide spoken access to academic information of the Dept. Languages and Computer Systems, as well
as some other additional information relating to the University of Granada.
The first functional version of UAH was made available to the public in June
2005. Figure 2.1 shows the modular architecture of the UAH dialogue system.
As can be observed, it is comprised of the five typical modules of current dialogue systems, concerned with automatic speech recognition (ASR), dialogue
management (DM), database access (DB Access), data storage (DB) and
oral response generation (ORG). In addition, there is a new module called
GAG (Grammar Automatic Generation) which permits the automatic creation of the rules of grammars for speech recognition, which will be discussed
in Section 2.3.

System's voice
Incoming
call

ASR
Autom.
generated
grammar

Grammar
rules

GAG

Call transfer
Recognized
phrase

Answer

DM

Information
requested by
the user

ORG

Data extracted from DB

DB
access
DB
queries
Data

Obtained data

DB

Figure 2.1. Modular architecture of the UAH system
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According to the data extracted from the user utterances, the dialogue
manager (DM) decides the next system response. The dialogue manager is
based on VoiceXML documents that are dynamically created using PHP as
the interaction flows. UAH was designed to provide information about teachers, subjects, registration processes and post-graduate studies. In these scenarios different dialogue initiatives were used to obtain measures about how
the interaction flexibility affects both the performance of the dialogue and
user satisfaction. Information on teachers and subjects had to be accessed
using a system-directed initiative, whereas dialogues providing information
about registration and post-graduate studies were mixed-initiative.
The UAH system’s dialogue manager dynamically adapts the system
responses to the context and the dialogue state, for example to decide the
confirmation strategy to be used. The system uses explicit confirmations for
important actions or situations in which the ASR process is more difficult.
For example, before transferring a call to a teacher the system explicitly
confirms his/her name (e.g. “Did you say Mr. Smith?”). In the rest of the
situations, the system uses explicit confirmations when confidence values are
not high, and implicit confirmations otherwise, in order to provide the user
with a more natural interaction. The system’s oral response generation is
carried out firstly in text format instantiating patterns. The phrases are
tailored to the interaction context. For example, the system’s help messages
takes into account the topic the user and the system are talking about at
a particular moment. Once the response is obtained in text format, it is
transformed into voice using a commercial TTS system.
For purposes of illustration, we give below a sample dialogue translated from Spanish into English (S = system, U = user):
S1> Welcome to the UAH system. How can I help you?
U1> I need information about the registration procedure in the University.
S2> What do you want to know about the registration procedure?
U2> The deadline.
S3> The registration deadline is on the 31st of August. Do you need any other
information about the registration procedure?
U4> No, thanks.
S5> Thank you for using the UAH system. Have a nice day.
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2.2.1. Automatic speech recognition
The ASR module processes each user utterance provided by an Intel Dialogic D/41JCT-LS telephony card. This card handles the user call and gives
the voice signal as a result, which is transformed into a word sequence in
text format by the ASR module. The ASR process is carried out using several grammars that represent the valid phrases the users may utter. These
grammars are created in different ways depending on the vocabulary and the
moment of creation. In total there are four creation methods considering the
combination of: i) known or unknown vocabulary at design time, i.e. never
changing vocabulary, or vocabulary that can be constantly updated, as for
example if it is stored in a database, and ii) static or dynamic grammar
creation.
Static grammars with previously known content were created during
the design of the dialogue system and do not vary their content with its
operation. Their content is previously known and was carefully designed.
These grammars are used in the UAH dialogue system for static menus that
explain the information that the user can ask about. The UAH system also
uses built-in grammars for the recognition of numbers, and Boolean answers
like yes/no/true/false. Static grammars with unknown vocabulary will be
described in Section 2.3.
Dynamic grammars are used in two ways. On the one hand, they can
have a previously known content, which is dynamically generated in execution
time only when they are really going to be used. On the other hand, UAH
also employs grammars which are created dynamically from the vocabulary
extracted from databases. This vocabulary is continuously changing and thus
is not known at design time. This approach is used only when grammars have
a small vocabulary, because creating grammars from large vocabularies at
execution time would imply a delay in the interaction. This type of grammar
is used, for example, in disambiguation grammars.

2.2.2. Dialogue management
The dialogue manager (DM) decides which system response to follow according to the data extracted from the user utterances. The complexity of this
module depends on various factors. One is complexity of the modelled interaction, while another is the kind of task to be carried out by means of the
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dialogue. The DM complexity depends as well on the flexibility desired for
the dialogue and the type of initiative implemented (user directed, system
directed or mixed). In the case of the UAH system, the application domain
is information extraction in the University environment. The dialogue initiative is system-directed in the so-called basic election dialogue states, while it
is mixed in the detail election states. In the basic election dialogue states the
user decides, without going into detail, the kind of information s/he wants
to know (e.g. information about teachers, subjects, timetables, etc.). In this
case, the dialogue initiative is system-directed in order to ensure the user
obtains the required information easily from the diverse kinds of information the system provides. On the other hand, in the detail election dialogue
states, the user identifies the specific information s/he wants to obtain inside
the previously selected area (e.g. a teacher’s telephone number). The use
of mixed initiative in these states provides the user with greater expression
flexibility once the area has been determined (Narayanan et al., 2000). The
system can take the initiative even in a detail election state if it detects a
misunderstanding. In this case it provides the user with additional means for
introducing the information. For example, if the user makes more than two
mistakes in giving a teacher’s full name, the system takes the initiative and
gives prompts for the data one by one, i.e. first name and then surnames1 .
Although there is no consensus about the tasks a dialogue manager
should perform, one of the most widely accepted proposals is presented by
Traum and Larsson (2003). They propose that the dialogue manager must
update the dialogue context to obtain the correct semantic interpretations
from the user utterances. Furthermore, the dialogue manager must carry out
tasks within a specific domain and decide which information to provide to
the user and when and how to express it.
The UAH dialogue manager dynamically adapts the system responses
to the context and the dialogue state, changing some phrases to improve
the naturalness of the interaction. For example, the system’s help messages
take into account the topic the user and the system are talking about at a
particular moment.

1

In Spain people have two surnames: father’s and mother’s
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The context is used as well to decide the confirmation strategy to use.
The system uses explicit confirmations for important actions or situations in
which the ASR process is more difficult. For example, before transferring
a call to a teacher the system confirms explicitly his/her name (e.g. “Did
you say teacher Ms. Zoraida?”). In the rest of the situations the system
uses implicit confirmations, in order to provide the user with a more natural
interaction (Bernsen et al., 1994).

2.2.3. Database access
In the literature it is possible to find multiple references to the importance of
separating the access and query of databases from the rest of the tasks carried
out in a dialogue system. For example, in the GEMINI project (Hamerich
et al., 2004), an assistant was built to connect to the database, so that users
could create dialogue systems semi-automatically, regardless of the features
of the database employed. A dichotomy between dialogue management and
information access is achieved by means of creating a database access module.
The dialogue manager supplies to this module the information that the user
wants to know. The access module then constructs the query and extracts
the data from the database.
Once the information is extracted, the access module executes a PHP
program that validates the data. Besides, it checks that there are no repeated
data in the result before sending it to the dialogue manager. Finally, the
dialogue manager decides how to communicate the data to the user. However,
there are situations in which the access module receives not only the kind
of information to be extracted (e.g. telephone number of teachers called
“García”), but also additional restrictions, such as gender. For example, if
the user asks for Mrs. García’s telephone number, then only data of female
teachers with this surname are extracted.
The UAH system makes two types of database queries: explicit and
implicit. In the first case, the query is carried out by the user initiative.
For example, if the user asks for the telephone number of the teacher “Juan
García”, then two queries are executed. The first one checks the number
of records in the teacher’s database that correspond to the teacher’s name
provided. If the number is zero, the system informs the user no teachers were
found with this name. If the number is greater than one, the system requests
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the user to provide additional information to select the correct record. Once
the name is determined, another query takes place to extract the telephone
number. The first query is implicit because it is executed by the system’s
initiative, without an explicit user request. On the other hand, the second is
explicit because it corresponds to the user request (in this example the user
asked for a telephone number).
Furthermore, the complexity of the queries varies with the flexibility
of the current dialogue state. In fact, queries vary from a simple “select
FIELD from TABLE” to a very complex data selection based on partial or
complete string matching. For example, when a user utters a teacher’s name,
the information provided can be a combination of name and surnames in up
to seven different possibilities (e.g. name, name and first surname, first and
second surname, etc.), including incomplete names (e.g. a user could say
“María” instead of “María José”).
The system extracts information querying a database which contains
public information about the University of Granada (e.g. fax number and
email of teachers, but not their personal data). The database has been
designed to store data typically included in the departments’ web pages. The
UAH system could work with a database that stored many different kinds
of information, creating views, if necessary, to keep economic and personal
data private. The database used in the system’s implementation is relational
and has 22 tables that have been obtained from an entity-relation diagram,
followed by a fusion and normalization process.

2.2.4. Oral response generation
The system’s oral response generation is carried out firstly in text format
using patterns which have been classified into several categories: teacher,
PhD, subjects, registration, additional information, confirmation, greetings
and help. Once the response is obtained in text format, it is transformed
into voice using a commercial TTS system.
Inside each response category there is a specific pattern for each data
the system could give to the user. These patterns are composed of several
information segments that can be selected or ignored dynamically depending
on the information to be provided. For example, the pattern used to inform
about the location of a teacher’s office is composed of three main information
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segments: number of the office, name of Faculty where the office is, and floor
inside the Faculty. If one of these data is not available at the current dialogue
state, it is not included in the resultant text. For example, if the floor is not
available the system response could be “office number 3 in Computer Science
Faculty”.
The patterns’ morphological structure can also change according to
the information provided, as it must take into account gender (e.g. “Ms.
Mary Jones”, “Mr. John Williams”) and number (e.g. “The subject Parallel
Programming has two credits”, “The subject Software Engineering has one
credit”). The system also uses a dynamic adaptation of linking words (e.g.
“There are two teachers called Jones: Mary Jones and Michael Jones”, “There
are three teachers called Jones: Mary Jones, Michael Jones and William
Jones”).
Finally, the last stage in the creation of the system response in text
form is the adaptation of several special words and symbols, as well as the inclusion of tags the TTS module uses to generate special pronunciations. The
special words’ adaptation translates the information stored in the database
into a more suitable form to be read aloud by the system, whereas the tag
inclusion permits a better understanding of the information synthesized by
the system. For example, it is better to spell a web page’s URL than reading
it as if it were a long word. Also, it is preferable to read aloud a date in the
format month-day-year than reading it.

2.3 Automatic grammar generation
Most of the commercial development environments for setting up spoken
dialogue systems provide tools for rule-based grammar creation and testing.
In these tools the grammar creation is done statically; that is, grammars are
created in design time, before the system is put into service. Although this is
the most straightforward way of creating grammars, static creation can cause
inconsistencies between the database contents and the vocabulary included
in the grammars when the vocabulary is not previously known or does not
remain unchanged.
To overcome this drawback, there are several techniques for dynamic
grammar creation. The first constructs the grammars dynamically in execution time (Truillet et al., 2004). This technique offers flexibility as the
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grammars are always updated with the last changes in the database. Nevertheless, this method may imply a very high computational load, which
introduces a delay time that, in systems with very large databases, can be
excessive; thus causing the system to be considered “slow” by users.
A second technique creates the grammars at the beginning of each
interaction, before the ASR process takes place. These grammars are always
updated regardless of changes in the database (Schalkwyck and Story, 2003).
This method does not imply an increase in the ASR time. There is therefore
less increase in waiting time from the user point of view, but there is still a
delay in the system start-up that increases with the database size.
In both cases, the suitability of the technique depends on the size
of the vocabulary. As has been shown previously (Nielsen, 1994), there are
three basic execution times to be considered. Firstly, the limit for the user
to consider the interaction as real-time is 0.1 seconds. Secondly, from 0.1 to
1.0 seconds, which is the interval in which the user notices the delay but his
flow of thought is uninterrupted. And thirdly, from 1.0 to 10.0 seconds, when
the user still pays attention to the system. However for delays longer than
10 seconds it is necessary to give some feedback to the user with a system
prompt and/or music (Cerrato, 2002).
The execution time needed to construct a grammar rule from a specific column in a database was measured regarding the number of words
gathered. As shown in Figure 2.2, the 0.1 limit is reached with 10,000 words,
the 1 second limit is reached with 100,000, and the maximum limit (10 seconds) is reached with vocabularies around 300,000 words. For example, for
a vocabulary of 1 million words there is a 30 seconds delay. Thus, for large
vocabularies (more than 300,000 words) the overload introduced is noticed
by the user and a feedback technique is needed. However, feedback techniques usually cause a bad impression on users, who usually find them very
irritating (Mäkelä et al., 2001). Furthermore, a minimal system response
delay (defined as the time elapsed between the user finishing talking and the
system response (Möller, 2005)) is vital to minimize interaction costs. This,
coupled with the maximization of task success, is essential to enhance user
satisfaction and is usually employed as a key parameter for spoken dialogue
systems evaluation, as proposed in the PARADISE framework (Walker et al.,
2000a).
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Figure 2.2. Latency of the dynamic creation of grammar
rules

To avoid the problems discussed above, the TGC technique (Triggered Grammar rules Creation) can be employed. TGC uses automaticallygenerated static grammar rules which are updated using a triggering mechanism as the database changes. This way there is no creation delay in execution time and the user feels he is interacting with a fast system.
The main advantage of the TGC technique in comparison with others
we can find in the literature (e.g. McTear (2004)) is that it is general and
thus suitable for generating grammar rules to be used by any dialogue system
that extracts vocabulary from a database.
The creation of grammar rules is carried out following three steps: i)
information is extracted from the database, ii) the grammar rules are created from the extracted data formatting it into JSGF (Java Speech Grammar
Format) or ABNF (Augmented Backus-Naur Form); in this way, grammar
rules are generated before the ASR is carried out; iii) grammar rules are
updated when the database changes. To ensure grammars are permanently
updated when the database changes, the proposed technique employs a mechanism based on database triggers. These are fired when changes occur in the
database fields from which the vocabulary of the grammar rules is extracted.
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The W3C Voice Browser working group specifies in (Brown, 1999)
that rules must be re-definable in execution time. To do so, they point out
several mechanisms, as for example the division of the rules space into static
and dynamic arenas. Using the proposed technique, the sentence structure
is created statically containing references to dynamic rules, which can be
stored in the same file or in an external one. The TGC technique updates
these rules with new data extracted from the database without affecting the
syntactic structure of the phrases.
The TGC technique was implemented in the so-called Grammar Automatic Generation (GAG) tool using PHP, HTML, JavaScript and PostGreSQL. This tool is used as an additional module in the UAH system
and has an easy-to-use web interface to let the system designer choose the
database fields to be used to extract the vocabulary. The process of creating rules using the tool is divided into three steps. Firstly, the GAG tool
prompts the user to provide the database name, host, user name and password to access the database where the information is stored. It also prompts
for the name of the grammar rule and the type of grammar to be created
(JSGF or ABNF). Secondly, the selection of fields from the database tables
is visualized in a drop-down menu. Fields appear in the menu in the same
order as in the corresponding table, but the system designer can select them
in any other to create a grammar rule. When a field is selected, a number appears automatically next to the field indicating the selection order.
For example, in an academic application the system designer could select
a teacher’s name and surname, obtaining the grammar rule <teacher> =
(“Claire Smith” | . . . | “Jack McNeal”). Alternatively, he could select for example the teacher’s surname and name, in which case the obtained grammar
rule would be: <teacher> = “Smith Claire” | . . . | “McNeal Jack”). Thirdly,
after the field selection the designer must enter the file name to store the
grammar rule. If he marks the “Add to file” option in the interface, the rule
is created as a part of an existing grammar. Otherwise, a new grammar with
just one rule is created in the specified file.
The GAG tool implements a triggering mechanism to keep the grammar rules updated with the last changes made in the database. To do so,
at the end of each grammar creation the system designer chooses whether to
update automatically the vocabulary in the rule with database changes. If
he indicates the rules must be automatically updated, triggers are dynami-
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cally created to be activated when the values of the corresponding columns
are updated, deleted or inserted. For example, if he creates a grammar rule
for teachers’ names and surnames, the trigger includes “obligatory” as a new
word in the rule if this word is in the field “Type” of the “Subject” table. It
also deletes the word “obligatory” from the rule if it is erased from the table,
and changes “obligatory” to “optional” if the field is updated with the latter
word.
As triggers provide the old and new values of the table field, only the
pertinent changes are made in the grammar rules instead of generating them
again right from the start when any change takes place, which introduces a
delay equivalent to creating them dynamically. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 2.3, where a distributed architecture is depicted in which
the ASR takes place in a computer with a telephony card, while the dialogue
manager and the GAG tool operate in an application server that uses the
data provided by a server in which the database is hosted.

ASR Å Grammars
TTS
VoiceXML
Interpreter

Telephony

PSTN

VoiceXML
Audio
PHP,
PostGreSQL

Update
Insert
Delete

Triggering
Triggering
mechanism
mechanism

GAG
GAG
Internet

USER

DESIGNER

Figure 2.3. Automatic grammar rules update with the GAG
tool
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Two different approaches to addressing the creation of ASR grammar
rules from databases were tested: dynamic creation and creation using the
GAG module. The experiments were carried out employing different vocabulary sizes (as shown in Figure 2.2). Figure 2.4 shows that user satisfaction
with dynamic grammar creation decreases with larger vocabularies, which
indicates that user preference for the GAG tool outperforms preference for
dynamic creation in most cases. There is a correspondence between user
satisfaction and the temporary constraints previously commented.
User satisfaction with system speed with dynamic generation of grammar rules
TGC preferable to dynamic generation

Five points Likert scale
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10
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00

10
0

0

Vocabulary size (#words)
Figure 2.4. TGC technique vs. dynamic creation of grammar rules measured in terms of user satisfaction

Thus, in vocabularies with less than 10,000 words (generation time less
than 0.1 seconds) users are not aware of the system delay with the dynamic
technique, which makes both techniques be equally rated by users. It is also
observable that in this figure there is a point at which both lines cross. This
corresponds to the value around 300,000 words for which a vocabulary can be
considered large enough to make the proposed technique clearly preferable to
dynamic creation, given the delay introduced by the latter and its consequent
negative effect on users’ satisfaction.
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Furthermore, regarding the use of the GAG tool, it is shown that the
users’ perception varies depending on the type of interaction initiative used
by the dialogue system. Although 71% of the users find the interaction speed
adequate or fast, 20% of them consider it slow (only 3% thought it very slow).
This occurs because of the system-directed initiative, which presents several
options to the user in order to obtain the kind of information he wishes.
As shown in Figure 2.5, overall user satisfaction with the interaction (rated
on a five-point Likert scale) is in 78% of cases greater than or equal to 3,
which shows the good results achieved by the system employing the proposed
technique.
0%
6%

3%

17%

6%

6%

26%
20%

65%

Very slow
Slow
Adequate
Fast
Very fast

51%

1 (1-5 scale)
2 (1-5 scale)
3 (1-5 scale)
4 (1-5 scale)
5 (1-5 scale)

Figure 2.5. Perceived interaction speed (left) and user satisfaction (right) using UAH

It was found that, even when the objective evaluation measures indicate that the system delay is negligible, users sometimes are not of the same
opinion. Thus, users may consider the interaction slow if the initiative is
system-directed, even when the system response time is small. The reason
for this is that they feel that the interaction could be faster if they had the
opportunity to directly utter their queries.
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2.4 The UAH speech corpus
The corpus used for the experiments described in this Thesis is comprised of
85 dialogues by 60 different users interacting with UAH. It contains 422 user
turns, with an average of 5 user turns per dialogue. The recorded material
has a duration of 150 minutes. It was semi-automatically annotated with
de-facto standard evaluation criteria and the users’ opinions were obtained
with questionnaires as described in Chapter 5. Each user utterance was
subsequently tagged with an emotional state by nine non-expert annotators
as described in Chapter 3. The size of the corpus is similar to that of other
real emotional speech corpora such as those used by Forbes-Riley and Litman
(2004a) (10 dialogues, 453 turns) or Morrison et al. (2007) (391 user turns).

2.5 Conclusions
UAH is a spoken dialogue system developed in VoiceXML standard language. It uses dynamic dialogue management and introduces several novel
techniques that make the interaction smoother. It was developed to cover
different interaction initiatives and confirmation strategies in order to be able
to compare their suitability. The introduction of the GAG module is noteworthy. This provides a new way of creating rules for speech recognition
grammars without introducing delays and keeps the vocabulary updated.
The UAH system has been functional since 2005 when it was made available
to the public. Since then, the interactions are being recorded and the main
interaction parameters are automatically processed to compute evaluation
criteria. The dialogues corresponding to a year of usage of the UAH system
were also annotated to introduce new parameters and the opinions of the
users about the system have been surveyed. With this information a speech
corpus was created which formed the basis for the research described in the
next chapters.
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Innegable, señor.
Es indisimulable.
¿Está usted aburrido?
Me parece que está usted aburrido.
Dígame, ¿adónde va tan aburrido?
Rafael Alberti, El aburrimiento

3

Recognition of non-acted
emotions
3.1 Introduction

One of the main research objectives of dialogue systems is to achieve humanlike communication between people and machines. This eliminates the need
for keyboard and mouse in favour of more intuitive ways of interaction, such
as natural language, thus leading to a new paradigm in which technologies
can be accessed by non-expert users or handicapped people.
However, multimodal human-computer interaction is still not comparable to human dialogue. One of the reasons for this is that human interaction
involves exchanging not only explicit content, but also implicit information
about the affective state of the interlocutor. Systems that make use of such
information are described as incorporating “affective computing” or “emotion
intelligence”, which covers the areas of emotion recognition, interpretation,
management and generation.
Due to its benefits and huge variety of applications, affective computing has become an outstanding research topic in the field of HCI, and
numerous important international and interdisciplinary related projects have
appeared. Some of the latest are MEGA (Camurri et al., 2004), NECA (Gebhard et al., 2004), VICTEC (Hall et al., 2005), NICE (Corradini et al., 2005),
HUMAINE (Cowie and Schröder, 2005) and COMPANIONS (Wilks, 2006),
to mention just a few.
Accurate annotation is a first step towards optimized detection and
management of emotions, which is a very important task in order to avoid
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significant problems in communication, such as misunderstandings and user
dissatisfaction, that lead to very low task completion rates. Despite its benefits, the annotation of emotions in spoken dialogue systems encounters restrictions as a result of certain important problems. Firstly, as shown in
Section 3.3.2, the percentage of neutral vs. emotive speech is usually very
unbalanced (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2004a; Morrison et al., 2007). Secondly, all information must be gathered through the oral modality and in
some systems where the dialogue is less flexible, the length of the user utterances can be insufficient to enable other knowledge sources like linguistic
information to be employed.
To solve these problems, we propose to use contextual information for
the annotation of user emotions in spoken dialogue systems. The main interest is to recognize negative emotions as some studies, for example (Riccardi
and Hakkani-Tür, 2005), have shown that once the user is in a negative emotional state, it is difficult to guide him out. Furthermore, these bad experiences can also discourage users from employing the system again. Concretely,
three negative emotions are taken into account. The first is doubtful, which
is useful to identify when the user is uncertain about what to do next. A user
is in this emotional state when he has doubts about what to say in that turn.
The second and third emotions are angry and bored, two negative emotional
states that must be recognized before the user gets too frustrated because
of system malfunctions. In the activation-evaluation space (Russell, 1980;
Scherer, 2005), angry corresponds to an active negative emotion, whereas
bored and doubtful to passive negative emotions.
Different approaches are presented in this chapter in order to include contextual information in both human annotation (as discussed in
Section 3.3) and machine learned classification (Section 3.4). In human annotation, non-expert annotators were provided with contextual information
by giving them the utterances to be annotated along with the dialogues
where these were produced. In this way, annotators had information about
the user speaking style and the moment of the dialogue at which each sentence was uttered. For machine-learned classification, a novel method in two
steps is introduced, which enhances negative emotion classification with automatically generated context information. The first step calculates users’
neutral speaking style, which is employed to classify emotions into angry and
doubtfulORbored ; whereas the second step introduces dialogue context and
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allows the distinction between bored and doubtful. One of the main advantages of the proposed method is that it does not require including additional
manually annotated data. Hence, it permits a straightforward automatic
integration of context information within emotion recognizers for spoken dialogue systems.
To evaluate the benefits of the proposals, different experiments have
been performed over a corpus of real emotions extracted from the interaction of around 60 different users with the UAH spoken dialogue system
(Chapter 2). The objective is to demonstrate that the proposed contextual
information influences human as well as machine recognition, and that better
results can be obtained when context is included using the proposed methods, if compared with recognition based on traditional acoustic features or
the baseline classification methods.
The chapter is structured as follows: in Section 3.2 there is an overview
of the related work done in the area and the points in which the Thesis makes
its main contributions. Section 3.3 presents the human annotation procedure
and discusses the corpus facts and the results in terms of emotions annotated
and agreement between annotators. In Section 3.4 there is a description of
the automatic classification of emotions, and a discussion of the experimental results obtained for it. Section 3.4.5 describes the previous approaches
studied to take into account both context sources until the optimal approach
was encountered. Finally, Section 3.5 presents a summary of the benefits of
the proposed methods and the conclusions extracted from them.

3.2 Related work
Unfortunately there is no consensus about what an emotion is. Psychological and biological studies in this matter have been carried out for centuries
and it is not strange to find references to Darwin or Descartes in some recent papers about the topic. In an effort to clarify concepts and underlying
the direction of main research lines in the area, Cowie (2000) distinguishes
two senses in which the word emotion can be interpreted: the first one is as
discrete states (p.e. fear, happiness, anger) which are usually referred to as
“full-blown” emotions in the literature; and the second one is as an attribute
of certain states, which the author names as “emotional states”. In the HUMAINE project (Humaine emotion-research.net, 2007) they also make this
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distinction using other nomenclature: episodic and pervasive emotions. Main
research efforts are carried out towards the study of pervasive emotions or
“emotional states”; whereas the main objective in the study of “full-blown”
emotions is to find a restricted set of categories or emotions. There exists the
extended theory that “full-blown” emotions can take only a few forms easily
distinguishable from each other. However, making such a simplification is
not always suitable as in some applications it can be interesting to study
blended, simulated and/or conflictive emotions.
Regardless of the definition of emotion, several ways to represent them
can be found in the literature. They can be represented using a discrete set
or as points in a continuous space. In the continuous case, emotions are
represented by coordinates in a space with a small number of dimensions.
The typical approach is the bidimensional activation-evaluation space (Cowie
et al., 2001). In the horizontal axe, evaluation deals with the “valence” of
emotions, that is, positive or negative evaluations of people, things or events.
In the vertical one, activation measures the user disposition to take some action rather than none. “Full-blown” emotions form a circular pattern in the
activation-evaluation space which made other authors propose a representation based on angles and distance to the centre. Some tools, for example
FEELTRACE (Cowie et al., 2000), have been implemented to give a visual
representation of the dynamic progress of emotions inside this circle. Additionally, 3D models can be used to distinguish between emotions that are
very near each other in the circle (e.g. fear and anger), the new dimensions
used are usually perceived control or inclination to engage. Emotions can
also be represented in a structural way, which treats them from a cognitive
perspective that describes how users deal with the situation that caused the
emotion. Furthermore, following the Ortony and G. L. Clore (1988) theory,
emotions can be classified according to the emotion-eliciting situations which
can be related to events, actions of agents or aspects of objects. OCC theory
is usually employed for emotion synthesis (Zong et al., 2000; de Melo and
Paiva, 2005).
Emotionally intelligent systems can put the emphasis on the emotions’
cause or effect. In the first case the focus is in the reasons of the apparition
of some emotion, which can be external or internal to the user; the second
describes the effects of these characteristics in the listener (Cowie, 2000).
The research in these areas is generally recognition driven in the cause-type
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case and synthesis driven in the effect-type case. The research described in
this chapter is focused on the emotion recognition case.
Emotion recognition can be carried out with invasive and non invasive
methods. Invasive methods are based on physiological measures like breathing rate or conductivity of skin (Picard, 1997). One of the most widespread
methods consists in measuring the galvanic skin response (GSR) as there
is a relationship between the arousal of emotions and changes in GSR (Lee
et al., 2005). Some other methods are EMG, which measures facial muscles (Mahlke, 2006), hear rate or more recently the usage of brain images
(Critchley et al., 2005). Non invasive methods are usually based on audio
and video. On the one hand, audio emotion recognition can be carried out
from the acoustic information or from linguistic information. Speech is deeply
affected by emotions: acoustic, contour, tone, voice quality and articulation
change with different emotions, a comprehensive study of those changes is
presented in (Cowie et al., 2001). Language information deals with linguistic
changes depending on the emotional state of the user. For this purpose the
technique of word emotional salience has gained remarkable attention. This
measure represents the frequency of apparition of a word in a given emotional
state or category and it is calculated from a corpus of user-system interactions (Lee et al., 2005). On the other hand, video recognition usually pays
attention to facial expression, body posture and movements of the hands;
a summary of all these features can be found in (Picard and Daily, 2005).
Other authors emphasize that emotions are influenced by cultural and social
settings and defend an “interactional approach” (Boehner et al., 2007) to be
considered along with physiological, audio or video measures.
Emotion recognition has been used in Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) systems for several purposes. In some application domains it is necessary to recognize the affective state of the user to adapt the systems to
it or even change it. For example, in emergency services (Bickmore and
Giorgino, 2004) or intelligent tutors (Ai et al., 2006), it is necessary to know
the users’ emotional state to calm them down, or to encourage them in learning activities. However, there are also some applications in which emotion
management is not a central aspect, but contributes to the better functioning
of the system as a whole. In these systems emotion management can be used
to resolve stages of the dialogue that cause negative emotional states, as well
as to avoid them and foster positive ones in future interactions. For exam-
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ple, Burkhardt et al. (2005) use an anger detector to avoid user frustration
during the interaction with their voice portal. Furthermore, emotions are of
interest not just for their own sake, but also because they affect the explicit
message conveyed during the interaction: they change peoples’ voices, facial
expressions, gestures, speed of speech, etc. This is usually called “emotional
colouring” and can be of great importance for the interpretation of user input.
For example, Wahlster (2006) use emotional colouring in the context of the
SmartKom system to detect sarcasm and thus tackle false positive sentences.
As explained before, emotion recognition is a key aspect to obtain
human-like interaction. This is why it has received a lot of attention for the
dialogue systems research community. From applications in with the changes
in the users’ emotional state are uniquely indicators on when the system is
not fulfilling users’ expectations, to complicated systems in which emotions
are a key-stone, like psychological aid systems; emotion recognition is gaining
increasing attention from the research community. This is reflected in the
number of international interdisciplinary projects that have treated the topic,
some of the latest are:
• SAFIRA - Supporting Affective Interactions for Real-time Applications
(The Safira Project - DFKI Page, 2002). 24 months from 2000-05-02
(Completed). Its purpose was the enrichment of applications with an
affective dimension to support affective behaviour and control in realtime multi-agent systems interacting with users.
• MEGA - Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications (MEGA Project,
2001). 36 months from 2000-11-01 (Completed). Its purpose was the
modelling and real-time analysis, synthesis, and networked communication of expressive and emotional content in non-verbal interaction
(e.g. music or dance) by multi-sensory interfaces, from a multimodal
perspective.
• MAGICSTER - Embodied Believable Agents (MagiCster Project Pages,
2007). 39 months from 2000-12-01 (Completed). Its purpose was the
design and evaluation of a believable conversational interface agent,
which makes use of gaze, facial expression, gesture and body posture
as well as speech in a synchronised fashion.
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• NECA - A Net Environment for embodied emotional Conversational
Agents (NECA project, 2005). 30 months from 2001-10-01 (Completed). Its purpose was the creation of multi-user and multi-agent virtual spaces populated by affective conversational agents able to express
themselves through synchronised emotional speech and non-verbal expression.
• ERMIS - Emotionally Rich Man-Machine Interaction Systems (EUROPA - CORDIS: Community Research and Development Information
Service, 2006). 36 months from 2002-01-01 (Completed). Its purpose
was the development of a prototype system for human computer interaction that can interpret users’ attitude or emotional state, in terms of
their speech and/or their facial gestures.
• PF-STAR - Preparing future multisensorial interaction research (PFSTAR home page, 2004). 24 months from 2002-10-01 (Completed). Its
purpose was the contribution to the field of multisensorial and multilingual communication by providing technological baselines, comparative
evaluations, and assessment of prospects of core technologies specially
in the topic of technologies for speech-to-speech translation, the detection and expressions of emotional states, and core speech technologies
for children.
• VICTEC - Virtual ICT with Empathic Characters (VICTEC in Lynne
Hall web page, 2005). 35 months from 2002-03-01 (Completed). Its
purpose was the development of a toolkit that supports the creation of
believable synthetic characters in a virtual environment who establish
credible and empathic relations with children.
• NICE - Natural Interactive Communication for Edutainment (NICE
project - Main page, 2007). 36 months from 2002-03-01 (Completed).
Its purpose was to foster universal natural interactive access, in particular for children and adolescents, by developing natural, fun and
experientially rich communication between humans and embodied historical and literary characters.
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• CHIL - Computers in the Human Interaction Loop (CHIL - Computers
In the Human Interaction Loop, 2007). 36 months from 2003-12-18
(Completed). Its purpose was the creation of environments in which
computers serve humans that focus on interacting with other humans
instead of having to attend to and being preoccupied with the machines
themselves.
• HUMAINE - Research on Emotions and Human-Machine Interaction
(Humaine emotion-research.net, 2007). Since 2003-12-18 (In execution). Its purpose is to lay the foundations for European development
of systems that can register, model and influence human emotional
and emotion-related states coordinating efforts to come to a shared
understanding of the issues involved.
• AMI - Augmented Multi-party Interaction (Augmented Multiparty Interaction Project, 2007). Since 2003-12-18 (In execution). Its purpose
is the creation of new multimodal technologies to support human interaction in the context of smart meeting rooms and remote meeting
assistants.
• INTREPID - A Virtual Reality Intelligent Multi-sensor Wearable System for Phobias’ Treatment (Intrepid Project, 2004). 24 months from
2004-01-01 (Completed). Its purpose was the development of a multisensor context-aware wearable system for the treatment of phobias.
• AUBADE - A wearable EMG Augmentation system for robust behavioural understanding (AUBADE, 2005). 34 months from 2004-01-01
(Completed). Its purpose was the development of a wearable platform,
to ubiquitously monitor and recognise the emotional state of its users
in real time, using signals obtained from their face.
• COSY - Cognitive Systems for Cognitive Assistants (CoSy Home, 2007).
48 months from 2006-09-01 (In execution). Its purpose is the construction of physically instantiated systems that can perceive, understand
and interact with their environment, and evolve in order to achieve
human-like performance in activities requiring specific knowledge about
the context.
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• CALLAS - Conveying Effectiveness in Leading-Edge Living Adaptive
Systems (Callas - Conveying Affectiveness in Leading-Edge Living Adaptive Systems, 2007). 42 months from 2006-11-01 (In execution). Its
purpose is the definition and development of a multimodal architecture including emotional aspects, to support experiments and target
new media applications essentially in an ambient intelligence paradigm.
• COMPANIONS - Intelligent, Persistent, Personalised Multimodal Interfaces to the Internet (Companions, 2007). 48 months from 2006-1101 (In execution). Its purpose is the creation of companions: personalized, conversational interface to the Internet that knows its owner, on
a range of platforms, indoor and nomadic, based on integrated highquality research in multi-modal human-computer interfaces, intelligent
agents, and human language technology.
In the area of emotion recognition the great majority of studies1
focus on studying the appropriateness of different machine learning classifiers (Shafran and Mohri, 2005), such as K-nearest neighbours (Lee and
Narayanan, 2005), Hidden Markov Models (Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2006;
Pitterman and Pitterman, 2006), Support Vector Machines (Morrison et al.,
2007), Neural Networks (Morrison et al., 2007) or Boosting Algorithms (Liscombe et al., 2005; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2004a). In addition, important
research has been directed towards finding the best features to be used for
classification. These features can be categorized at different levels. The lowest level deals with physiological features, which are usually measured with
intrusive methods. Some examples are galvanic skin response (Lee et al.,
2005), facial muscle movements (Mahlke, 2006) or brain images (Critchley
et al., 2005). Acoustic and linguistic levels are more widespread and features
like articulation changes (Cowie et al., 2001), statistical measures of acoustic
features (Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2006) or word emotional salience (Lee
and Narayanan, 2005) are frequently found in the literature. In addition,
visual features like facial expression, body posture and movements of hands
have recently been adopted, especially in multimodal systems (Picard and
Daily, 2005; Zeng et al., 2006). More recently, some authors like Boehner
et al. (2007) have proposed cultural information as an additional source of
information for detecting emotional states.
1

For further information, see Ververidis and Kotropoulos (2006).
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However, less attention is being paid to the training process of the
algorithms in which automatic emotion classification is based, and for which
emotional annotated corpora are needed. A good annotation scheme is essential as it affects the rest of the stages in the learning process. Besides, manual
annotation of corpora is very difficult, time-consuming and expensive, and
thus must be carefully designed. Authors that study emotional corpora are
mainly interested in how it is gathered, especially comparing acted vs. real
emotions acquisition (Morrison et al., 2007), but less work has been done in
how the annotation of such a corpus must be achieved. Among others, Devillers et al. (2005) have proposed guidelines to design and develop successful
annotation schemes in terms of labels, segmentation rules and validation processes. Gut and Bayerl (2004) have also worked on reliability measures of
human annotations, whereas Craggs and Wood (2003) have proposed several
layers of emotion annotation.
This Thesis goes a step further and studies how to add contextual information to the corpus annotation process, and suggest the inclusion of two
new context sources: users’ neutral speaking style and dialogue history. The
former provides information about how users talk when they are not conveying any emotion, which can lead to a better recognition of users’ non-neutral
emotional states (Section 3.4.2). The latter involves using information about
the current dialogue state in terms of dialogue length and number of confirmations and repetitions (as will be discussed in Section 3.4.3), which gives
a reliable indication of the users’ emotional state at each moment. For example, the user is likely to be angry if he has to repeat the same piece of
information in numerous consecutive turns in the dialogue.
In the literature there are three main approaches for collecting emotional speech corpora: recording spontaneous emotional speech, recording
induced emotions, and using actors to simulate the emotions. As shown in
Figure 3.1, in these approaches there is a compromise between naturalness of
the emotions and control over the collected data: the more control over the
generated data, the less spontaneity and naturalness of the expressed emotion, and vice versa. Therefore, spontaneous emotional speech, which reflects
completely natural emotional speech production in the application domain
of the emotion recognizer, is the most realistic approach. However, a lot of
effort is necessary for the annotation of the corpus, as it requires an interpretation of which emotion is being expressed in each recording. Sometimes,
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the corpus is recorded from human-to-human interaction in the application
context (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2004a). In these cases, the result is also
natural but it is not directly applicable to the case in which humans interact
with a machine. At the other extreme, acted emotional speech is easier to
manipulate and avoids the need for annotation, as emotions conveyed in each
recording are known beforehand. The results obtained with acted speech are
highly dependent on the skills of the actors, therefore the best results are
obtained with actors with good drama preparation. When non-expert actors are used, another phase is necessary to discard the recordings that fail
to reproduce the required emotion appropriately. In a middle point are the
induced emotions, which can be more natural, like the ones elicited when
playing computer games (Johnstone, 1996), or easier to manipulate like the
ones induced by making people read texts that relate to specific emotions
(Stibbard, 2000).

Control

Emotions acted
by nonprofessionals
Elicited data
reading emotion
prone texts (nonprofessional
readers)

Emotions acted by
professional actors

Elicited data reading emotion
prone texts (professional
readers)
Elicited data provoking user
reactions

Real data recorded in
simulated interactions
with a system

Real data recorded in
real interactions with a
system

Naturalness
Figure 3.1. Naturalness vs. control in the main emotional
corpora generation approaches
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As some authors have indicated, e.g. Douglas-Cowie et al. (2003),
the relationship between acted data and spontaneous emotional speech is
not exactly known. But, as stated by Johnstone (1996), even professionally
acted speech loses realism as there are some effects that cannot be controlled
consciously. Thus, different studies have shown that it is not appropriate to
use acted data to recognize naturally occurring emotions (Vogt and André,
2005; Wilting et al., 2006).
As the objective is to build an emotion recognizer for the UAH dialogue system (Chapter 2), and it would have to work with natural emotions
occurring in real time, an utterance corpus collected from real users interacting with the system was used in the experiments. This is an important
contribution to the state of the art as real non-elicited emotions are difficult to find in Spanish corpora. For example, out of the 70 corpora studied
by Douglas-Cowie et al. (2003) and Ververidis and Kotropoulos (2006), only
three are in Spanish: González (1999), Montero et al. (1999) and Iriondo
et al. (2000). As shown in Table 3.1, two of these are used for emotion
synthesis instead of recognition. The table also sets out Spanish corpora employed for emotion feature studies (Adell et al., 2005) and general purpose
studies (Hozjan et al., 2002). None of these corpora were collected from real
user interactions and the maximum number of actors used was 8, whereas
the UAH corpus was collected from 60 users and real emotional speech.
Reference
González (1999)
Montero et al. (1999)
Iriondo et al. (2000)
Hozjan et al. (2002)
Adell et al. (2005)

UAH corpus

Actors/users
1 actor
8 actors
2 actors

Purpose
Recognition
Synthesis
Synthesis
Study, synthesis
and recognition
1 actress, 1 Emotion features
professional
study
reader, 1 member of Spanish
Parliament
60 UAH sys- Recognition
tem users

Kind
Elicited
Simulated
Simulated
Simulated
2
simulated,
1
natural

Natural

Table 3.1. Summary of Spanish emotional speech corpora
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3.3 Human annotation of the UAH corpus
The annotation of emotions is a highly subjective task, given that for the
same utterance, different annotators may perceive different emotions. The
most reliable way to obtain rigorous annotations is to recruit specialized
annotators, for example psychologists who are trained to recognize human
emotions. Unfortunately, in most cases expert annotators are difficult to
find and thus the annotation must be done by non-experts. In this case, all
annotators were non-expert as they had not received any specific training on
emotion recognition.
To get the best possible annotation employing non-expert annotators, the labelling process must be rigorously designed. Vidrascu and Devillers (2005) suggest several phases to decide the list of labels and annotation
scheme, segmentation rules, number of annotators, validation procedures,
and consistency study.
The first step is to decide the labels to be used for annotation. Our
main interest is to study negative emotional states of the users, mainly to
detect frustration because of system malfunctions. Thus, classification is
made between the three major negative emotions encountered in the UAH
corpus, namely angry, bored and doubtful. For the human annotation of
the corpus a fourth category has been used: neutral, which represents a
non-negative emotional state (i.e. positive emotions such as happiness are
also treated as neutral ). The neutral category was used only for the human
annotation of the corpus. The rest of the experiments will focus exclusively
on the distinction between the negative emotions considered.
A decision was made to use an odd, high number of annotators - nine,
which is more than is typically reported in previous studies, e.g. Forbes-Riley
and Litman (2004a) and Lee and Narayanan (2005). Regarding the “segment
length”, in this study this is the whole utterance because it was not useful to
employ smaller segmentation units (i.e. words). The reason is that our goal
was to analyse the emotion as a whole response to a system prompt, without
considering the possible emotional changes within an utterance.
In the proposed annotation procedure the corpus was annotated twice
by every annotator, firstly in an ordered style and secondly in an unordered
style. In the first mode the annotators had information about the dialogue
context and the users’ speaking style. In the second case the annotators
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did not have this information, so their annotations were based only on the
acoustic information of the current utterance.
The final emotion assigned to each utterance in the ordered and unordered schemes was the one annotated by a majority of annotators in each
of them. Gold standard emotions for the whole corpus were then computed
from the results of each of the schemes. In situations where there was no majority of an emotion above the others (e.g. 4 neutral, 4 bored and 1 doubtful ),
priority was given to the non-neutral ones (in the last example bored ). If this
conflict was between two non-neutral emotions (e.g. 4 doubtful, 4 bored and
1 neutral ), the results were compared between both annotation schemes to
choose the emotion annotated by majority among the 18 annotations (the 9
of the ordered and the 9 of the unordered scheme).

3.3.1. Calculation of the agreement between
annotators
Several Kappa coefficients were used to study the degree of inter-annotator
agreement for both annotation styles (for the ordered and unordered case).
Kappa coefficients are based on the idea of rating the proportion of pairs of
annotators in agreement (Po ) with the expected proportion of pairs of annotators that agree by chance (Pc ). Thus obtaining a proportion of the agreement
actually achieved beyond chance (Po − Pc ) with all possible agreements that
are not by chance (1 − Pc ):
® ©
Po − Pc
3.1 ª

1 − Pc
For the Thesis four different Kappa coefficients were used (Figure 3.2)
with which two main issues have been studied: i) the impact of annotator
bias, that is, given a fixed number of agreements, the effect that the distribution of disagreements between categories has in the Kappa value; and ii) the
level of importance of all possible disagreements in our task, i.e. disagreement between emotions which are easily distinguishable should have a more
negative impact in the Kappa coefficient than disagreements in very different
categories.

κ=
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Figure 3.2. Kappa coefficients used in the experiments

The simplest Kappa coefficient used was proposed by Fleiss (1971), as
a generalization for multiple annotators of the two-coders Scott’s π (Scott,
1955). There has been much confusion in the literature about Fleiss’ Kappa,
as many authors have reported it as a generalization of Cohen’s κ instead
(Cohen, 1960). This is further discussed by Artstein and Poesio (2005), who
made a considerable effort to clarify the definitions of the different Kappa
coefficients. In order to avoid inconsistencies their notation is followed for all
the Kappa coefficients employed in the chapter. In particular, Fleiss’ Kappa
has been noted as multi-π.
The calculation of multi-π is based on Equation 3.1, where the observed agreement (Po ) is computed as the number of cases in which two
different annotators agreed to annotate a particular utterance with the same
emotion:
U

E

XX
1
Po =
nue (nue − 1)
U A(A − 1) u=1 e=1

®

©

3.2 ª


In Equation 3.2, U is the number of utterances to be annotated, A
the number of annotators, E the number of emotions, and nue the number
of times the utterance ‘u’ was annotated with emotion ‘e’.
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Fleiss assumes that all annotators share the same probability distribution. This means that the probability that an annotator classifies an
utterance ‘u’ with a particular emotion ‘e’, can be computed as the overall
probability of annotating ‘u’ as ‘e’. This global probability was computed as
the total number of assignments to emotion ‘e’ made by all annotators (ne in
Equation 3.3) divided by the total number of assignments (U · A). Chance
agreement (Equation 3.3) was then computed as the probability that any pair
of coders annotated the same utterance with the same emotion, which was
assumed to be the joint probability of each of them making such assignment
independently, as annotators judged all utterances independently from each
others.
¶2
E µ
X
1
Pcπ =
ne
U
A
e=1

®

©

3.3 ª


The calculation of multi-π assumes that each annotator follows the
same overall distribution of utterances into emotions. However, such a simplification may not be plausible in all domains due to the effect of the so-called
annotator bias in the Kappa value. In our experiments, the annotator bias
can be defined as the extent to which annotators disagree on the proportion
of emotions, given a particular number of agreements. With the rest of the
parameters fixed, the Kappa value increases as the bias value gets higher,
that is, when disagreement proportions are not equal for all emotions and
there is a high skew among them. This is the so-called Kappa second paradox.
Different studies of its impact can be found in the literature, e.g. Feinstein
and Cicchetti (1990), Cicchetti and Feinstein (1990), Lantz and Nebenzahl
(1996), and Artstein and Poesio (2005).
To study whether inclusion of the different annotating behaviours
could improve the Kappa values, Davies and Fleiss (1982) Kappa was calculated, which has been noted as multi-κ, following the study of Artstein and
Poesio (2005). As happens with multi-π, the calculation of multi-κ also relies
on Equation 3.1, and has the same observed agreement (Equation 3.2). However, for the chance agreement, it includes a separate distribution for each
annotator. Thus, in this case the probability that an annotator ‘a’ classifies
an utterance ‘u’ with emotion ‘e’ is computed with the observed number of
utterances assigned to emotion ‘e’ by that annotator (nae ), divided by the
total number of utterances (U). The probability that two annotators agree
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in annotating an utterance ‘u’ with emotion ‘e’ is again the joint probability
of each annotator doing the annotation independently:
Pcκ

A−1 X
A
E X
X
naj e nak e
=µ ¶
A
U U
2 e=1 j=1 k=j+1

1

®

©

3.4 ª


Despite of including differences between annotators, multi-κ gives all
disagreements the same importance. In practice, all disagreements are not
equally probable and do not have the same impact on the quality of the
annotation results. For example, in our experiments, a disagreement between
neutral and angry is stronger than between neutral and doubtful, because the
first two categories are more easily distinguishable.
To take all this information into account weighted Kappa coefficients
have been used (Cohen, 1968; Fleiss and Cohen, 1973), which put the emphasis on disagreements instead of agreements2 . Their calculation is based
on Equation 3.5 (equivalent to Equation 3.1):
Po
κw = 1 −
Pc

®

©

3.5 ª


where P o indicates observed disagreement, and P c disagreement by
chance. For all the coefficients used, the observed disagreement has been
calculated as the number of times each utterance ‘u’ was annotated with two
different emotions ej and ek by every pair of annotators, weighted by the
distance between the emotions:
U X
E−1 X
E
X
1
nuej nuek distance(ej , ek )
Po =
U A(A − 1) u=1 j=1

®
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k=j+1

Consequently, the computation of the weighted coefficients implies
employing distance metrics between the four emotions used for annotation
(neutral, angry, bored and doubtful ). To do so, the discrete list of emotions have been arranged within a continuous space, using the bidimensional
activation-evaluation space (Russell, 1980). Emotions form a circular pattern
2

An alternative calculation based on agreements can be found in (Sim and Wright, 2005)
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in this space. This is why other authors proposed a representation based on
angles and distance to the centre. Taking advantage of this circular disposition, angular distances between the emotions studied have been used for the
calculation of the weighted Kappa coefficients. Instead of establishing our
own placement of the emotions in the space, some already established angular
dispositions were employed to avoid introducing measurement errors. With
this purpose, the list of 40 emotions with their respective angles proposed
by Plutchik (1980) was employed, which has been widely accepted and used
by the scientific community. In this list, bored (136.0o ) and angry (212.0o )
were explicitly contemplated, but this was not the case for doubtful. The
most similar emotions found were “uncertain”, “bewildered” and “confused”,
which only differentiated in 2o in the circle. “Uncertain” (139.3o ) was chosen
because it was the one that better reflected the emotion wanted to be annotated. However, other authors like Scherer (2005) have explicitly considered
doubtful as an emotional state. Plutchik (1980) did not reflect neutral in his
list as it really is not an emotion but the absence of emotion. Instead, he
used a state called “accepting” as the starting point of the circle (0o ), which
was used as neutral in our experiments.
The distance between the four emotions was calculated in degrees with
the angle that each of them formed in the circle. The smallest angle between
the emotions being considered (x or 360-x) was always chosen. This way, the
distance between every two angles was always between 0 and 180 degrees.
For the calculation of the Kappa coefficients, distances were converted into
weights with values between 0 and 1. A 0 weight (which corresponds to 0o
distance in the proposed approach) implies annotating the same emotion,
and thus having no disagreement. On the contrary, weight=1 (180o distance) corresponds to completely opposite annotations and thus maximum
disagreement. The resulting distances and weights are listed in Table 3.2.
Angle/
Neutral
Angry
Bored
Doubtful
Weight
Neutral
0.00o / 0.00 148.00o / 0.82 136.00o / 0.75 139.30o / 0.77
Angry
148.00o / 0.82 0.00o / 0.00
76.00o / 0.42 72.70o / 0.40
Bored
136.00o / 0.75 76.00o / 0.42
0.00o / 0.00
3.30o / 0.02
Doubtful 139.30o / 0.77 72.70o / 0.40
3.30o / 0.02
0o / 0.00
Table 3.2. Distance between the emotions considered
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There is not a consensus in the scientific community about the properties of the distance measures. However, Artstein and Poesio (2005) propose
some constraints: the distance between a category and itself should be minimal and the distance between two categories should not depend on the order
(i.e. distance from A to B should be equal to distance from B to A). As can
be observed by the symmetry of the table, our distance measures and weights
follow these restrictions:
• The angle an emotion forms with itself is 0o
∀e ∈ E, distance(e, e) = 0
• The angle between emotion A and emotion B is the same in both
directions (as it was established to choose the minimal angle):
∀eA , eB ∈ E, distance(eA , eB ) = distance(eB , eA )
As can be observed in Table 3.2, the highest distances were between
non-neutrals and neutral. Thus, when calculating weighted Kappa coefficients, disagreements in which an annotator judged an utterance as neutral
and the other as non-neutral were given more importance than for example
an angry vs. bored disagreement.
Two weighted Kappa coefficients were calculated: Krippendorff’s α
(Krippendorff, 2003) and Artstein and Poesio’s β. Both of them shared the
same observed disagreement calculation (Equation 3.5), for α disagreement
by chance was:
α
Pc

E−1 X
E
X
1
=
nej nek distance(ej , ek )
U A(U A − 1) j=1

®

©
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k=j+1
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As can be observed in Equation 3.7, this coefficient does not consider
annotator bias. This was solved for the β coefficient, with which also the
observed behaviour of each annotator was measured:

β
Pc





E−1 X
E
X


=


A−1 X
A
X

1
µ ¶
nam ej nan ek distance(ej , ek )

A
2
m=1
n=m+1
U 2

j=1 k=j+1
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The results for each described coefficient are listed in Table 3.3 and
discussed in the next section.
Coefficient
multi-π
multi-κ
α
β

Unordered
0.3256
0.3355
0.3382
0.3393

Ordered
0.3241
0.3256
0.3220
0.3237

Table 3.3. Values of the Kappa coefficients for unordered
and ordered annotation schemes

3.3.2. Discussion of human annotation results
As previously commented, one of the difficulties of emotion recognition in
spoken dialogue systems is that in most application domains the corpora obtained are very unbalanced, because there is usually a higher proportion of
neutral than emotional utterances (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2004a; Morrison et al., 2007). This is in accordance with our experimental results since,
on average among the nine annotators, more than 85.00% of utterances were
annotated as neutral. It was also observed that this proportion is affected in
3.40% of the cases by the annotation style. Concretely, for the ordered annotation, 87.28% were tagged as neutral, whereas for the unordered annotation
the corpus was even more unbalanced: 90.68% of the utterances were annotated as neutral. Figure 3.3 shows the proportion of non-neutral emotions
tagged by the 9 annotators. As can be observed, the ordered annotation style
yielded a greater percentage for the bored category: 39.00% more than in the
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unordered style. The figure also shows that the angry category is substantially affected by the annotation style (i.e. ordered vs. unordered): 70.58%
more angry annotations were found in the ordered annotation style. On the
contrary, the doubtful category is virtually independent of the annotation
style: only 2.75% more doubts were found in the unordered annotation.

Percentage of utterances

6

Ordered
Unordered

5
4
3
2
1
0

Bored

Angry

Doubtful

Figure 3.3. Proportion of non-neutral annotated utterances

A plausible reason for these results is that the incorporation of context in the ordered case influences the annotators in assigning the utterances
belonging to the same dialogues into the same emotional categories. This
way, there are no very noticeable transitions between consecutive utterances.
For example, if anger is detected in one utterance then the next one is probably also annotated as angry. Besides, the context allows the annotators to
have information about user’s speaking style and the interaction history. In
contrast, in the unordered case the annotators only have information about
the current utterance. Hence, sometimes they cannot tell whether the user
is either angry or he normally speaks loudly and fast.
Thus, it is an important fact to be taken into account when annotation
is carried out by non-expert annotators, which is the most common, cheapest
and least time consuming method. In addition, when listening to the corpus
in order, the annotators had information about the position of the current
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user turn within the whole dialogue, which also gives a reliable clue to the
user’s state. For example, a user is more likely to get bored after a long
dialogue, or to become angry after many confirmation requests.
As can be observed in Table 3.3, the values of the different Kappa
coefficients also vary slightly depending on the annotation scheme used. In
the unordered case, both taking into account annotator bias (multi-κ vs.
multi-π, and β vs. α), and weighting disagreements (β and α vs. multi-κ)
improves the agreement values. However, in the ordered case only taking into
account annotator bias enhances the agreement values, whereas weighting the
disagreements reduces Kappa. This is a consequence of the increment of nonneutral annotations already discussed. Taking into account that the great
majority of agreements occur when annotators tag the same utterance as
neutral (as can be observed in Figure 3.4), an increment in the number of
emotions annotated as non-neutral provokes more discrepancies among the
annotators and thus reduces the Kappa value.
Percentage of utterances

70
60

Ordered
Unordered

50
40
30
20
10
0

All 9
All 9
More than 4 More than 4
No
annotators annotators annotators annotators agreement
agree agree - Nonagree agree - Non- (less than 4
Neutral
neutral
Neutral
neutral
annotators
agree)

Figure 3.4. Percentage of utterances in which annotators
agree

Furthermore, as can be observed in Figure 3.5 most of the disagreements occur between neutral and non-neutral categories, which are the emotions with higher distances according to our weighting scheme (Table 3.2),
thus provoking weighted Kappas to be lower in the case of the ordered scheme.
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To study the effect of annotator bias, pair wise agreement between all
annotators was measured. As can be observed in Figure 3.5 there were no
annotators who had a significantly poor agreement with the rest. However,
when the annotation results were examined, it was found that there were
remarkable differences between those annotators who were used to the Andalusian dialect3 (in which the utterances were pronounced) and those who
were not so accustomed. As previously explained, the corpus was recorded
from user interactions with the UAH system. The users were mainly students and professors at the University of Granada, which is in south eastern
Spain. The way these users express themselves is influenced by the Eastern
Andalusian dialect (Gerfen, 2002; O’Neill, 2005), which although similar to
Spanish Castilian has several differences such as a faster rhythm and a lower
expiratory strength. In our group of annotators, 6 were used to the Andalusian dialect (annotators 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9 in Figure 3.5) and 3 were not
(annotators 5, 7 and 8 in the figure).
120

Disagreement (total)
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Figure 3.5. Pair wise disagreement between annotators with
the ordered scheme

3

Spanish spoken in Southern Spain.
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Figure 3.6 shows, for the total number of annotations made in each
category, which percentage corresponds to each type of annotators. As can be
observed, in all the cases but one (especially in those obtained employing the
ordered scheme), the annotators not used to the Andalusian dialect marked
around 50% of the emotions encountered for the emotional category. This
is caused by the confusion of characteristics of the dialect with emotional
cues, for example confusing the Andalusian fast rhythm with an indication
of anger.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

Andalusian

40%

Non Andalusian

30%
20%
10%
0%
Ordered Bored

Unordered Bored

Ordered Angry

Unordered Angry

Ordered Doubtful

Unordered Doubtful

Figure 3.6. Proportion of annotated emotions depending on
dialect

The effect on the annotation schemes for both kinds of annotators was
studied and the results obtained are shown in Table 3.4. As can be observed,
the annotators used to the Andalusian dialect obtained Kappa values for
both annotation schemes which were more similar (ranging between 0.3234
to 0.3621). For these annotators, the Kappa values were smaller for the
ordered scheme because there were fewer utterances annotated as neutral.
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Andalusian annotators Non-andalusian annotators
Unordered Ordered Unordered
Ordered
multi-π
0.3608
0.3234
0.3734
0.5593
multi-κ
0.3621
0.3275
0.3746
0.5598
α
0.3595
0.3248
0.3644
0.5691
β
0.3607
0.3265
0.3703
0.5697
Table 3.4. Kappa values for the different annotator types

On the contrary, annotators not used to the Andalusian dialect had
very different Kappa values depending on the annotation scheme used: in the
ordered case values ranged from 0.5593 to 0.5697 whereas in the unordered
these were between 0.3639 and 0.3746. This is due to a big decrement of
the chance agreement. As shown in Figure 3.7, the observed agreement was
more or less constant, whereas the chance agreement decreased in the ordered
scheme.
1
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The most likely reason for this is the decrement in the number of
neutrals annotated by annotators not used to Andalusian. This happens for
both annotation schemes, but the number of neutrals annotated is higher
in the unordered one, and that is why results are more similar to those
obtained by Andalusian annotators with the unordered annotation scheme.
Even though the number of non-neutral annotations increased proportionally
with the decrement of neutrals, the unbalancement of the corpus made the
probability of agreeing by chance in the neutral emotion more important in
the computation of the overall agreement by chance. For example, in the case
of multi-κ, agreement by chance (Pc ) was calculated as the sum of agreeing
by chance in each emotion (Pc = Pcneutral + Pcbored + Pcangry + Pcdoubtf ul ). The
values for agreeing by chance when annotators not used to Andalusian used
the ordered scheme were:
• Pcneutral = 0.6645,
• Pcbored = 0.0052,
• Pcangry = 0.0069 and
• Pcdoubtf ul = 0.0008.
For the rest of annotators these values were:
• Pcneutral = 0.8137,
• Pcbored = 0.0010,
• Pcangry = 0.0014 and
• Pcdoubtf ul = 0.0008.
Thus, Pcneutral was the determining factor in obtaining the global Pc .
The situation in which although having an almost identical number
of agreements, the distribution of these across the different annotation categories deeply affects Kappa, is typically known as the first Kappa paradox.
This phenomenon establishes that other things being equal, Kappa increases
with more symmetrical distributions of agreement. That is, if the prevalence
of a category compared with the others is very high, then the agreement by
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chance (Pc ) is also high and the Kappa is considerably decremented (Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990; Cicchetti and Feinstein, 1990).
As already reported by other authors, e.g. Feinstein and Cicchetti
(1990), the first Kappa paradox can drastically affect Kappa values and thus
must be considered in its interpretation. There is not an unique and generally
accepted interpretation of the Kappa values. One of the most widely used is
the one presented by Landis and Koch (1977), which makes a correspondence
between intervals for Kappa values and interpretations of agreement. Following this approach, our experimental results indicate fair agreement for both
annotation schemes and with the four different Kappa coefficients. Alternatively, Krippendorff (2003) established 0.65 as a threshold for acceptability
of agreement results. Hence, considering this value the 0.3393 highest Kappa
obtained would not be acceptable. However, most authors seem to agree in
that using a fixed benchmark of Kappa intervals does not provide enough
information to make a justified interpretation of acceptability of the agreement results. In order to provide a more complete framework, some authors
like Dunn (1989), propose to place Kappa into perspective by reporting maximum, minimum and normal values of Kappa which can be calculated from
the observed agreement (Po ) as follows (Lantz and Nebenzahl, 1996):
kappamax

Po2
=
(1 − Po )2 + 1

kappamin =

Po − 1
Po + 1

kappanor = 2Po − 1
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The obtained Kappa values (Table 3.3) are shown in Figure 3.8 with
their kappamax , kappamin and kappanor values, where normal values are
marked in italics and the actual values obtained in bold.
As can be observed in the figure, for the same observed agreement,
the possible values of Kappa can deeply vary from kappamin to kappamax
depending on the balancement of the corpus. Kappamax is obtained when
maximally skewing disagreements while maintaining balanced agreements,
whereas kappamin is obtained when agreements are skewed and disagreements balanced. Kappanor does not correspond to an ideal value of Kappa,
but rather to symmetrical distributions of both agreements and disagree-
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ments. It can be observed in the figure how the displacement between actual
and normal values is smaller in the ordered scheme (Figure 3.8(b)). Thus,
this scheme does not only allow recognizing more non-neutral emotions, but
also obtaining Kappa values which, although smaller than in the unordered
scheme in absolute value, are much closer to the normal and maximum agreement values attainable and further from the minimum.
As stated in (Lantz and Nebenzahl, 1996), departures from kappanor
value indicate asymmetry in agreements or disagreements depending in if
they are closer to the minimum or maximum value respectively. In Figure 3.8, the shift between the observed and the normal Kappa values is represented with a box. The results corroborate that presenting Kappa values
is more informative when they are put into context, as it is obtained a valuable indicator of possible unbalancements that has to be considered to reach
appropriate conclusions about reliability of the annotations. For example, in
our case there were significant departures from kappanor in all cases, which
corroborates that there was a big asymmetry in the categories. This is due
to the prevalence phenomenon previously discussed (first Kappa paradox).
As discussed before, prevalence appeared as an unavoidable consequence of the natural unbalancement of non-acted emotional corpora, where
the neutral category is clearly predominant. Thus, approaches based uniquely
on already established values of acceptability (Landis and Koch, 1977; Krippendorff, 2003) are not suitable for our application domain. Some authors
have already reported additional measures to complement the information
provided with the Kappa coefficients. For example, Forbes-Riley and Litman (2004a) report on both observed agreement and Kappa, whereas Lee
and Narayanan (2005) report on Kappa along with an hypothesis test.
Although reported Kappa values in emotion recognition employing
unbalanced corpora are usually low, e.g. from 0.32 to 0.42 in (Shafran et al.,
2003) and below 0.48 in Ang et al. (2002) and Lee and Narayanan (2005),
there is not a deep discussion about the problematic of Kappa values in
the area, not even in papers explicitly devoted to challenges in emotion annotation, e.g. Devillers et al. (2005). Furthermore, even when other agreement measures are reported along with Kappa, e.g. Forbes-Riley and Litman
(2004a) and Lee and Narayanan (2005), there is only one Kappa coefficient
calculated (usually multi-π) and no discussion about why there is such a big
difference between the Kappa values and the other measures reported. Thus,
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the study presented may be one of the first reports about different Kappa
values and the issues related to their use and interpretation in annotation of
real emotions.
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Figure 3.8. Kappa maximum, minimum, normal (italics)
and observed (bold) values
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Finally, to obtain a more approximate idea about the real level of
agreement reached by the nine annotators, the values of observed agreement
are reported in Table 3.5, which has been used along with Kappa by other
authors in different areas of study (Ang et al., 2002; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2004a). As can be observed in the table, in all the cases the observed
agreement was above 0.85. This measure does not contemplate the effect of
prevalence (see Figure 3.7), and thus values were not higher for the annotators not used to the Andalusian dialect in the ordered case.
Annotation scheme

Unordered

Ordered

User type

Total
Andalusian
Non-andalusian
Total
Andalusian
Non-andalusian

Observed
agreement
0.8836
0.8950
0.8767
0.8429
0.8761
0.8578

Weighted
observed
agreement
0.9117
0.9197
0.9050
0.8800
0.9049
0.895

Table 3.5. Observed agreement values

From all the previous results it is possible to conclude that employing the ordered scheme allowed the annotation of more non-neutral emotions. Unfortunately, this translates in lower Kappa coefficients as most of
the agreements occur for neutrals. These low Kappas indicate that multiple
annotators should be used for annotating natural emotions to obtain reliable
emotional corpora. One possible way to overcome the problem of high chance
agreements, consists in maximizing the observed agreement. For example,
Litman and Forbes-Riley (2006) propose the usage of “consensus labelling”,
i.e. to reach a consensus between annotators until a 100% observed agreement is obtained.
In our case, the computed Kappa values were useful to compare the
two annotation schemes. As shown in Figure 3.8, although the Kappa value
and observed agreement percentages are lower in the ordered case, it was
found that it can be useful to obtain results which are closer to the maximum achievable. It can also be deduced from our study that evaluating the
reliability of an emotion annotation process where agreements are so highly
skewed, can lead to very low Kappas (Table 3.3) that are far from the high
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agreement values observed (Table 3.5). Hence, it was necessary to include
other sources of information like observed agreement and minimal, maximal
and normal values along with the values obtained for the different Kappa
coefficients in order to make meaningful interpretations. Besides, as shown
in Table 3.5, giving a weight to the different disagreement types can considerably increment the observed agreement between annotators. A method to
compute distances between such disagreements has been presented.

3.4 Automatic classification of the UAH corpus
As shown by the experimental results described in Section 3.3, contextual information is very important for human annotators. Therefore, in this section
it is examined whether discrimination between emotions in machine-learned
classification is also affected by this factor. The specific interest in this Thesis relies on distinguishing between emotions and thus only non-neutral emotions are input for the learning algorithms. The reason for doing this is not
to reduce the effect of the corpus unbalancement, but to carry out a deeper
study on the differences between the negative emotions considered. Thus,
our main future work guideline will be to add a neutral vs. non-neutral emotion recognizer to build an emotion recognizer that copes with this natural
skewness (see Chapter 6). The experiments in this section can be classified
into two types: speech-related and dialogue-related. For the first group machine learning has been applied to distinguish the three emotions of interest
(angry, bored and doubtful ) and have measured the benefits of using the novel
approach proposed for acoustic normalization to improve classification. For
the second group knowledge about the context of the interaction has been
considered in addition.
For comparison purposes, the first approach used is a baseline that always annotates user utterances with the same emotion regardless of the input.
In the UAH corpus the most frequent emotion category is angry, therefore the
baseline annotated each utterance with this label. The second algorithm used
is a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Bishop, 2006). A
topology with a hidden layer with number of f eatures +2 number of emotions nodes
was used. The learning rate, which determines the speed of the search con-
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vergence, was set at 0.3 to prevent it being too large (in which case it might
miss minimums or oscillate abruptly) or too small (thus provoking slow convergence). To prevent the MLP from over fitting, the passes through the
data (epochs) were restricted to 500. In addition, a validation threshold of
0.2 was set to determine the consecutive times that the validation set error
could deteriorate before the training was stopped. To improve the performance, a momentum of 0.2 was introduced for the learning of the weights
that configured the MLP. To train the MLPs and carry out the experimentation the Weka toolkit (Witten and Frank, 2005) was employed. It is an
open source collection of machine learning algorithms for data pre-processing,
classification, regression, clustering and visualization.
For training and testing our classifier a 5-fold cross-validation technique has been used. Therefore, the experiments consisted of five trials where
the corpus was randomly split into five approximately equal subsets (20% of
the corpus each). Every trial used each of the partitions in turn for testing,
and the remainder (80% of the corpus) for training, so that after the 5 trials
every instance had been used exactly once for testing. Additionally, a tuning
partition (20%) was extracted from each training partition in order to make
the feature selection. Thus, the evaluation was carried out using two phases.
In the first one, the learning algorithms were trained with the 60% of training
utterances and evaluated with the 20% employed for tuning. In the second
phase, the complete training partition was used for training the MLP, and
the test part (20%) for evaluation. For comparison purposes, this second
step was carried out, on the one hand, employing all the features of the 80%
training utterances, whilst on the other, employing only the features selected
in the first step.
Finally, for all the experiments described in this section, the significance of the results was checked using the corrected paired t-tester available
in the analysis tool of the Weka 3.5.4 Experimenter4 (Witten and Frank,
2005), with 0.05 significance.
4

t-statistic is calculated in Weka as:
t=

r³

d
n2
1
k + n1

´
σd2

In our case, with 5-fold cross-validation repeated 5 times: k = 25,
25 differences.
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3.4.1. Automatic classification based on standard
acoustic features
For these experiments 60 features were used, which incorporate those typically used in previous studies (Devillers et al., 2005; Lee and Narayanan,
2005; Morrison et al., 2007). These are utterance-level statistics corresponding to the four groups set out in Table 3.6.
Category
Fundamental
frequency (F0)
F1, F2, B1, B2
Energy

Rhythm

Features
Min, max, range, mean, median, standard deviation,
slope, correlation coef., regression error, value at first
voiced segment, value at last voiced segment
Min, max, range, mean, median value at first voiced
segment, value at last voiced segment
Min, max, range, mean, median, standard deviation,
slope, correlation coef., regression error, value at first
voiced segment, value at last voiced segment
Rate, voiced duration, unvoiced duration, value at
first voiced, number of unvoiced segments

Table 3.6. Acoustic features used for classification

The first group is comprised of pitch features. Pitch depends on the
tension of the vocal folds and the sub glottal air pressure (Ververidis and
Kotropoulos, 2006), and can be used to obtain information about emotions
in speech. As noted by Hansen (1996), mean pitch values may be employed
as significant indicators for emotional speech when compared with neutral
conditions. All the pitch features in the voiced portion of speech have been
computed. Specifically, the focus was on the minimum value, maximum
value, mean, median, standard deviation, value in the first voiced segment,
value in the last voiced segment, correlation coefficient, slope, and error of
the linear regression that describes the line that fits the pitch contour. All the
duration parameters (e.g. slope) were normalized by the utterance duration
to obtain comparable results for all the utterances in the corpus. To extract
the pitch the modified autocorrelation algorithm (Boersma, 1993) was used.
The second group is comprised of features related to the first two formant frequencies (F1 and F2) and their bandwidths (B1 and B2). Only the
first two formants were used, because it has been empirically demonstrated
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that adding information about a third frequency does not introduce any informative features, neither in real nor in acted emotional corpora (Morrison
et al., 2007). These frequencies are a representation of the vocal tract resonances. Speakers change the configuration of the vocal tract to distinguish
the phonemes that they wish to utter, thus resulting in shifts of formant
frequencies. Different speaking styles produce variations of the typical positions of formants. In the particular case of emotional speech, the vocal
tract is modified by the emotional state. As pointed out by Hansen (1996),
in stressed or depressed states speakers do not articulate voiced sounds with
the same effort as in neutral emotional states. The features that have been
used for categories F1, F2, B1 and B2 are minimum value, maximum value,
range, mean, median, standard deviation and value in the first and last voiced
segments of each utterance.
Energy is considered in the third group of features. As stated by
Ververidis and Kotropoulos (2006), this feature can be exploited for emotion recognition because it is related to the arousal level of emotions. The
variation of energy of words or utterances can be used as a significant indicator for various speech styles, as the vocal effort and ratio (duration)
of voiced/unvoiced parts of speech change. For example, Hansen (1996)
demonstrated that loud and angry emotions significantly increase intensity,
i.e. energy. For these features, only non-zero values of energy have been used,
similarly as for pitch, obtaining minimum value, maximum value, mean, median, standard deviation, value in the first voiced segment, value in the last
voiced segment, correlation, slope, and error of the energy linear regression.
The fourth group is comprised of rhythm features. These are based
on the duration of voiced and unvoiced segments. A segment is considered
to be unvoiced if its fundamental frequency is zero. The reason for this is
that F0 equals the fundamental frequency of the glottal pulses, which are
only generated in the presence of speech. Rhythm and duration features
can be good emotion indicators, as shown by previous studies. For example,
Boersma (1993) noted that the duration variance decreases for most domains
under fast stress conditions.
Five rhythm features were calculated: speech rate, duration of voiced
segments, duration of unvoiced segments, duration of longest voiced segment
and number of unvoiced segments. All these features were normalized by the
overall duration of the utterance. The speech rate has been computed as
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the number of syllables normalized by the utterance duration. To compute
the utterance duration the number of frames used has been multiplied by
the frame step. Using the 60 acoustic features described above and the
5-fold cross-validation strategy, an emotion recognition rate of 35.42% was
obtained for the MLP, whereas for the majority-class baseline it was 51.67%.
The significance studies using a t-test with 0.05 significance showed that this
difference is significant.
Not all the features employed for classification are necessarily very
informative. Unnecessary features make the learning process slower and
increase the dimensionality of the problem. Therefore, a feature selection
process (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003) has been carried out employing three
methods. Firstly, a forward selection algorithm like that used by Lee and
Narayanan (2005), which selects the B1 value at the last voiced segment and
the maximum energy. Secondly, a genetic search method that starts with no
attributes and uses a population size of 20, 20 generations, 0.6 crossover probability and 0.033 mutation probability. The selected features for this method
were the following: F1 maximum, F1 median, B1 minimum, B1 range, B1
median, B1 in the last voiced segment, B2 minimum, B2 maximum, B2 median, energy maximum, energy range, and energy in the last voiced segment.
Thirdly, the attributes were ranked using information gain as a ranking filter.
The results employing this method were: energy maximum ranked with 0.50,
B1 in the last voiced segment with 0.46, and other features were evaluated
with 0. Taking into account the three approaches, the optimal subset was
composed of B1 in the last voiced segment and energy maximum. When
classifying with the selected features only, no improvements were obtained
in the experiment, as the percentage of correctly classified utterances was
49.00%, which is worse than obtained with the baseline. However, this difference was not significant in the t-test, which indicates that the results for
both the MLP and the baseline are equivalent after feature selection.

3.4.2. Automatic classification based on normalized
acoustic features
To reproduce the user’s speaking style information that the annotators had
when they labelled the corpus in the ordered case, a new approach is proposed
in which acoustic features are normalized around the neutral voice of the user.
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For example, let us say that user ‘A’ always speaks very fast and loudly, and
user ‘B’ always speaks in a very relaxed way. Then, some acoustic features
may be the same for ‘A’ neutral as for ‘B’ angry, which would make the
automatic classification fail for one of the users. This is what happened to
the annotators who were not used to the Andalusian dialect (Section 3.3.2),
as they were confused by the fast rhythm and loud speech of the speakers
who recorded the corpus.
In order to carry out the proposed normalization the user’s neutral
voice features are obtained in each dialogue, and subtracted from the feature
values obtained in the rest of the user’s utterances. To calculate the neutral
voice, it could have been used the average value of all utterances of that user
in the corpus labelled as neutral by the annotators. However, our intention
for future work is to integrate our emotion recognizer in the UAH system,
so that it can be adaptive to user’s emotions. It is impossible to carry out
this computation in execution time as this would require to have all the user
turns in the dialogue in advance. Therefore, the first utterance of the user
was considered to be neutral, assuming that he is initially in a non-negative
emotional state. Besides, the interest of the Thesis is only on emotions
caused by the interaction with the system, assuming that the user is in a
neutral emotional state when he starts the interaction with the dialogue
system. This assumption is possible in domains not directly related to highly
affective situations, such as bookings or information extraction, which are the
typical application domains of spoken dialogue systems. For these application
domains, dialogues in which the user is already in a negative emotional state
are negligible.
The accuracy obtained with the Multilayer Perceptron using the normalized features was 53.17%. Thus, introducing acoustic context enables the
MLP to improve over the results obtained by the baseline, but the improvement was not significant. Employing the features selected in Section 3.4.1
(B1 in the last voiced segment and energy maximum) 69.33% correctly classified utterances were obtained, which showed to be a significant improvement
following the t-test. In the non-normalized case the feature selection did not
yield any improvement. Thus, using normalized acoustic features yielded an
improvement of 17.66% (69.33% recognition rate) over the baseline, which
was also the best case in the non-normalized classification (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9. Recognition accuracy for angry, bored and doubtful considering non-normalized vs. normalized
acoustic features, and no feature selection vs.
feature selection

Thus, the normalization of traditional acoustic features yields a noticeable increase in the percentage of correctly recognized emotions with respect to the baseline. This is a very important result as, due to the natural
skewness of non-acted emotional corpora, high accuracies can be obtained
when directly assigning the most frequent category to all the prompts. In
our case, the baseline yielded an accuracy higher than 50.00%. Only with
normalization the MLP could obtain better results than the baseline, which
were improved by a 17.66% when using acoustic features selection.
A study of the confusion matrices in both annotation schemes showed
that the doubtful category was often confused with the angry or bored categories, with confusion percentages above 20% in most cases. A similar result
was obtained for human annotation given that the ordered scheme did not
improve the annotation of the doubtful emotion (as can be observed in Figure 3.3). These results show that contextual information affects automatic
speech recognition using these classification methods, similarly as it affects
human annotation.
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Thus, in order to distinguish between doubtful and the other negative
emotions, additional sources of contextual information must be added. Our
proposal is to automatically recognize the three emotions using a two-step
method. In the first one, acoustic information and contextual information
about the user’s neutral voice are used to distinguish between angry and
doubtfulORbored . In the second step, dialogue context is used to discern
between doubtful and bored. In the first step, the previously described normalization procedure was used to recognize angry vs. doubtfulORbored .
To optimize the results, another feature selection was carried out, in
which the optimal features are those that best discriminate between angry
and doubtfulORbored . Using the same feature selection algorithms, a subset
comprised of three features was obtained. These were F2 median, energy
maximum and energy mean. The results obtained are shown in Figure 3.10.
All of them proved to be significantly better than the baseline using the t-test,
except for the first case (non-normalized and no feature selection), where the
results were the same order for the MLP and the baseline. The best result
for angry and doubtfulORbored was achieved with feature selection in the
ordered scheme, where an 80.00% accuracy was obtained.
80
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28.33%

70

0.75%
60
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Figure 3.10.
Recognition accuracy for angry and
doubtfulORbored considering non-normalized
vs. normalized acoustic features, and no feature selection vs. feature selection
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With these experiments it has been shown that acoustic features normalized with neutral style of the users are preferable to the non-normalized
ones, as these yield 17.66% improvement (69.33% vs. 51.67% success rate)
when recognizing between the three negative emotions, as shown in Figure 3.9. Moreover, if acoustic information is used in the first recognition step
which distinguishes between angry and doubtfulORbored , accuracy of 80.00%
can be achieved, which represents an improvement of 28.33% over the baseline, and of 11.75% over the case when no context information about the
user’s neutral voice is used (Figure 3.10). In the next section, a second step
is described so that dialogue context can be added to distinguish between
doubtful and bored.

3.4.3. Automatic classification based on dialogue
context
As discussed in Section 3.3, dialogue context was provided to human annotators by giving them the ordered sequence of utterances in each dialogue. To
represent context information for automatic recognition two labels have been
employed: depth and width. The first of these indicates the total number of
dialogue turns, whereas the second denotes the number of additional user
turns necessary to obtain a particular piece of information (e.g. a person’s
surname). Other authors have already studied the use of discourse structure
in similar ways for other areas. For example, Rotaru and Litman (2006)
studied how specific locations in the discourse structure are more prone to
speech recognition errors in dialogue systems. To do so, they quantified the
position of the user turns employing two similar features: “depth” and “transition”. However, their approach is based on intentional models of dialogue,
which consider it divided in different goals or intentions that have to be
satisfied to complete a task. Thus, they define “depth” of a user’s turn as
the number of different intention subdialogues (or subgoals) in the previous
history. This way in their approach several user turns can have the same
“depth”. Similarly, their “transition” feature captures the position in the discourse structure relative to the previous turn, describing it using different
labels for the type of transition between the last and the current turn (e.g.
if the new turn introduces a new intention or continues with the same goal).
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Although also based on vertical and horizontal positions of user turns
in the dialogue structure, the proposed approach employs numerical representations, which allows the automatic calculation of dialogue context from
the dialogue history, without introducing new manual annotations like Rotaru and Litman’s “transition” tags. Thus, a completely new calculation of
the dialogue context is proposed in which the different values of the vertical
component (depth) are not shared by different turns. Only our width label is
concerned with the subdialogue in which the user is engaged. However, our
interest is only on subdialogue types that could cause a negative emotion,
which have been considered to be those in which the user can not provide
any new information and has to repeat, correct or confirm data.
The computation of the dialogue context in the proposed approach is
as follows:
• Depth is initialized to 1, given that 0 would mean that the user hangs
up the telephone before he says anything. Depth is incremented by 1
for each new user turn and each time the interaction goes backwards
(e.g. to the main menu).
• Width is initialized to 0, which indicates that the user does not need to
repeat any information to the system initially. It is incremented by 1 for
each user turn generated to confirm, repeat data or ask the system for
help. It is also incremented by 1 if the user has to disambiguate his own
input, even if providing new information. Then width is restablished
to 0 when the user introduces a new piece of information.
For illustration purposes, a sample dialogue from the UAH corpus is shown
below (translated from Spanish to English), where S = system, U = user:
S1> Welcome to the UAH system.
U1> I need information about professors.
S2> Please say the name of the professor.
U2> López.
S3> I have found two professors named López: Pedro López and Sara López.
Who do you mean?
U3> Sara López.
S4> What information do you need about Prof. Sara López?
U4> I want her telephone number.
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S5> Sorry, I did not understand. What information do you need?
U5> Telephone.
S6>The telephone number of Prof. Sara López is 958123456. Do you need any
other information about professors?
U6> No thanks.
By applying the annotation scheme to this sample dialogue the following values have been obtained for depth and width:
U1>
U2>
U3>
U4>
U5>
U6>

Depth=1,
Depth=2,
Depth=3,
Depth=4,
Depth=5,
Depth=6,

Width=0
Width=0
Width=1
Width=0
Width=1
Width=0

It can be observed in this example that the user needed to employ two
turns (U2 and U3) to make the system understand the professors’ name.
In turn U5 he rephrased what he said in turn U4, which solved the system
misunderstanding. This is the reason why width is 1 for these two user turns.
This scheme is implemented automatically in the system using the
dialogue history, which is stored in log files. The depth and width values of
a user turn are computed checking the type of the previous system prompt.
For example, as shown in Figure 3.11, width would only be 0 after a system
prompt of type “subject name” if the current prompt type were “subject information”. If the current prompt type were “subject disambiguation”, width
would be incremented by 1 because an additional user turn would be needed
to provide the desired subject to the system.
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…

Prompt Type:
Subject disambiguation
Description:
The system asks for the
name of the degree in
which the subject is
taught

Prompt Type:
Subject name
Descripción:
The system asks for the
name of a subject

Prompt Type:
Subject information
Description:
The system asks for the
information the user
wants to find out about
the subject

…
Figure 3.11.

Example of transitions between system
prompts in the UAH system

An exhaustive study of the UAH corpus showed that different users
react with different emotions to the same dialogue state, in a less predictable
way than initially expected. Employing one threshold for depth and another
for width to distinguish independently between emotions was found to be inefficient as emotions are influenced by a mixture of the two. Furthermore, the
study of the UAH corpus revealed that it is not sufficient to compute width
considering only the previous turn or current subdialogue, but it is necessary
to take into account the whole dialogue history. This differs from the results
reported by Rotaru and Litman (2006), which annotate their horizontal variable (“transition”) only with information about the previous system prompt.
For example, in the following dialogue:
(...)
S1> Please say the name of the professor.
U1> Martín.
S2> Sorry, I did not understand. Please repeat the name.
U2> Luis Martín.
S3> Did you say Luis Marín?
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U3> No, Luis Martín.
S4> What information do you need about Prof. Martín?
U4> His email address.
(...)
width would be 0 in U1, 1 in U2, 2 in U3 and 0 again in U4 because the
dialogue starts to deal with a new piece of information. A high width value
in U2 indicates a higher probability of the user being angry because of the
misunderstandings and repetitions needed to make the system understand
the name of the professor referred to. However, in turn U4 the user may still
be angry but it has width=0.
This is why it has been defined another measure called accumulated
width. Whereas width is a measure of the extra turns necessary to obtain a
particular piece of information, accumulated width denotes the total number
of extra turns employed in the whole dialogue up to the current utterance.
Accumulated width is initialized to 0 and it is increased by 1 each time width
is incremented. Thus, in the previous example, in U3 width = 2, which
indicates that it was necessary to repeat or confirm the information of the
professor’s name twice. Note that in turn U4 width = 0 again because the
system is gathering different data, namely the type of information about the
professor that the user wants. Hence, accumulated width is more representative than width because it takes into account all the problematic points in
the previous dialogue. For example, in U4 accumulated width = 2, which lets
us know that there were 2 problematic turns before the current prompt.
The algorithm employed to classify the emotions based on the dialogue context information is as follows:
if Any of the 2 previous turns has been tagged as angry then
angry
else if (D ≤ 4) AND (A ≤ 1) then
doubtful
A
A
≥ 0.5) OR ((D > 4) AND ( D
< 0.2)) then
else if ( D
bored
else
angry
end if
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Where ‘D’ denotes depth and ‘A’ the accumulated width. In the proposed approach, the user utterances are considered as doubtful when the
dialogues are short and have no more than one error, as in the first stages of
the dialogue is more probable that the users are unsure about how to interact with the system. An utterance is recognized as bored when most of the
dialogue has been employed in repeating or confirming information to the
system. The user can also be bored when the number of errors is low but the
dialogue has been long. Finally, an utterance is recognized as angry when
the user was considered to be angry in at least one of the two previous turns
in the dialogue (as described at the beginning of Section 3.3.2 with human
annotation), or the utterance is not in any of the previous situations (i.e. the
percentage of the full dialogue length comprised by the confirmations and/or
repetitions is between 20% and 50%).
When considering a baseline that always classifies utterances with
the most frequent emotion, which in our case is angry (same baseline as in
Section 3.4.2), 51.67% accuracy is obtained in distinguishing between the
three emotions. This rate is improved by 13.61% employing the proposed
algorithm, which attains an accuracy of 65.28%.

3.4.4. Automatic classification based on normalized
acoustic features and dialogue context
(two-step method)
A method in two steps is proposed, which integrates both contextual sources:
the users’ neutral speaking style (Section 3.4.2) and the dialogue context
(Section 3.4.3). The acoustic features normalized with the users’ neutral
speaking style are used to discriminate whether each utterance is angry or
doubtfulORbored . Then, if an utterance is classified as doubtfulORbored ,
dialogue context information is used to distinguish between doubtful and
bored. Additionally, dialogue context is used to classify utterances as angry
if they were misrecognized in the first step. The results obtained by the twostep method are shown in Figure 3.12, and proved to be significant following
the t-test.
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Emotion recognition accuracy using both
acoustic and dialogue context information

Obviously, the result of the two-step method depends on the result of
the first one, given that the angry vs. doubtfulORbored step can fail in the
distinction of the two categories and the second step may have to categorize
as doubtful or bored an utterance that belongs to the angry category. In the
worst case, the first step can fail to recognize all the angry utterances, so
that all the utterances are recognized as doubtfulORbored and passed to the
second step. In this case, the recognition accuracy is 60.71%, as a mechanism
to detect possible angry utterances has been incorporated to the second step
(see Section 3.4.3). In an ideal best case, the first step would have 100%
accuracy, and thus would correctly classify all the utterances as angry or
doubtfulORbored . Thus, the second step would only have to classify the
doubtful and bored utterances. The recognition rate in this case is 96.46%.
However, as it was discussed in Section 3.4.2, with the UAH corpus the first
step obtains a maximum 80.00% accuracy, which means that 20.00% of the
angry utterances may be misrecognized. Employing the two-step method the
recognition rate was again 96.43%. Thus, the misrecognized angry utterances
could be correctly classified in the second step, obtaining a recognition rate
for our best case in practice, which is identical to the ideal best case.
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On average between the worst and best case, the two-step method
obtains a 78.57% accuracy (as observed in Figure 3.13), which outperforms
the baseline by 26.90%. The improvement over the baseline is 44.76% in the
best case, i.e. when the first step does not fail. The average improvement
over the recognition based only on neutral acoustic context is 9.24% (27.10%
in the best case). If the recognition is based on dialogue context only, the
average improvement is 14.29% (32.15% in the best case), and if it is based
on the traditional approaches considering non-normalized acoustic features,
the average improvement is 29.57% (47.43% in the best case).
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Figure 3.13. Comparison of the recognition accuracies of the
methods for automatic emotion recognition

Thus, using only one context source (neutral voice or dialogue context), improves over both the baseline and the traditional approach where
no context information is used. Besides, combining the two context sources
in the proposed two-step method considerably outperforms the baseline, the
traditional approach based on acoustic features without additional context
sources, and the approach considering only one context source either the
neutral voice of the user or the dialogue context.
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3.4.5. Previous version of the two-step method
Before finding the optimal approach, an detailed study was carried out of
the different possibilities to recognize bored, angry and doubtful emotions in
a two-step method using the proposed context sources. The main objectives
were to maximize: i) the significance of the obtained results, ii) the difference
between the baseline and the proposed methods in each step, and iii) the use
of contextual knowledge in the whole process.
A previous version of the two-step method distinguished firstly between doubtful and angryORbored using dialogue context, and secondly between angry and bored using the neutral speaking style of the user, as shown
in Figure 3.14.
STEP 1: Dialogue
context

UTTERANCE

Doubtful

Angry
OR Bored

STEP 2: Context of the
user’s neutral voice

Angry

Bored

Figure 3.14. First version of the two-step method for automatic emotion recognition

In this first version of the two-step method, a static threshold T was
used for dialogue context, which was computed as follows:
T=D+A
where ‘D’ denoted depth and ‘A’ the accumulated width. In this approach,
a value of T greater than or equal to the threshold indicated angryORbored,
whereas a smaller value indicated doubtful. Several values for the threshold
were studied, which classification results are shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Impact of the value of dialogue context thresholds in emotion classification success

As can be observed, for thresholds greater than five the percentage of
correctly classified utterances is smaller than the number of incorrectly classified. For lower threshold values there were more correctly than incorrectly
classified utterances. However, although very low T values like T=2 yielded a
higher difference between correctly and incorrectly classified instances, they
were not optimal because the corpus was unbalanced (there were more utterances labelled as angryORbored than as doubtful ) and thus the best results
were obtained when almost all values were classified as angryORbored. In
fact, the confusion matrices obtained showed that for values of T smaller
than four, doubtful utterances were mostly incorrectly classified. As a result,
T = 4 was employed as the optimal value for the threshold. Thus, the classification approach consisted in assigning doubtful to the user turns with T < 4
and angryORbored when T ≥ 4; which yielded 70% classification accuracy.
Once an utterance was classified as angryORbored, the normalized
acoustic features enabled the distinction between bored and angry following
the same procedure as described for the final version of the two-step method
in Section 3.4.4. The classification rate with the acoustic features was 85.71%
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for the distinction between angry and bored. Thus, a maximum 60% classification rate could be attained for the three emotions (angry, bored and
doubtful ), assuming that the first step was completely succesful (70% rate).
This was 24.52% better than the case in which no context information was
used, but it was worse than using only one of the context information sources
separately, as shown in Figure 3.16
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angry)

No context
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Figure 3.16.
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of 2-step
context only
of 2-step
method
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(optimal
(optimal
result)
result)

Comparison of the accuracy of the different methods proposed for automatic emotion
recognition

After a deep study of the characteristics of the three emotions, the
method was improved and the optimal version was obtained, which is the
one that has been described in Section 3.4, and is shown in Figure 3.17.
In this scheme, employing acoustic information along with the context of the user’s neutral voice, the utterances were classified as angry and
doubtfulORbored. In a second step, those classified as doubtfulORbored were
marked as bored or doubtful using the dialogue context. The results are totally comparable between the final two-step method, the baseline, and each
context source employed separately. This was not possible in the first version
of the method where the approach used to take into account dialogue context
could not distinguish between angry and bored, and thus it could not be used
in isolation to distinguish between the three emotions.
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STEP 1: Context of the
user’s neutral voice

UTTERANCE

Angry
STEP 2:
Dialogue
context

Doubtful
OR Bored

To correct
the errors
of step 1

Doubtful

Bored

Figure 3.17. Final version of the two-step method for automatic emotion recognition

3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter several experiments have been carried out to study the annotation of human emotions in a corpus collected from real interactions with
the UAH dialogue system. The experiments considered both manual annotation by 9 non-expert human annotators, as well as automatic classification
employing MLPs and different feature selection techniques. It was found
that human annotators marked 3.40% more non-neutral emotions when they
had contextual knowledge. A plausible reason for this result is that context information makes it possible to identify non-trivial emotional speech
(e.g. detecting emotions expressed more subtly). On the contrary, when
the traditional non-normalized acoustic features were used, only very easily
distinguishable emotions were annotated. Additionally, we have discussed
the problems that the nature of non-acted emotional corpora impose in evaluating reliability of human annotations. Although deeply affected by the
so-called paradoxes of Kappa coefficients, it has been studied how the inclusion of context information during annotation helps to obtain values closer
to the maximum agreement rates obtainable when compared with not using
any additional information.
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For machine-learned classification methods, the experimental results
show that, due to the natural unbalancement of the corpus, it is difficult to
improve the baseline. This makes traditional recognition based on acoustic
features yield results very similar to the majority-class baseline. However,
as with human annotators, the emotion classification process is substantially
improved when adding information about the user’s neutral voice and the dialogue history. Just introducing the user’s neutral acoustic context gives an
improvement of 17.66%. Similarly, employing dialogue context information
improved the baseline results in 12.67%. In this chapter it has been described
a method in two steps to integrate both sources of contextual information.
In this method, the normalized acoustic features are useful to distinguish
between angry and doubtfulORbored categories with a 80.00% success rate.
Once an utterance is classified as doubtfulORbored , the dialogue context enable us to distinguish between doubtful and bored. When the first step attains
maximum accuracy, the two-step method obtains 96.43% accuracy. In the
average case, the proposed method obtains 78.57% accuracy, which is 29.57%
better than not using contextual information, 47.43% better in the best case
(when the first step reaches its maximum performance).
In addition, the proposed methods can be employed during the running of a dialogue system as the contextual information sources can be obtained automatically and at execution time. To do so, a normalization process of the different acoustic measures with the users’ neutral speaking style
has been proposed; as well as a representation of the dialogue structure based
on two parameters that can be numerically calculated from the information
generated by the dialogue manager at run time.
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Kolika jazyků znáš,
tolikrát jsi člověkem
Czech proverb

4

Cross-lingual adaptation of
speech recognizers
4.1 Introduction

Cross-lingual adaptation makes it possible to employ corpora and resources
already available in a language for the recognition of a different one. This
allows fast and low-cost implementation of speech recognizers, although in
detriment of the accuracy of the recognition result. However, this decrease
in performance can be in many cases considered negligible when balanced
against the cost of obtaining the resources required for building a recognizer
for the new language. This approach is especially useful for minority languages or dialects in which the number of shared resources available is very
limited or even not existent.
The hypothesis that we wanted to demonstrate in this chapter of the
Thesis was that a fully functional system based on the Czech language can be
easily and rapidly adapted for the interaction in another language without the
need of building a new speech recognizer or getting involved in an arduous
linguistic study, as for example morphological diacritization in (Kirchhoff
and Vergyri, 2005). Thus, a new approach to reach this objective is proposed
and experimental results that measure its appropriateness are presented with
both a language that is similar to Czech (Slovak) and a language from a very
different origin (Spanish).
Firstly, with the adaptation to the Slovak language we wanted to prove
the suitability of the proposed technique to rapidly adapt an existing speech
recognition system to work with a phonetically similar language. Besides, it
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was also our aim to show that it is possible to take the most of the costly
process of obtaining all the resources necessary to build speech recognition
systems for a minority language such as Czech (spoken by approximately 12
million people), by employing it with a less-resourced language like Slovak
(spoken approximately by 6 million people), and obtain high accuracy rates.
Secondly, the main contribution is the adaptation to Spanish, with
which the objective was to find out whether this straightforward cross-lingual
adaptation could also yield good results with languages that belong to different families and thus are phonetically less similar. As can be observed
in Figure 4.11 , Czech belongs to the family of Slavic languages like Russian,
concretely to the Czech-Slovak together with Slovak. On the other hand,
Spanish is an Italic language like Italian or French; concretely it belongs
to the West-Iberian group as Portuguese. Thus, one of the challenges of
the Thesis was to obtain a satisfactory mapping for such different languages
(Czech and Spanish); especially when previous researches have obtained poor
results in cross-language tasks between Slavic and Italic languages. For example, this is the case for Zgank et al. (2004), who studied Slovenian and
Spanish and, based on their experimental results, recommended addressing
only languages that are very similar to ensure maximal overlap of phonemes.
In the literature it is frequent the usage of languages with the same roots,
for example Italian and Spanish (Bonaventura et al., 1997) (Italic language
family) or English and Afrikaans (Nieuwoudt and Botha, 2002) (Germanic
language family).
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents related work
in the area of cross-linguality. It describes our proposal and compares it with
the state-of-the-art methods. Section 4.3 describes the previously created
Czech speech recognizer which was used to recognize Slovak and Spanish,
and the MyVoice system. In Section 4.4, the cross-lingual adaptation is explained for every language used in the experiments. Section 4.5 describes the
experiments carried out to test the performance of the proposed technique,
whereas Section 4.6 discusses the results obtained, and Section 4.7 describes
the conclusions reached.
1

The continuous arrows indicate “belongs to family”, e.g. Spanish belongs to the West-Iberian family,
which belongs to the Ibero-Romance one. The dotted arrows give examples of languages in other
sub-families (e.g. Russian belongs to the Slavic family, in a subfamily different from the West-Slavic).
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Czech-Slovak
Czech-Slovak
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Gallo-Iberian
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Ibero-Romance
Ibero-Romance

FRENCH

POLISH
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West-Iberian
West-Iberian

SPANISH

PORTUGUESE

Figure 4.1. Language family groups for Czech, Slovak and
Spanish

4.2 Related work
The term “cross-linguality” is used in many application domains in the field
of computational linguistics, mainly to describe systems that can work employing several languages, and can be implemented at different levels. In
the lexical level there are the natural language processing applications such
as text retrieval, in which cross-lingual systems can search and rank documents written in a language different from the one in which the query is
made (Fluhr et al., 1999; Martín-Valdivia et al., 2005). Cross-linguality is
also applied to related areas such as question answering and text summarization (Radev et al., 2001; Ligozat et al., 2006). However, in these areas it is
always necessary a translation between the involved languages, which must
be carried out at some level of the text and query processing. Similarly, in
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the semantic domain some intermediate representations are used to describe
concepts and map them to the specific lexicalization of each language. For
example, recent research is being done on how to map concepts to pictures
to carry out multilingual web searches (Mihalcea and Leong, 2006).
When natural language is not written but spoken, cross-linguality
can also be applied at the acoustic level. Traditionally, the most wide-spread
systems that deal with cross-lingual acoustics are multilingual speech recognition systems (Schultz and Kirchhoff, 2006). These have been employed as
components of speech-based interactive systems, as for example multilingual
dialogue systems (López-Cózar and Araki, 2005), with which users can interact in different languages. Another example are speech-to-speech translation
systems (Nakamura et al., 2004), which serve as real-time interpreters. Employing these systems, a user speaks to the telephone and the interlocutor
receives the utterances translated to another language.
Acoustic cross-linguality has also been addressed from the point of
view of resource sharing. The development of a speech recognizer is a very arduous and time demanding task. A large amount of data spoken by hundreds
of subjects must be recorded and carefully annotated to get a representative
set suitable for training an acoustic model. For example, the system used
in our experiments for the speech recognition of Czech, which is described
in Section 4.3, relies on phoneme HMMs that have been trained on approximately 50 hours of phonetically annotated speech provided by 700 speakers.
For other languages the resources are often even much larger. Thus, collecting and annotating the necessary data generally requires many years of
human effort. This is the reason why any possibility to share acoustic data
between languages is very welcome in the scientific community. Similarly,
a big effort is needed to create the linguistic part of a speech recognition
system. For example, in the case of Czech it was necessary to collect a text
corpus of around 4 GB, comprised of 456 million tokens with 1.9 different
words and word-forms, to enable us to make a representative lexical analysis.
It was shown that to obtain approximately 99% coverage of this language, at
least 500,000 words had to be included in the general-purpose lexicon. This
happens because of the inflective nature of Czech, which implies a big variety
of word forms. However, the size of the needed vocabulary varies between
languages. For example, English requires only 20,000 words to obtain the
same order of coverage (Németh and Zainkó, 2003).
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Frequently, these databases are gathered ad hoc by each developing
team and are not freely available for the scientific community. This implies
that in most cases, building a new speech recognizer requires obtaining all
the necessary acoustic and linguistic resources right from the start. Thus,
cross-lingual methods are an alternative to the complete creation of a new
recognizer. Finally, sharing acoustics across languages has not only been used
to create a speech recognizer from the resources of an already available one,
but also to improve the performance of speech recognizers using models from
another language. For example, some previous studies have shown that the
recognition of Afrikaans can be improved by using additional English speech
data (Nieuwoudt and Botha, 1999).
The usage of acoustic information across languages can be addressed
following different strategies, which can be divided into two approaches: multilingual applications that can handle multiple languages simultaneously, and
language adaptation where an existing recognizer is adapted to a new target
language.
In the first approach, multilingual recognizers are capable of recognizing simultaneously several languages by sharing acoustic and/or language models. Multilingual acoustic models consist of either a collection of
language-dependent acoustic models for each language, or a combination of
language-independent acoustic models (Schultz and Kirchhoff, 2006). The
main idea of the latter is to combine phonemes of several languages into one
single acoustic model. To determine which phonemes of the different languages must be combined in the same category, some multilingual phoneme
databases have been used, for example GlobalPhone (Schultz and Waibel,
1998). This technique relies on abstractions over the concept of phoneme
in higher-order units such as meta-phonemes or archi-phonemes (Cahill and
Tiberius, 2002), and assuming that phonemes in different languages can be
grouped together similarly as allophones are considered inside the concept of
phoneme.
The second approach carries out an adaptation of the “mono-language”
speech recognizers to other languages. One possible method to do this is to
create a mapping between phonemes. Alternative methods like word mapping (Bayeh et al., 2004), have been proposed. However, although using this
method can sometimes lead to better results, it is more expensive and less
practical than using phonemes. This happens because word mapping is less
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prone to reusability, as it requires a complete translation of all possible words
along with their different inflections. On the contrary, phonemes constitute
a smaller set that can be used to automatically build any other higher-order
construction such as words.
The basic idea of phoneme mapping is to establish a correspondence
between phonetic units in the origin and target languages. Thus, the result
depends on the phonetic similarity between both languages. This mapping
can be done either automatically or by experts. The automatic procedure
employs data-driven measures, which are frequently extracted from phoneme
confusion matrices. The expert-driven approach is based on human knowledge about the languages being processed. Usually, International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) 2 symbol tables are used for the different languages to determine the equivalent phonemes (Schultz and Kirchhoff, 2006), as IPA defines
a unique representation of phonemes which can be used to compute equivalences between languages.
The mapping approach has been used because it was not in our scope
to build a multilingual recognizer, but to use the Czech one with Slovak or
Spanish utterances. Thus, the meta-phoneme concept was not effective for
our purposes. To carry out the mapping, the expert-driven approach was
chosen. The reasons for this are two. Firstly, although automatic mapping
has the advantage of not needing human intervention and thus obtains more
objective results, it requires considerable speech material for computing the
similarities between languages. Even though this is not as much material as
needed for building a full new recognizer for the target language, it makes
the adaptation process be more costly. Secondly, results depend on a close
match between the acoustics of both languages, on the used distance measure
(Kumar et al., 2005), and on the recording conditions.

4.3 The MyVoice system and Czech speech
recognizer
The Czech speech recognizer used in the experiments has been developed
during more than a decade in Technical University of Liberec (Nouza et al.,
2005). Its acoustic models are based on three-state left-to-right HMMs of
2

IPA official web page: http://www.arts.gla.ac.uk/IPA/
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context-independent speech units which are supplemented by several models
of noise, with output distributions using at least 64 Gaussians. According to
the application conditions, these models can be either speaker-independent
(SI), gender-dependent (GD), or speaker-adapted (SA).
The recognizer’s decoding module uses a lexicon of alphabetically ordered words, each represented by its text and phonetic form. This recognizer
has been successfully employed for the development of the MyVoice and MyDictate systems (Cerva and Nouza, 2007). The former allows persons with
non-functional hands to work with a PC in a hands-free manner by using
several hundreds of voice commands. To do so, MyVoice interprets spoken
commands into one or more basic actions; for example, pressing, holding and
releasing key or combination of keys in a keyboard, moving the mouse cursor
and clicking mouse buttons, starting executable programs, and printing sequences of characters. The latter is the first dictation program developed for
the Czech language. It works with a very large vocabulary comprised of the
540,000 most frequent Czech words and it is primarily meant as a powerful
aid for motor-handicapped users.
For the experimentation presented in the chapter, the MyVoice system has been employed and translated to Spanish and Slovak. MyVoice is
structured in several command groups, each dealing with a specific task. For
example, the group that controls the mouse is different from the one that
deals with the keyboard, but they can be accessed easily from each other by
voice commands. The size of these groups varies between 5 and 137 commands, where the largest group contains mainly the names of the alphabet
letters, and of the keys on a PC keyboard, which makes recognition very
difficult as the acoustic difference between them is very subtle. However, as
a specific vocabulary is defined for each task, better recognition results are
achieved when the commands are grouped. Besides, the grouping facilitates
the interaction, as the user is aware of the valid words than can be uttered at
any time. The MyVoice software is currently employed by 60 handicapped
users in the Czech Republic, whose reports show that the word error rate
(WER) typically lies between 1% and 2%, if the user does not have any
speech disorder.
The development of MyVoice was motivated by the fact that there
were no commercial tools of that type for Czech handicapped users. This is
also the case for many other languages for which speech technology has not
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been developed yet, and for which deploying such systems would require a big
investment that would obtain little benefits due to the reduced target population. Therefore, we started to investigate the possibility to port software
like MyVoice to other languages. Firstly focusing on the Slovak language,
which is very similar to Czech. Secondly, making a more complex attempt
to apply the same porting strategy to Spanish, which is a language that is
acoustically and linguistically more different.

4.4 Cross-lingual adaptation
For the cross-language adaptation Slovak and Spanish texts were used along
with an automatically generated Czech phonetic representation, which is
discussed in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively. The phonemes built for
the Czech recognizer can be applied to recognize words in another language.
To do this the Czech phonetic form was used, and the acoustic models of
the words were constructed by concatenating the corresponding phoneme
models. The translation from Slovak or Spanish text to the Czech phonetic
representation was automatically done employing the mapping policies shown
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. For the phonetic representation a mapping
of the IPA symbols to a set of ASCII symbols named Phonetic Alphabet
for Czech (PAC) was used. We are aware of the fact that there are several
encodings of the IPA alphabet such as XSAMPA. However, we have used PAC
for two main reasons: firstly, because it has been established as a common
base for speech processing research in the Czech Republic (Nouza et al.,
1997). Secondly, because it has been successfully employed by the users of
MyVoice, providing them with a straightforward language with which they
can type their own phonetic transcriptions to customize the pronunciation of
the voice commands.
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the result of this process was a vocabulary with all the words that the speech recognizer accepted. For each word
it contained a Slovak or Spanish text form and its Czech phonetic representation. This vocabulary was used by the Czech speech recognizer described
in Section 4.3 as if it were a Czech vocabulary, thus not even a single line of
code had to be changed in it. As a result, a user can utter a word in Spanish
or Slovak, and the speech recognizer uses the Czech models to obtain the
best Spanish or Slovak form candidate.
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Figure 4.2. Scheme of the cross-language adaptation procedure

To optimize the performance of the recognizer, our proposal is to
carry out speaker adaptation as a final step of the cross-language adaptation
procedure. This way, the Czech models were tuned to better adapt to the pronunciation that each speaker had of every phoneme in the target languages.
This step is not against the initial aim of cost-effective implementation, as it
can be performed in a fast and straightforward manner by making the user
read a short text when he first uses the recognizer (e.g. the first time he runs
MyVoice). The proposal for speaker adaptation is described in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1. Phoneme mapping between Czech and Slovak
As can be observed in Figure 4.1, Slovak and Czech belong to the same branch
of Slavic languages. They share a large portion (about 40%) of their lexical
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inventory and many of the remaining words differ slightly, either in spelling or
pronunciation. In general, Slovak language sounds softer than Czech, which
is caused by different phonotactics and a slightly different set of phonemes.
The Slovak language uses four additional phonemes that do not occur in
Czech: ‘’ĺ’, ‘l0 ’, ‘ŕ’ and ‘r̂’. As shown in Table 4.1, these phonemes were
mapped to the closest Czech phonemes. Concretely, the Slovak phonemes
represented by characters ‘ĺ’ and ‘l0 ’ were mapped to the Czech phoneme
‘l’, Slovak ‘ŕ’ to Czech ‘r’, and Slovak diphthong ‘r̂’ to the sequence ‘uo’.
The effect of this simplification on the performance of the adapted speech
recognizer is very small, due to the similarity between the Slovak and Czech
phonemes employed.
Czech
phoneme

PAC

Slovak
phoneme

l
r
uo

l
r
uo

l, ĺ, l0
ŕ
ô

Czech
example
lano
bere
duo

Slovak example

lano, dĺhý, l0 ud
mŕtvy
môže

Table 4.1. Mapping of the Slovak phonemes that do not
exist in Czech to the closest Czech ones

4.4.2. Phoneme mapping between Czech and Spanish
The correspondence between Spanish and Czech phonemes was carried out
by one Spanish native speaker and supervised by several Czech native speakers. As stated by Zgank et al. (2004), the accuracy of the correspondence
depends on the number of phonemes present in each language and the similarity between them. It is difficult to find a consensus about the exact
number of phonemes in the languages used in the experiments. This is especially the case for Spanish, as it has a high number of different varieties,
even considering only the European branch and discarding the South American variants. However, in literature, Czech is generally considered to have
around 40 phonemes, and Spanish around 20, which shows a big unbalancement between both languages.
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The result of the mapping is presented in Table 4.2, which only shows
the phonemes that were employed for the Spanish recognition. A complete
list of Czech phonemes can be found in (Nouza et al., 1997).
Czech
phoneme
a
b
č
ch
dž
d
e
f
g
i, y
k
l
m
n
ň
o
p
r
s
t
u
-

PAC
a
b
č
X
Č
d
e
f
g
i
k
l
m
n
ň
o
p
r
s
t
u
S/s
R/r

Spanish
phoneme
a, á
b, v
ch
g, j
y, ll
d
e, é
f
g, gu
i, í
c, k, q
l
m
n
ñ
o, ó
p
r
s
t
u, ú, ü
c, z
rr

Czech example Spanish example
plocha
bába
čichá
chudý
rádža
jeden
lev
fauna
guma
bil, byl
kupec
dela
máma
víno
koně
kolo
pupen
bere
sud
dutý
duše
-

anillo, águila
abuela, vino
charco
jaula, gema
llave, yema
dentro
eso, café
fauna
goma, guisante
lino, implícito
kilo, queso, casa
libro
madre
vino
España
hola, camión
padre
arco
suelo
teja
luna, útil, pingüino
zumo, cena
rueda, perro

Table 4.2. Mapping of the Spanish phonemes to the closest
Czech ones

As can be observed in the last two rows of the table, there are two
Spanish phonemes that do not exist in Czech: /θ/ and /r/, in IPA representation. For these phonemes two solutions have been studied. The first
one was to use the nearest Czech phonemes: s and r, in PAC representation.
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This mapping is not so unnatural, as the pronunciation of /θ/ as /s/ is even
present in some varieties of Spanish, for example in Latin America and some
areas in Southern Spain. The second option was to adapt these previously
existing Czech phonemes to the Spanish pronunciation, by creating two new
symbols, S and R, for the PAC table. Experimental results were very similar
for both approaches, with a difference in accuracy of only 0.5%. The results
reported in Section 4.6 were attained employing the second approach.
Additionally, as our system does not consider allophones, some sounds
were ignored, affecting very slightly the experimental results. Moreover, there
are differences in stress that make the recognition of Spanish more difficult.
Czech words are always stressed in the first syllable, whereas the stress in
Spanish varies between words. As noted by Carreiras et al. (1996), differences
in stress in Spanish may be of importance not only for automatic speech
recognition, but also for human listeners. However, the effect of stress is
less important for isolated word recognition; even when some words that
are differentiated in Spanish by their stress cannot be distinguished when
translated to the Czech pronunciation, for example “este” and “esté”.

4.4.3. Speaker adaptation
The approach proposed for speaker adaptation is a combination of the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) (Gauvain and Lee, 1994) and the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) (Gales and Woodland, 1996) methods for
speaker adaptation, and is performed in two steps. In the first step, the mean
vectors of the Czech gender-dependent models are transformed by the MLLR
method. In the second step, these transformed values are used as priors for
the MAP based adaptation. The main benefit of this approach is that the
models that are not seen in the adaptation are well adapted by the MLLR
method; while the MAP ensures that the parameters of the models with a
lot of adaptation data can converge to the values of the theoretically best
speaker-adapted model.
To carry out the speaker adaptation a 614 words vocabulary was used.
It was comprised of a list of the most frequent words in each language (covering all phonemes), along with MyVoice commands. This decision was taken
from experimental results, which showed that in most cases, misrecognitions
occurred for monosyllabic and short words. Besides, these words, which for
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example in Spanish generally are pronouns, determinants and prepositions,
are usually the most frequent. Thus, misrecognition of these words had a
big impact in the computation of accuracy. Concretely, a 44.9% relative
improvement was achieved for Spanish when using this vocabulary for adaptation instead of the 432 MyVoice commands only. Additional experiments
showed that this improvement was better than the one obtained using the
same amount of phonemes for adaptation, but extracting them from words
selected from newspapers instead of using the most frequent words of each
language; even when both word lists considered all the phonemes of each
language, and these were covered in identical proportions.

4.5 Experimental set-up
Several experiments were carried out with the main objective of testing the
viability and performance of the proposed cross-lingual adaptation approach.
Additionally, it was measured the impact of several factors in the performance of the employed method, such as the usage of different user adaptation
strategies, the size of the recognition dictionary, and the number of words
considered for testing, as shown in Figure 4.3.
Firstly, the MyVoice commands were translated into Slovak and Spanish, to measure the performance of the cross-lingual adaptation for a commandand-control application. The speakers used MyVoice to control a PC by spoken commands while they carried out their daily activities. Thus, they were
not provided with a specific list of commands to utter. This way, the results
were attained from flexible and natural interaction with the system.
As it was described in Section 4.3, the valid vocabulary of MyVoice
is restricted at each step to the list of commands in the current group (vocabulary ranging between 5 and 137 commands). As commented before, the
largest group was designed for the recognition of spoken characters. This is
a very challenging task, mainly due to the acoustic similarity of the characters, which makes them highly confusable. Thus, although the grouping
of commands considerably reduces the vocabulary that can be recognized at
each time, speech recognition during natural interaction with MyVoice is not
trivial, as it can involve the recognition of spoken characters.
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Figure 4.3. Outline of the experimental set-up

To obtain meaningful results from the different speaker models regardless of the groups visited during the interaction, additional experiments
were carried out employing the whole MyVoice vocabulary (432 commands).
In these experiments the task perplexity was always 432, given that after
each command, any word could be uttered.
We also wanted to corroborate that the results obtained from the interaction with MyVoice could be attainable in situations where the accepted
vocabulary was larger. Thus, MyVoice commands were extended with a list of
the 149k most frequent Spanish and Slovak words, respectively. The two dictionaries were collected from Spanish and Slovak newspapers and contained
all the word forms, not only the lexemes. The words were automatically annotated with their appearance frequency and sorted from most frequent to
least. In these experiments recognition dictionaries of sizes ranging from 10k
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to 149k words were used, which were subsets of the described dictionary, from
the most frequent word up to the desired number of words. Our aim was not
to build a Slovak or Spanish dictation system, but simply to check whether
the cross-lingual approach would also work efficiently for a more complex
task with increasingly larger vocabularies. For this purpose, a vocabulary of
149k words is larger than those usually employed in previous cross-lingual
studies. For example, Zgank et al. (2004) only varied their vocabulary size
from two to several thousand words, whereas Nieuwoudt and Botha (1999)
employed 60 sentences as the maximum for their test purposes.
At the same time that the list of MyVoice available commands was
extended, it was also augmented the vocabulary employed to test the system. To do this, news from Spanish and Slovak newspapers were randomly
selected. They were different from the ones used to collect the recognition
dictionaries, and belonged to different categories, namely: politics, economy,
culture and sport. Eight Spanish native speakers (four male and four female)
aged 23 to 60, and two Slovak native speakers (one male and one female) aged
22 and 24, recorded the isolated words. The experiments with the two Slovak
speakers using MyVoice to carry out their daily activities, showed that the
WER was almost as small as for native Czech speakers (only 2.5%), and that
the space for any further improvement was very small. Therefore, a decision
was taken to not to carry out any additional experiments with other Slovak
speakers, highlighting that the main contribution is the adaptation to Spanish. Concretely, 1,582 words were recorded by each Spanish speaker, and 989
by each Slovak speaker. For discussing the experimental results we used the
average performance values over the number of words for each language, and
for all speakers. To obtain results that can be significant for the usage of
the proposed method in real conditions, the corpora were not recorded in a
closed laboratory environment, but in each speaker’s PC in order to reflect
the real noise conditions in which the MyVoice system would be used.
Furthermore, in order to study to which extent speaker adaptation
allowed us to attain better recognition results, experiments were carried
out with speaker-independent, gender-dependent, as well as speaker-adapted
models. The improvements achieved by each adaptation step were compared and studied taking into account the impact of out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words and the size of the recognition vocabulary.
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4.6 Experimental results
4.6.1. Interaction with MyVoice
In the first experiments the users employed MyVoice to control their PCs in
order to carry out their daily activities. The experiments were performed
both online and offline. The online results were extracted from natural interactions of the users with the MyVoice system. Thus, as commented before,
the perplexity of the recognition task varied from 5 to 137, as the valid vocabulary was comprised of the words in the current command group. In the
offline case, the same utterances recorded during the online experiments were
used. However, recognition was carried out offline using as valid vocabulary
all MyVoice commands. Hence, as all the commands could be uttered any
time, the recognition perplexity was 432 (the number of MyVoice commands).
The experimental results are shown in Table 4.3. It can be observed
that WER was lower for the online experiments because the vocabulary size
was smaller. When using speaker-adapted models, the relative improvements
achieved were 24.1% for Slovak and 28.3% for Spanish for the online experiments; whereas they were 46.65% and 56% respectively for the offline
experiments. This shows that speaker adaptation considerably reduced the
difference in performance observed for the online and offline recognition, as
it caused a remarkable improvement in the offline recognition results; which
were comparable to the ones obtained in the online experiments after speaker
adaptation (around 2% WER for Slovak and 4% for Spanish).
Language Experiment
Online
Slovak
Offline
Online
Spanish
Offline

Gender-dependent
2.9
4.6
6.0
10.0

Speaker-adapted
2.2
2.5
4.3
4.4

Table 4.3. WER [in %] for the command-and-control task

The experiments with Slovak showed a WER almost as small as for
native Czech speakers (only 2.5%). The results with Spanish were much
better than initially expected. In fact, they differed in less than 2% compared
with the ones that could be achieved recognizing the Czech language.
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4.6.2. Impact of speaker adaptation
The good results obtained using speaker adaptation during the natural interaction with MyVoice, encouraged us to study to which extent the speakeradapted models convey an improvement in the proposed cross-lingual approach. To test the performance of the adapted recognizers the Spanish
corpus (12,686 words extracted from newspapers) and the Slovak corpus
(1,978 words) were used, which were described in Section 4.5. Additionally, we used a 10k words vocabulary for recognition instead of the small
vocabulary comprised of 432 commands. As can be observed in Figure 4.4,
speaker-independent models yielded a WER of 47% for Slovak and 55.8%
for Spanish. These results were improved by using gender-adapted models only in a 7.23% relative for Slovak and 2.15% for Spanish. However,
speaker adaptation yielded a 17.6% relative improvement with respect to the
speaker-independent models for Slovak, and a remarkable 40.8% relative improvement for Spanish. Most of the recognition errors for Slovak were due
to OOV words. Thus, as the objective of this experiment was to measure
the impact of speaker adaptation in the proposed cross-language approach,
regardless of the dictionary and utterances used for recognition, the recognition results were computed without considering the OOV words. As shown
in Figure 4.4, WER decreased for both languages when OOV words were not
considered. Concretely, for Slovak the decrement was of 20.9% absolute for
the best case. Regarding speaker adaptation, a 54% relative improvement
with respect to speaker-independent models was achieved for Spanish, and
a 38.2% in the case of Slovak, obtaining for both languages WERs around
20%.
As Slovak is a language very similar to Czech, initially the proposed
method attains accuracies around 70% (29% WER) for this language. Hence,
speaker adaptation for Slovak only improves accuracy by an absolute 11.1%
(38.2% relative) with respect to using speaker-independent models. However,
for a language with a very different origin such as Spanish, speaker adaptation
enhances the adapted recognizer substantially. The experiments showed that
26.4% absolute improvement (54% relative) can be achieved, with accuracy
rates that are only 4.6% worse than the ones obtained for the Slovak language.
The proposed cross-lingual approach in combination with speaker adaptation
yielded accuracy rates around 80% (17.9% and 22.5% WER) for Slovak and
Spanish.
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Figure 4.4. Effect of the adaptation technique on the performance of the adapted recognizers

4.6.3. Effect of the size of the recognition dictionary
Finally, we were interested in studying to what extent the experimental results could be affected by increasing the size of the recognition vocabulary
up to 149k words. This size is inversely proportional to the number of OOV
words that can appear during the recognition process, and at the same time
it is directly related to the probability of an uttered word being acoustically
similar to others in the vocabulary.
The number of OOV words decrements drastically when the recognition vocabulary is very large. Hence, WER tends to decrease when such
a dictionary is employed. As can be observed in Table 4.4, WER decreases
14.7% relative for Slovak when employing a vocabulary comprised of 149k
words, compared with 10k, and 15.4% for Spanish.
Vocabulary size 10k 46k 85k 149k
Slovak
38.8 27.3 26.0 24.1
Spanish
33.0 28.4 28.0 27.9
Table 4.4. Effect of dictionary size on WER [in %] taking
into account OOV words and speaker adaptation
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The experimental results also showed that the smallest WERs were
obtained after speaker adaptation, as observed in Figure 4.5. The objective
was to check whether other languages could be efficiently recognized using the
Czech recognizer, without using a specific vocabulary for recognition. Hence,
Figure 4.5 only shows the results obtained by ignoring the OOV words.
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Figure 4.5. Performance of the Slovak (above) and Spanish
(below) adapted recognizers
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As can be observed, each adaptation type conveys an improvement.
This improvement is larger for Spanish, for which it is necessary to use
speaker-adapted models to similar results to those obtained for Slovak. As
shown in Table 4.5, the relative reduction of WER from speaker-independent
to speaker-adapted models, decreases when the accepted vocabulary is larger.
This is due to an increment of the probability to find acoustically similar
words in the dictionary. However, as can be observed in Figure 4.5, for increasingly larger recognition dictionaries it was found that the WER tends
to establish around 23% for Slovak and 27% for Spanish. This shows that
the proposed cross-lingual approach yields accuracy rates which are around
70% when adapting Czech to Spanish, i.e. two languages with very different
origin. Whereas the accuracy rates are around 80% when adapting Czech to
Slovak, i.e. two very phonetically similar languages.
Vocabulary size 10k 46k 85k 149k
Slovak
38.2 35
34.2 33.4
Spanish
54
50.4 49.6 49.4
Table 4.5. Relative WER reduction [in %] yielded by the
adaptation to speakers

4.7 Conclusions
It has been presented in this chapter a cross-lingual adaptation of a previouslycreated Czech speech recognizer to Spanish and Slovak. Phonetic crosslinguality is a research area that is gaining increasing interest, especially
because it enables resource sharing between languages and thus represents
a feasible way of developing systems for minority languages or dialects. As
rapid and low-cost development of speech-based systems is essential to foster
portability, cross-language adaptation has arisen as one of the main challenges in the area (Gao et al., 2005). However, the state-of-the-art systems
are based on complicated and very effort and time demanding linguistic and
phonetic studies. Small effort has been devoted so far to study methods to
carry out the cross-linguistic adaptation of a speech recognition environment
(i.e. acoustic, lexical and linguistic models) in a cost-effective way.
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It has been demonstrated that the adaptation of a speech recognizer
to another language can be carried out in a straightforward way, employing
a mapping between phonemes, and enhancing it with language and speaker
adaptation procedures. Moreover, it has been shown that the proposed adaptation method can be used not only with phonetically similar languages, such
as Czech and Slovak, but also with languages from very different families, like
Czech (Slavic, Czech-Slovak) and Spanish (Italic, West-Iberian).
Several experiments have been carried out using MyVoice, a speechbased application designed for Czech handicapped people. Cross-lingual
porting of voice operating systems for such a small group of target users,
requires an investment that hardly can be paid back. However, our experimental results show that for a task involving a vocabulary of 432 commands,
a 95.6% performance (4.4% WER) can be attained for Spanish and 97.5 (2.5%
WER) for Slovak, employing the proposed cost-efficient procedure. Besides,
for vocabularies up to 149k words, the proposed scheme yields around 72.9%
accuracy (27.1% WER) for Spanish and 77.4% (22.6% WER) for Slovak.
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Ce n’est pas assez de compter les experiences,
il les faut poiser et assortir: et les faut avoir digerees et alambiquees, pour en tirer les raisons
et conclusions qu’elles portent.
Michel de Montaigne, Essais

5

Field evaluation of spoken
dialogue systems
5.1 Introduction
As stated in the introduction of the Thesis, dialogue systems are becoming increasingly attractive for a wide range of applications (McTear, 2004;
López-Cózar and Araki, 2005; Wahlster, 2006). In order to minimize costs
and optimize results, there is a need for standard methods, architectures
and criteria to test, compare and predict the performance and usability of
the systems. Several initiatives have arisen since the late 80s to establish
these methods. In the USA, the main funding institution for this kind of research is DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), with their
project COMMUNICATOR (Walker et al., 2002a), which was aimed to costeffective development of multimodal dialogue systems. This was achieved by
using different plug-and-play components which were evaluated paying special attention to user satisfaction maximization. In Europe, the major institutions concerned with evaluation of dialogue systems have been COCOSDA
(Coordinating Committee on Speech Databases and Speech I/O Systems Assessment), which focuses on obtaining corpora that can be shared to study
evaluation criteria1 , EAGLES (1996) and DISC (1999). These last two international projects established some best practice guidelines for the development and evaluation of dialogue systems, both at system and component
level.
1

http://www.cocosda.org/
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These research efforts have successfully established a common background of criteria for quantitative evaluation. However, there is still no
systematic understanding, nor consensus on the criteria that must be taken
into account to optimize the usability of dialogue systems. Some projects
have tried to address the problem of predicting system usability and user
satisfaction from measurable performance criteria. This is the case of the
PARADISE framework (Walker et al., 2000a), which has become one of the
reference frameworks for system evaluation.
Because of the complexity and effort demanded by the application of
the PARADISE framework, many approaches in the literature apply qualitative and quantitative measures separately. For example, Hartikainen et al.
(2004) propose a methodology for subjective evaluation that has been used for
evaluating the MUMS Multimodal Route Navigation System (Hurtig, 2004).
Recently, the VIrtual CO-driver system (Geutner et al., 2002), the MASK
multimedia service kiosk (Lamel et al., 2002) and the SAMMIE dialogue system (Becker et al., 2006), have been also evaluated only subjectively. Other
authors, for example Robinson et al. (2006), evaluate their systems both
with instrumentally-derived measures and quality judgments, but without
establishing links between the different evaluation measures employed. In
this chapter empirical results are obtained on the relationship between both
types of criteria from the evaluation of the UAH system. This is done via
correlation studies, which we believe are a reliable method that can be applied to both whole system and component level evaluation. However, when
the statistical studies are carried out over a large number of metrics, there is
a possibility that some of the findings are due to chance, and thus reliability
and significance studies are also reported. This method has been applied
successfully for the evaluation of other dialogue systems, e.g. BoRIS (Möller,
2005), yielding some interesting relationships between evaluation criteria.
However, results in the literature are usually based on restricted laboratory interactions, in which some users are asked to interact with the system
in accordance with predefined scenarios. In some cases the users are also
given evaluation questionnaires in which they express their personal opinion
about different interaction aspects. The main disadvantage of this method is
that the scenarios may differ from the tasks that a user would have selected
in a non-predefined interaction. In contrast, field evaluation requires real
users interacting with the final system in their appropriate environments.
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Although as stated by Bernsen and Dybkjaer (2000), field tests can fail to be
representative of the full functionality of the systems, we believe they offer
the most realistic results and cover real user motivations. Field evaluations
are not repeatable as the interaction context is highly variable. This is also
their main advantage as they gather results from different users (difference in
gender, voice, knowledge, experience using the system), who talk on different
devices (mobile phones, usual phones or PCs), and in different environments
(different noise conditions). As the results obtained from field tests are robust
to this heterogeneity, they are more relevant at predicting the real behaviour
of the systems. The contribution of the Thesis to the state-of-the-art system
evaluation relies on obtaining new empirical evidence by means of a field
study carried out employing our spoken dialogue system.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 presents an overview
of the main evaluation trends that can be found in the literature. Section 5.3
describes the computation of the evaluation criteria, distinguishing between
interaction parameters and quality judgments. Section 5.4 presents the statistical studies carried out, whereas Section 5.5 discusses the experimental
results obtained. Finally, Section 5.6 presents the conclusions obtained.

5.2 Related work
Evaluation of dialogue systems has been used in the literature for a wide range
of purposes, for example, measuring the system’s performance, comparing
a system with its previous versions to measure the adequacy of changes,
comparing different systems and predicting system behaviour.
Regardless of its purpose, evaluation can be carried out using “glassbox” or “black-box” approaches. The former permits access to internal details of the system to measure their contribution to the overall performance.
The latter, treats the system as a black box so that the evaluation is based
uniquely on the response of the system to the different user inputs. In both
cases evaluation can be developed over a complete system or over an individual component. Usually, evaluation is carried out at the component level, the
main working areas being the assessment of the speech recognizer, the speech
and natural language understanding components, the dialogue manager and
the speech output components.
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Speech recognition performance is usually assessed in terms of automatically generated measures that calculate the number and importance of
the recognition errors. Most of these measures are generalized in their use, as
word error rate (WER) and word accuracy (WA), which are complementary
in their use. WER is defined as the number of incorrectly determined words
(calculated as the sum of the number of substitutions, deletions and substitutions made by the recognizer) divided by the total number of words, and WA
can be calculated as 1 − W ER. Apart from the correct functioning of the
speech recognition engine, when employing glass-box approaches, internal
components of the speech recognizer can also be studied for example language models, lexicons or phonetic models. Additionally, having information
about some of the recognizer components, can serve for prediction studies of
the final recognition performance. For example in (Persia et al., 2007), they
use performance of the source separation algorithm as a prediction of the
speech recognition success in noisy environments. A best practices summary
for evaluation of speech recognizers can be found in (Lamel et al., 2000a).
Despite the generalized use of the measures, the assessment of different speech recognition systems differs in several experimental conditions
which make comparisons very difficult. Some of these influencing factors are
the vocabulary characteristics (e.g. whether it is isolated or continuous, the
vocabulary size, or the phonetic similarity of the words), the acoustic environment (e.g. noise levels), the transmission characteristics (e.g. transmission
errors or signal levels) and the speaker characteristics (e.g. age, gender or
cultural background). All these factors have to be taken into account when
trying to compare the evaluation results of different recognizers, which makes
this task very complicated. Recently, some studies have focused on how to
overcome these difficulties by creating corpora that can be shared between
the scientific community. The objective is to provide a common testbed for
evaluating and subsequently comparing speech recognition and enhancement
algorithms, for example the NOIZEUS speech corpus (Hu and Loizou, 2007).
For the assessment of speech and natural language understanding engines, some measures similar to WER have been used (Gupta et al., 2006).
For example slot error rate (defined as the number of incorrect slots divided
by the number of slots), the update precision (defined as the number of
correctly updated slots divided by the number of updated slots) and the
concept error rate (CER), which is defined as the number of incorrect slots
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divided by the number of filled slots. A more detailed list of metrics can be
found in (Higashinaka et al., 2004). However, evaluating understanding modules requires a higher involvement of experts in judging whether the results
are correct, and thus there is a need for a higher level of quality judgment
measures. One of the seminal studies in this area was developed inside the
TSNLP (Test Suites for Natural Language Processing) project (Lehmann
et al., 1996). Furthermore, evaluating natural language understanding components is very domain-dependent, as they strongly rely on the semantics
of the task and the detail to which it is done (i.e. the number of concepts
which are used), and thus it is difficult to compare evaluation results between
systems.
Comparison is even more complicated in the case of the speech output
components, because their evaluation is almost entirely done using judgment
measures about their quality, thus obtaining highly subjective evaluation
results. Measures used mainly describe the quality and/or naturalness of
the speech sounds, as well as the comprehension of the system message by
the user. The results vary greatly depending on the users, that is why most
studies are centred in specific population sectors, for example the elderly in
(Lines and Hone, 2002). A comprehensive list of intelligibility, prosody and
overall quality tests to evaluate speech synthesized outputs can be found in
(Gibbon et al., 1997).
Dialogue management is usually evaluated in terms of the quality of
the user-system interaction: adequacy of system responses, feedback strategies, duration of the dialogue, average number of turns, adequacy of the
initiative, adequacy of confirmation strategies or ability to solve misunderstanding situations. The DISC (1999) work group proposes 6 main groups
that gather the criteria to be taken into account when evaluating dialogue
managers: correct management of knowledge about the current dialogue context, mapping from the semantically significant units in the user’s most recent input, analysing the user’s specific contribution, generating of output
to the user, specific issues of dialogue management evaluation (e.g. feedback strategies) and global issues of dialogue system evaluation (e.g. time
for task completion). It is difficult to separate the evaluation of the dialogue
manager from the rest of the system, specially in quality judgments, this is
why some authors propose to use manually corrected input to the dialogue
manager to be able to have some “gold standard” to represent the dialogue
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manager behaviour in isolation. This baseline can be used subsequently for
comparison with real situations in which the dialogue manager is affected
by errors in the recognition or understanding modules (Roque et al., 2006a).
Additionally, the dialogue manager makes intensive use of domain knowledge
and has to be able to build and adapt to the interaction context. Thus, some
authors like (Hanna et al., 2007), have studied how to carry out evaluation of
dialogue managers in terms of modification of the domain-specific expertise
and maintenance and reuse of the already existing context knowledge and
discourse management behaviour.
There is not a consensus in the literature about the terminology to use
for categorizing all the described evaluation criteria. Traditionally, authors
have differentiated between objective and subjective evaluation criteria. The
former takes into account measures computed from system performance features such as word error rate (WER). The latter considers measures that
judge some property, for example intelligibility of the synthesized speech.
This notation has been widely used in previous studies, for example, Larsen
(2003), Minker et al. (2004b) and Robinson et al. (2006). However, as argued by Möller (2005), human subjects are always involved in determining
the systems’ performance. In the so-called objective measures human expert
evaluators are often used, for example to calculate WER, experts have to
compare real user input with the recognizer output). Thus, Möller (2005)
proposes to differentiate between quality judgments (subjective), interaction
parameters (which can be instrumentally measured or expert derived) and
quality predictions (which can be instrumentally derived). This chapter will
be focused on the first two categories.
There have been several attempts to create a full list of criteria to
be used for evaluation by employing interaction parameters, quality predictions and quality judgments. For example, Dybkjaer and Bernsen (2000)
propose a list of 15 criteria to guarantee system usability: adequate use of
modalities, accurate input recognition, flexibility of the accepted vocabulary,
system voice quality, adequate response generation, adequate domain coverage, and user satisfaction, among others. The Expert Advisory Group on
Language Engineering Standards (EAGLES, 1996), proposed quantitative
(e.g. system response time) and qualitative measures (e.g. user satisfaction),
that were applied and interpreted following an innovative framework. This
framework provided guidelines on how to carry out the evaluation and how
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to make results available in such a way that they could be easily interpretable
and comparable. In the DISC (1999) project there were other best practice
guidelines that completed the EAGLES proposal using life cycle development
methodologies. Other authors have focused on how to obtain and study
speech corpora to compute evaluation measures. These are frequently large
corpora extracted from system usage, or from human-to-human dialogues.
In the latter case, human behaviour can be used as a baseline to compare
with the system behaviour (Paek, 2001). For example, the project EVALDA
(Devillers et al., 2004) focuses on evaluation campaigns that consider various
aspects of natural language interaction. One of them is the MEDIA campaign, which evaluates the interaction between users and dialogue systems.
Their evaluation methodology employs test sets obtained from real corpora
along with the commonly used evaluation criteria. Degerstedt and Jönsson
(2006) proposed the LINTEST tool to carry out evaluation of dialogue systems using the JUNIT corpus. A very detailed review of the most relevant
efforts on generalization of evaluation criteria and practices can be found in
Dybkjaer et al. (2004) and in López-Cózar and Araki (2005), whereas Möller
et al. (2007) present a review of the de-facto criteria extracted from all these
studies and an example of their usage to evaluate a particular dialogue system.
As commented above, PARADISE (Walker et al., 1998b) is the most
widely embraced evaluation method proposed so far to specify the relative contribution of various factors to the overall system performance. This
method models performance as a weighted function of: task success (exact
scenario completion), dialogue efficiency (task duration, system turns, user
turns, total turns), dialogue quality (word accuracy, response latency) and
user satisfaction (sum of TTS performance, ease of task, user expertise, expected behaviour, future use). More recently, PARADISE has been used to
develop models of user satisfaction prediction, again based on the weighted
linear combination of different measures (Walker et al., 2000b). The goal of
this evaluation method is to maximize user satisfaction by maximizing task
success and minimizing interaction costs as shown in Figure 5.1. These costs
are quantified using different efficiency and quality measures. The weights
of each measure are computed via a multivariable linear regression considering user satisfaction as the dependent variable and task success, efficiency
and quality measures as independent variables. Recently, the PARADISE
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framework has been enhanced to enable evaluation of multimodal dialogue
systems. For example, it was used in the SmartKom Project, as a basis for
the so-called PROMISE framework (Beringer et al., 2002).
Maximize user satisfaction

Maximize
task success

Quality
measures

Minimize costs

Success
measures

Efficiency
measures

Figure 5.1. PARADISE architecture model

The application of PARADISE to evaluate a dialogue system requires
dialogue corpora extracted from controlled experiments in which subjects
have to evaluate satisfaction on a scale after they have interacted with the
system. This approach has been successfully used for evaluating and comparing eight COMMUNICATOR systems (Walker et al., 2002b,a), firstly in
controlled laboratory experiments, and secondly in a less restricted context
where the systems were accessible on the phone. Strictly, this second evaluation was not an open field study because the authors had control over the
users, who were specifically recruited and assigned to the different systems.
Nevertheless, the tasks they had to complete were not predefined in all cases.
A similar approach was employed in the ARISE project (den Os et al., 1999),
where evaluation was based on the responses of subjects who either called a
dialogue system from home or interacted with it in the laboratory. In either
case, the tasks to be carried out by users where predefined (Sanderman et al.,
1998).
It can be also found in the literature a distinction between “internal” and “external” tests regarding whether they were carried out by users
from the development team of the dialogue system (internal evaluation) or
by users who did not have any previous knowledge about the system (external evaluation). However this is not equivalent to “field” vs. “laboratory”
studies distinction, as external tests may involve using predefined scenarios.
For example, Rajman et al. (2004) propose a Rapid Dialogue Prototyping
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Methodology to produce, for any given application, a quickly deployable
dialogue-driven interface which can be later enhanced through an iterative
Wizard-of-Oz process. To refine the dialogue models developed using this
methodology, the authors propose to use an internal and an external test.
The internal test is used to further adapt the prototype and its successive
modifications. The external test is employed for the final evaluation of the
resulting dialogue interface. In both cases the evaluation is carried out in
the form of a satisfaction questionnaire which is submitted to the users after
they have interacted with the prototype, on the basis of a set of predefined
scenarios involving specific contexts for a restaurant search.

To study the implications of using field tests, some authors have focused on non-restricted evaluation studies. This is the case of the Let’s Go
system (Raux et al., 2003), which was evaluated using interactions of real
users that phoned the system to get information about bus schedules. The
evaluation was carried out by reporting results of interaction parameters
(Raux et al., 2006). Unfortunately, although these parameters are relatively
easy to compute, they do not provide sufficient information on quality. Qualitative judgments, on the other hand, are difficult to extract and compare
when they are related to subjective opinions. Only in a few cases, performance parameters which can be measured quantitatively are also able to
express quality. Our work focuses on using both quantitative and qualitative
de-facto standard measures (Möller et al., 2007) in a field study, to evaluate our spoken dialogue system, which is described in Chapter 2. Our main
objective is to empirically obtain relationships between these measures by
employing statistical significance studies. Similar methods have been widely
used in the area of systems’ acceptance, more specifically for predicting the
adoption of new technologies, e.g. in risk studies by investing companies. One
of the most used models is the Technology Acceptance Model, which relates
several user judgments criteria with the final adoption of the technologies by
users (Legris et al., 2003). However, no quantitative parameters are considered in this model. In the area of dialogue systems, very few authors have
exploited correlation studies to measure such relationships, for example Litman and Pan (2002), Möller (2005) and Schiel (2006), who applied them to
controlled laboratory studies.
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5.3 Evaluation criteria
The UAH system evaluation was carried out both with interaction parameters
and quality judgments. Interaction parameters were employed to measure the
system performance (e.g. number or errors made by the speech recognizer),
and the dialogue course (e.g. duration of the dialogue or number of turns).
These measures allowed to carry out different studies about performance and
reliability of the system as well as discovering interaction points which can
be improved. Although interaction parameters are a good indicator of the
quality of the evaluated interaction, they do not necessarily provide reliable
information about user satisfaction (López-Cózar and Araki, 2005). Thus, it
is necessary to carry out a qualitative judgment evaluation to register users’
opinions about these aspects of the interaction. In the experiments presented
in the chapter, the subjective evaluation was carried out by employing user
tests.

5.3.1. Interaction parameters
To compute the values for the interaction parameters, the UAH corpus has
been used. This corpus consists of 85 dialogues and 422 user turns, with
an average of 5 user turns per dialogue. Each dialogue was automatically
annotated with two timestamps, corresponding to the call starting and ending
times respectively. Each user utterance was stored in .wav format along with
information about the recording starting time, the previous system turn, and
the speech recognition result, which included confidence scores attached to
the recognized words.
Then, it was manually annotated whether each utterance was correctly understood by the system, regardless of the speech recognition errors.
For example, if in response to the system prompt: “What type of information do you want?”, the user answered: “I want information about a subject”,
but the recognition result was: “Information about subjects”, there are three
deletions and one substitution. Regardless of these errors, the utterance was
correctly understood by the system, as the semantic values returned by the
speech recognition grammar were correct. Hence, the annotator tagged the
utterance as “correctly understood”.
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At the dialogue level, the annotator registered the gender of the
speaker, whether the dialogue was complete (i.e. whether the user did not
hang up before finishing the dialogue) and whether the dialogue was successful. As it was a field study, there were no predefined tasks for the users to
accomplish. Thus, a strategy had to be defined to consider dialogue success.
More specifically, it was considered that the dialogues were successful when
the user obtained the information he requested.
All the annotations were stored in a database from which the values
for the interaction parameters were automatically computed. For example,
dialogue duration was computed from the timestamps, and the number of
confirmation turns was computed using the information about the previous
system turn. Table 5.1 sets out the interaction parameters that were used
in the experiments, while Figure 5.2 shows the parameter computation for a
sample dialogue.
Parameter

Description

Task success

Binary value which indicates whether the
user obtained from the system the information he requested
Binary value which indicates whether the
user waited until the end of the dialogue before hanging up
Duration of the dialogue in seconds
Number of user turns in the dialogue

Dialogue
tion

comple-

Dialogue duration
Number of user
turns
Average number of
words per turn in
the dialogue
WER
Average recognition
confidence
% correctly understood utterances
Number of confirmation turns

Human annotation needed
Yes
Yes
No
No

Avg. number of words along all the user utterances in the dialogue

Yes

Number of incorrectly recognized words divided by the total number of words uttered
by the user in the dialogue
Average confidence score of the words in all
the speech recognition results in the dialogue
Percentage of correctly understood utterances with respect to the total number of utterances in the dialogue
Number of times the system asked for explicit
confirmation during the dialogue

Yes
No
Yes
No

Table 5.1. Interaction parameters employed
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DIALOGUE

PHASE 1 :
Automatic call recording and information registration

U2

U1

15:03:36

15:03:20

15:03:09

Timestamp

Prof_menu

Conf_prof_name

Ask_prof_name

Initial_menu

Previous system turn

No thanks

I would like to know his
tutoring timetable

No Peter Smith

Peter Smint

I want information about
professors

Recognized sentence

1

0.85

0.9

0.4

0.89

Recognition
confidence

2006_04_07, 15:02:48 – 15:03:59, Male

U3
15:03:43

More_info

S1> Welcome to the UAH
system. How can I help you?

U4
15:03:57

S2> Please say the name of
the professor.

U1> I want information about
a professor.

U2> Peter Smith.
U5

PHASE 2 : Interaction parameters computation
2.1: Annotation by human expert

Average recognition
confidence

1

0.81

5

71

Dialogue duration

Number of
confirmation turns

4.2

1

Average number of
words/turn

0.14

Task success

U1 – 6
U2 – 2
U3 – 3
U4 – 8
U5 - 2

WER

1
Number of words per turn

U1 – 1 deletion, 1
substitution
U2 – 1 substitution

Dialogue completion

Number of insertions,
deletions and
substitutions per turn

0.8

Number of user
turns

Correctness of the
semantic interpretation

U1 – 1
U2 – 0
U3 – 1
U4 – 1
U5 – 1

%correctly
understood
utterances

2.2: Automatic computation

S3> Did you say Peter
Smint?
U3> No, Peter Smith.
S4> What information do you
want about Professor Smith?
U4> I would like to know his
tutoring timetable.
S5> Professor Smith’s
tutoring hours are on
Mondays and Tuesdays from
10 to 12. Do you need any
other information?
U5> No, thanks.
S6> Thank you for using the
UAH system. Have a nice
day!

Figure 5.2. Example of the computation of the interaction
parameters for an UAH dialogue
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5.3.2. Quality judgments
The interaction with the UAH system starts with a welcome message in
which the system introduces itself, and asks the user to visit a web page
where he can complete a questionnaire with his opinion about the system
performance. To be able to link the results of this test with the recordings of
the user-system interaction, the user is provided with a dialogue identification
number. This number is requested in the questionnaire along with the date
he made the telephone call to the system and an approximate time for the
start of the interaction.
The English translation of the questionnaire is as follows:
Q1. State on a scale from 1 to 5 your
knowledge about new technologies for information
access. (1 = “Low”, 5 = “High”)
Q2. State on a scale from 1 to 5 your previous
experience using telephone-based dialogue systems.
(1=”Low”, 5=”High”)
Q3. How many times have you used the UAH system
before?

• Slow.
• Adequate.
• Fast.
• Very fast.
Q7. Correcting the errors made by the system was:

• I have not used it before.
• ........ times.
Q4. How well did the system understand you?
• Extremely bad.
• Bad.
• Fair.
• Good.
• Excellent.
Q5. How well did you understand the messages generated by the system?
• Extremely bad.

• Extremely difficult.
• Difficult.
• Easy.
• Extremely easy.
• The system made no errors.
Q8. Was it easy for you to get the information that
you requested?
• No, it was impossible.
• Yes, but with great difficulty.
• Yes, but with certain difficulties.
• Yes, it was easy.
• Yes, it was extremely easy.

• Bad.
• Fair.

Q9. Are you satisfied with the system performance?
• Not satisfied at all.

• Good.

• Not very satisfied.

• Excellent.

• Indifferent.

Q6. In your opinion the interaction was:
• Very slow.

• Satisfied.
• Very satisfied.
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Q10. Were you sure about what to say to the system
at every moment?

Q11. Do you believe the system behaved similarly
as a human would do?

• No, never.

• No, never.

• No, almost never.

• No, almost never.

• Sometimes.

• Sometimes.

• Yes, almost always.

• Yes, almost always.

• Yes, always.

• Yes, always.

The answers to each question were encoded and appropriately saved
in the interactions database. All the answers excepting those corresponding
to Q3 were assigned a numeric value between one and five (in the same order
as they appear in the questionnaire). The values by default were: Q1=1,
Q2=1, Q3=1, Q4=3, Q5=3, Q6=3, Q7=5, Q8=3, Q9=3, Q10=3, Q11=3.
From the results of the test, the measures listed in Table 5.2 were extracted.
The first three measures listed in Table 5.2 are not quality judgments,
but information about users. With the help of these questions, we intended
to obtain an approximate idea of the users’ background. However, as the
UAH users were mainly students and professors of our Faculty, knowledge
about new technologies for information access was high in almost all cases,
as it is shown in Figure 5.3. Only 36% of our test participants were women.
8%
3%

35%

32%

1
2
3
4
5

22%

Figure 5.3. Users’ knowledge about new technologies for
information access (1 = Low, 5 = High)
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Parameter

Question
from which it
is extracted
Knowledge about new technologies for information Q1
access
Knowledge about dialogue systems
Q2
Experience using the UAH system
Q3
Perceived extent to which UAH understands the Q4
user
Perceived extent to which the user understands Q5
UAH
Perceived interaction speed
Q6
Perceived presence of errors made by UAH
Q7
Perceived ease of UAH error correction
Q7
Perceived easy of obtaining the requested informa- Q8
tion
User satisfaction
Q9
Extent to which the user knew what to say at each Q10
moment of the interaction
Perceived human-like behaviour of the UAH sys- Q11
tem
Table 5.2. Perceived quality and user profile parameters
employed

As our experiments were based on calls made by users who phoned the
system on their own initiative, we think that the results obtained are very
realistic, given that the interaction was based on a real need of the users.
Besides, dialogues were more heterogeneous as they take place in different
contexts. The disadvantage of this approach was that, although the users
were encouraged to answer the questionnaires, some of them did not do it,
and thus there were no quality judgments for all the recorded dialogues.
Specifically, only 37 of the 85 dialogues have subjective measures along with
the objective ones. Figure 5.4 shows the demographic data of the two types
of users: those who answered the subjective test, and those who did not.
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90
80

82.93

Users who did not take the subjective test
Users who took the subjective test

71.19

% dialogues

70
60
50
40
30

20.34
20
10

17.07

8.47
0

0

Unknown

Female

Male

User's gender

Figure 5.4. Demographic data for the different user types

As can be observed, from the dialogues that corresponded to users who
did not fill in the questionnaire, 8.47% were annotated with an unknown
gender of the speaker. This is because these users hung up after the first
prompt of the system and said nothing in response. The first system prompt
clearly stated that the user was about to talk to an automatic system, and
that the call was going to be recorded for research purposes. Hence, two
plausible reasons why some users hung up before their first turn are that
they did not feel confident in talking to a computer, and that they were not
happy with having their interactions recorded.
The descriptive statistics of all the parameters regarding the type of
users involved are shown in Table 5.3, where the minimum, maximum and
range values of all the measures used in our study are indicated. Section 5.5.1
presents a detailed study of the differences in performance and perceived
quality between the interactions of these two user groups.
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Parameter

User type

Range

Min.

Max.

Avg.

Typ. Dev.

Variance

Knowledge about new technologies for
information access
Knowledge about dialogue systems
Experience using the UAH system

Subj. test

4

1

5

3.77

1.14

1.30

Subj. test
Sub. test

4
9

1
1

5
10

3.23
2.80

1.28
3.20

1.65
10.22

Perceived extent to which UAH understands the user
Perceived extent to which the user understands UAH
Perceived interaction speed
Perceived presence of errors made by
UAH
Perceived ease of UAH error correction
Perceived easy of obtaining the requested
information
User satisfaction
Extent to which the user knew what it
was expected from him at each point of
the dialogue
Perceived human-like behaviour of the
UAH system

Subj. test

4

1

5

3.69

1.25

1.57

Subj. test

2

3

5

4.37

0.69

0.48

Subj. test
Subj. test

3
1

1
0

4
1

2.71
0.54

0.62
0.50

0.39
0.25

Subj. test
Subj. test

3
4

1
1

4
5

2.47
3.37

0.90
1.437

0.82
2.06

Subj. test
Subj. test

4
3

1
2

5
5

3.63
4.29

1.09
0.893

1.18
0.798

Subj. test

4

1

5

3.57

1.04

1.08

Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj.test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test
Subj. test
No
subj.
test

1
1

0
0

1
1

0.77
0.46

0.43
0.50

0.18
0.25

1
1

0
0

1
1

0.74
0.36

0.44
0.48

0.20
0.23

153
297

21
0

174
297

96.66
90.14

37.06
64.65

1373.70
4179.88

9
16

1
1

10
17

5.34
4.7

2.26
3.94

5.11
15.52

3
4.33

1
0

4
4.33

1.81
1.73

0.69
0.78

0.48
0.61

0.67
0.83

0.00
0

0.67
0.83

0.19
0.25

0.18
0.28

0.03
0.05

0.16
0.23

0.82
0.77

0.98
1

0.93
0.93

0.04
0.05

0.002
0.003

0.50
0.74

0.50
0.33

1
1

0.95
0.89

0.12
0.19

0.15
0.04

2
3

0
0

2
3

0.80
0.62

0.63
0.88

0.40
0.77

Task success

Dialogue completion

Dialogue duration

Number of user turns

Avg. words per turn

WER

Avg. recognition confidence

% correctly understood utterances

Number of confirmation turns

Table 5.3. Descriptive statistics of the criteria used

5.4 Statistical studies employed for evaluation
In order to find relevant relationships between the criteria used, all the variables were correlated, obtaining the absolute value of the Pearson correlation
coefficient. However, the value of the correlation coefficient by itself was not
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enough to obtain reliable results, as it was also necessary to know the probability of obtaining the results by chance. This was done by computing the
significance (or p-value) of each correlation coefficient. If the significance
level was very small (less than 0.05) then the correlation was significant and
the two criteria were considered linearly related.
As most of the variables were inter-correlated, the effect that each
criterion had on the significance of the relationships between the rest has
been studied. It is possible that two criteria are correlated just because
they are both affected by a third one. Thus, when eliminating the effect
of this criterion, they would not be significantly correlated. To study the
relationships in isolation, eliminating the effect of the rest of the criteria, the
partial correlation coefficients were computed along with their significance.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is suitable for scale variables, whose
values represent ordered categories with meaningful metrics, such as dialogue
duration in seconds, so that distance comparisons between the values are appropriate. However, not only scale variables were used, but also ordinal and
dichotomous variables (a classification can be found in Table 5.4). The values of the ordinal variables represent categories with an intrinsic rating, such
as the perceived quality parameters described in Section 5.3.2. Dichotomous
variables, such as “task success” or “dialogue completion”, can only have two
values (0 or 1 in our case). Thus, in order to obtain reliable results, contingency tables were built for the ordinal criteria. These Tables allow to
study these variables and discover associations between them. To measure
the strength of their relationships, the Kendall’s Tau-b and the Spearman’s
Rho coefficients were used. The interpretation of these coefficients is equivalent to that of the Pearson coefficient. However, as they are based on the
ordinal properties of the data, their values and significances may not be the
same.
Additionally, analyses of variance (ANOVA) were carried out. Essentially, ANOVA models try to describe a dependent variable as the result
of the weighted sum of several factors. Specifically, one-way ANOVA was
used, in which there is only one independent variable, and computed the F
coefficient. When F’s critical level is below 0.05, it is possible to discard
the average equality and conclude that not all the poblational averages that
are being compared are equal. Eta square was also obtained, which is an
estimation of the degree to which each factor affects the dependent variable.
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To obtain more information on which to base our interpretations, especially
for the case of dichotomous variables, Phi and Cramer’s V coefficients were
also calculated, which allow to contrast the independence hypothesis in contingency tables.
Parameter
Knowledge about new technologies for information access
Knowledge about dialogue systems
Experience using the UAH system
Perceived extent to which UAH understands the user
Perceived extent to which the user understands UAH
Perceived interaction speed
Perceived presence of errors made by UAH
Perceived ease of UAH error correction
Perceived easy of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
Extent to which the user knew what it was expected from
him at each point of the dialogue
Perceived human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Task success
Dialogue completion
Dialogue duration
Number of user turns
Avg. words per turn
WER
Avg. recognition confidence
% correctly understood utterances
Number of confirmation turns

Type
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Dichotomous
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Dichotomous
Dichotomous
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale
Scale

Table 5.4. Type of variables used for the statistical studies

All the experiments were carried out using the SPSS 14 predictive
analysis software2 . For the experiments in which the aim was to obtain
important relationships between all the evaluation criteria including both
interaction parameters and quality judgments, the 37 dialogues in which the
users answered the subjective test were used. For the experiments in which
the possible reasons for the users to take the test or not were studied, both
types of dialogues were used (85 in total).
2

Statistical Product and Service Solutions - http://www.spss.com/
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5.5 Evaluation results
This section presents a summary of the numeric results obtained from the
statistical studies. Table 5.5 shows a summary of the results obtained with
the partial correlations. For reasons of space, we have not reported all the 21
partial correlations tables with their numeric values. Instead, there are only
reported all the significant correlations found between all the tables, along
with the number of control criteria for which they were significant (i.e. the
number of partial correlation tables in which the relationship was significant).
For each pair of criteria, Table 5.6 sets out the Pearson correlation coefficient
and its significance level. Significance levels below 0.05 are marked in blue,
those below 0.01 are marked in orange, and non-significant relations are left
white.
As can be observed, there were no significant relations regardless of
the control criteria used (i.e. none of them appeared in the 21 tables). In fact,
the best case was achieved when the relationship between two criteria was
shown to be significant when eliminating the effect of 17 of the 21 variables.
This showed that all the variables were deeply related. Finally, in Table 5.7
there is a summary of the results for the Tau-b and Rho coefficients, only
emphasizing the relations for which significance differs from those obtained
in the Pearson correlation studies. In the following sections the main findings
derived from these results are discussed and interpreted.
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Criteria relationship

Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Knowledge about dialogue systems
Dialogue duration
Number of confirmation turns
% correctly understood utt.
Avg. recognition confidence
Task success
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Avg. recognition confidence
Task success
Dialogue completion
Dialogue completion
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Task success
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
WER
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Dialogue completion
Dialogue completion
% correctly understood utt.
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Task success
User satisfaction
Dialogue completion
Number of user turns
Dialogue completion
Number of confirmation turns
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Number of user turns
User satisfaction
Number of confirmation turns
Dialogue duration
Dialogue completion
Dialogue completion
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Number of confirmation turns
Number of confirmation turns
Number of user turns
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Avg. recognition confidence
Avg. recognition confidence
Avg. recognition confidence
Task success
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
UAH usage
Knowledge about dialogue systems
Knowledge about dialogue systems
User satisfaction

Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Perc. extent to which the user understands UAH
Knowledge about new technologies for information access
Number of user turns
Number of user turns
WER
WER
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
User satisfaction
% correctly understood utt.
User satisfaction
Task success
User satisfaction
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
User satisfaction
Avg. words per turn
User satisfaction
Dialogue completion
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
User satisfaction
Task success
Task success
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Task success
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
User satisfaction
Number of user turns
Perc. extent to which the user understands UAH
Dialogue duration
User satisfaction
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Dialogue duration
Perc. extent to which the user understands UAH
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Avg. words per turn
Avg. recognition confidence
UAH usage
Number of user turns
UAH usage
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
UAH usage
WER
WER
% correctly understood utt.
Avg. recognition confidence
Task success
UAH usage
User sure
% correctly understood utt.
Number of user turns
% correctly understood utt.
WER
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
WER

Partial correlation tables in
which
it
was
significant
17
17
17
16
16
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
7
6
5
5
4
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5.5. Significant partial correlations
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0.277
0.107

0.149
0.394

0.113
0.519

0.139
0.570

-0.034
0.848

0.197
0.257

0.286
0.096

0.124
0.479

4.
UAH
understands
user

5.
User
understands
UAH

6. Interaction speed

7. Easy to
correct errors

8.
Perc.
presence
of errors

9.
Perc.
easiness to
get info.

10.
User
satisfaction

11.
sure

0.149
0.394
-0.034
0.845

0.094
0.591
2

0.253
0.143

-0.037
0.834

0.054
0.758

0.152
0.384

-0.168
0.336

0.154
0.377

0.197
0.256

0.057
0.744

1

14.
Task
success

15.
Dialogue
duration

16. # user
turns

17. Recog.
confidence

18. WER

19. Words
per turn

Table 5.6. Correlations between the criteria used

3

20. % understood
utt.

21. # confirmation
turns

0.080
0.647

0.015
0.931

0.134
0.442

-0.072
0.682

0.098
0.575

0.003
0.987

0.113
0.518

13.
Dialogue
completion

0.208
0.230

0.238
0.168

0.018
0.917

0.105
0.550

0.128
0.464

-0.197
0.258

-0.190
0.435

-0.063
0.719

0.034
0.846

0.265
0.124

0.226
0.191

1

12. UAH
human
behaviour

User

0.116
0.506

0.619
0.000

2.
DS
knowledge

3.
UAH
usage

1

1.
NT
knowledge

3

-0.297
0.083

0.212
0.221

-0.057
0.745

-0.279
0.104

-0.039
0.822

-0.173
0.320

0.104
0.554

0.052
0.768

0.212
0.222

0.284
0.098

0.093
0.597

0.147
0.399

0.074
0.672

-0.131
0.453

0.095
0.699

0.222
0.200

0.288
0.093

0.116
0.508

1

4

0.363
0.032

0.469
0.004

-0.103
0.555

-0.157
0.369

5

-0.027
0.878

0.249
0.150

-0.107
0.542

-0.254
0.141

0.114
0.516

-0.046
0.792

0.340
0.046
0.110
0.528

0.155
0.375

0.498
0.002

0.742
0.000
0.433
0.009

0.321
0.060

0.485
0.003

0.764
0.000

0.539
0.001

0.476
0.004
0.684
0.000

0.582
0.000

0.628
0.000

-0.258
0.135

0.753
0.00

0.784
0.000

-0.511
0.002

0.267
0.269

0.323
0.058

0.334
0.050
0.809
0.000

1

0.343
0.044

1

6

0.000
1.000

-0.009
0.959

-0.150
0.389

-0.134
0.443

-0.032
0.855

0.030
0.865

0.215
0.215

0.301
0.079

0.152
0.382

0.443
0.008

0.204
0.239

0.274
0.112

0.353
0.038

-0.147
0.399

0.387
0.101

1

7

0.227
0.350

0.312
0.194

0.242
0.318

0.081
0.742

0.133
0.587

0.160
0.513

0.421
0.073

0.623
0.004

0.623
0.004

0.601
0.006

0.234
0.335

0.722
0.000

0.706
0.001

1

8

-0.478
0.004

-0.341
0.045

0.215
0.215

0.191
0.273

-0.059
0.736

-0.193
0.266

-0.177
0.310

-0.226
0.191

-0.146
0.402

-0.385
0.022

-0.419
0.012

-0.318
0.063

-0.326
0.056

1

9

0.181
0.297

0.350
0.040

0.036
0.840

-0.093
0.595

0.092
0.599

0.249
0.149

0.348
0.040

0.912
0.000

0.524
0.001

0.761
0.000

0.488
0.003

0.844
0.000

1

10

0.188
0.179

0.495
0.002

0.213
0.219

0.014
0.936

-0.024
0.891

0.257
0.137

0.375
0.026

0.827
0.000

0.589
0.000

0.690
0.000

0.385
0.022

1

11

0.312
0.068

0.398
0.018

12

0.090
0.608

0.379
0.025

-0.110
0.528

-0.228
0.187

-0.426
0.011
-0.158
0.364

0.246
0.154

0.027
0.878

0.226
0.191

0.637
0.000

0.329
0.054

1

0.315
0.065

0.183
0.293

0.245
0.157

0.331
0.052

0.117
0.505

0.580
0.000

1

13

0.126
0.471

0.291
0.089

0.198
0.253

-0.163
0.349

0.070
0.688

0.354
0.037

0.462
0.005

0.614
0.000

1

14

0.153
0.381

0.329
0.054

0.168
0.333

-0.017
0.925

-0.028
0.874

0.328
0.054

0.475
0.004

1

15

0.598
0.000

0.115
0.510

0.027
0.880

0.040
0.821

-0.027
0.876

0.744
0.000

1

16

0.749
0.000

0.027
0.878

0.096
0.585

0.244
0.158

0.098
0.576

1

17

0.305
0.075

0.440
0.008

-0.323
0.058

-0.526
0.001

1

18

0.034
0.847

-0.507
0.002

0.539
0.001

1

19

-0.142
0.416

-0.065
0.713

1

20

0.150
0.390

1

21

1
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Criterion 1

Criterion 2

Pearson Tau-b

Rho

Perc. extent to which UAH understands the
user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the
user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the
user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the
user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the
user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the
user
Perc. extent to which the user understands
UAH
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH
system
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH
system
Dialogue completion

DS knowledge

Task success

Perc. ease of UAH error correction

Perc. easy of obtaining the required information
User sure

Perc. presence of errors made by UAH

User sure

User satisfaction

Dialogue duration

User satisfaction

% correctly understood utt.

User satisfaction

Perc. easy of obtaining the requested information
Dialogue duration

Dialogue completion

Number of user turns

Dialogue completion

Perc. easy of obtaining the requested information
Dialogue duration

Dialogue duration

Dialogue completion

Number of user turns

User sure

WER

Perc. easy of obtaining the requested information

% correctly understood utt.

0.265
(0.124)
0.334
(0.050)
0.485
(0.003)
0.433
(0.009)
0.340
(0.046)
0.363
(0.032)
0.498
(0.002)
0.443
(0.008)
0.601
(0.006)
0.623
(0.004)
0.623
(0.004)
-0.326
(0.056)
-0.419
(0.012)
0.385
(0.022)
0.375
(0.026)
0.495
(0.002)
0.524
(0.001)
0.462
(0.005)
0.354
(0.037)
0.348
(0.040)
0.475
(0.004)
0.354
(0.037)
-0.426
(0.011)
0.350
(0.040)

0.336
(0.049)
0.299
(0.081)
0.426
(0.011)
0.278
(0.105)
0.197
(0.257)
0.335
(0.049)
0.424
(0.011)
0.389
(0.021)
0.523
(0.022)
0.602
(0.006)
0.602
(0.006)
-0.365
(0.031)
-0.454
(0.006)
0.316
(0.064)
0.310
(0.070)
0,248
(0.151)
0.416
(0.013)
0.421
(0.012)
0.313
(0.067)
0.225
(0.194)
0.435
(0.009)
0.313
(0.067)
-0.388
(0.021)
0.262
(0.129)

Table 5.7.

Perc. interaction speed
Dialogue completion
Dialogue duration
Number of user turns
Number of confirmation turns
Task success
Perc. interaction speed
Perc. ease of UAH error correction
Perc. ease of UAH error correction

Perc. presence of errors made by UAH

Dialogue completion

Task success

0.276
(0.057)
0.268
(0.077)
0.390
(0.013)
0.209
(0.111)
0.157
(0.255)
0.291
(0.054)
0.408
(0.013)
0.355
(0.019)
0.474
(0.018)
0.559
(0.011)
0.559
(0.011)
-0.337
(0.033)
-0.429
(0.008)
0.291
(0.054)
0.245
(0.065)
0.223
(0.151)
0.384
(0.015)
0.350
(0.014)
0.274
(0.068)
0.151
(0.253)
0.362
(0.011)
0.274
(0.068)
-0.337
(0.017)
0.244
(0.113)

Significance variations between the Pearson,
Chramer’s Tau-b and Spearman’s Rho coefficients
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5.5.1. Impact of the interaction performance on the
user decision to answer the subjective test
As was described in Section 5.3.2, not all the users answered the subjective
test from which the perceived quality criteria were computed. In order to
study if there were some interaction parameters that influenced the users’
decision to answer the test, we introduced a dichotomous variable indicating
whether the user answered the test or not, and carried out Pearson correlation
and ANOVA studies to find its relationship with the interaction parameters.
Table 5.8 shows the results obtained.
Relationship

ANOVA F (Sig)

Task success
Dialogue completion
Dialogue duration
Number of user turns
Avg. recognition confidence
WER
Avg. words per turn
% correctly understood utt.
Number of confirmation turns

7.156(0.009)
7.775(0.007)
0.245 (0.622)
0.729 (0.396)
0.122 (0.728)
2.107 (0.150)
0.008 (0.927)
3.759 (0.056)
0.592 (0.447)

Eta
square
0.079
0.086
0.003
0.009
0.001
0.025
0.000
0.043
0.18

Pearson (Sig)
0.282(0.009)
0.293(0.007)
0.054 (0.622)
0.093 (0.396)
-0.159 (0.150)
0.010 (0.927)
0.038 (0.728)
0.208 (0.56)
0.133 (0.447)

Table 5.8. Significance of the relationship between “The user
taking the subjective test” and the interaction
parameters

The only relations that were shown to be significant for the “user taking the subjective test” were with the “dialogue completion” and the “task
success” metrics. These are two criteria that were also very significantly
correlated with each other, with an ANOVA F of 180.159, and a 0.000 significance. Eta square was 0.685, and as both are dichotomous variables, Phi
and Cramer’s V were also calculated, obtaining for both coefficients a value
of 0.827 and a 0.000 approximate significance.
One conclusion to be derived from these results is that the users carried out the subjective test mainly when they succeeded in getting the information they wanted. The fact that the successful dialogues were related
to dialogue completion might be because unsuccessful dialogues were usually
prematurely finished by the user.
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To check whether the interaction parameters that affect task success
are the same for all the user groups, additional ANOVA studies were carried
out, which yielded the results shown in Table 5.9.
Relationship
Dialogue completion Task success
Dialogue duration - Task
success
Number of user turns Task success
Avg. recognition
confidence - Task success

WER - Task success

Avg. words per turn - Task
success
% correctly understood
utt. - Task success
Number of confirmation
turns

User group
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users that took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users that took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users that took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users that took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users that took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users who took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users who took the subjective test
All users
Users who did not take the subjective
test
Users who took the subjective test
All users

F
93.312

Sig
0.000

19.951 0.000
180.159 0.000
17.814 0.000
9.638
21.532
13.025

0.004
0.000
0.001

3.977
16.231
0.105

0.054
0.000
0.748

0.026
0.789
0.171

0.874
0.377
0.681

0.009
0.292
12.787

0.925
0.590
0.001

0.964
15.452
5.891

0.333
0.000
0.019

3.992
12.539
0.528

0.054
0.001
0.471

0.789
0.963

0.381
0.334

Table 5.9. ANOVA table for “task success” and the rest of
the interaction parameters regarding the different
user groups
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As can be observed in the table, the only differences related to task
success appeared for its relationships with the number of user turns, the
percentage of correctly understood words per turn, and the number of words
per turn. The three relationships were significant for the users who did not
answer the test, but not for those who answered it, although the first two
cases can be considered as almost significant at the 0.05 level. This change
might be due to the degree of cooperation of the different types of user.
For example, the users who did not answer the test and had unsuccessful
dialogues, hung up immediately: 70.37% of the times before the fourth user
turn. However, the users who answered the subjective test were more patient
and tried to overcome the interaction problems even when in the end they
could not obtain the information that they were asking for.
The main difference detected between both user groups was in the
relationship between the number of words per turn and task success. For
the users who did not answer the test, F had a value of 12.787 and it was
significant below the 0.01 level, whereas for those who answered the test, F
was 0.964 and it was not significant. This was probably because the distribution of the number of words per turn for the unsuccessful and successful
dialogues was more balanced in the case of the users who answered the subjective test. For them, successful and unsuccessful dialogues had a similar
number of words per turn. However, the users who did not answer the test
employed no more than an average of one word per turn in their unsuccessful
dialogues, and more than two turns in the successful ones. Thus, an average
of words per turn less or equal to one was an indicator of dialogue failure in
the case of users who did not answer the subjective test.

5.5.2. Criteria with highest impact on user
satisfaction and task success
Table 5.10 shows the two highest correlation values with user satisfaction,
which were obtained in all the statistical studies for the criteria “ease of
obtaining information” and “task success”. Thus, as expected, a user was
highly satisfied when he found it easy to get the information he wanted.
However, it is remarkable that the way of gathering information had the
same order of significance with user satisfaction as with the final obtaining
of the information. In (Möller, 2005), user satisfaction was also correlated
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with the fact that the user finally obtained the information he was looking for.
However, Möller’s indicator of ease of communication (which he classified as
a comfort factor) did not provide a significant contribution to the overall user
satisfaction. This might suggest that ease of interaction is more important
for users who have a real need to obtain the information from the system
compared with those for whom the interaction is carried out by following
predefined scenarios.
Relationship
Perceived
easy
of obtaining the
requested
information and User
satisfaction
Task success and
User satisfaction

Pearson (sig)
0.844 (0.000)

Tau-b (sig)
0.750 (0.000)

Rho (sig)
0.814 (0.000)

ANOVA F (sig)
31.071 (0.000)

0.827 (0.000)

0.732 (0.000)

0.787 (0.000)

33.140 (0.000)

Table 5.10. Statistical significance of the most important
relationships with “user satisfaction”

In addition, the item of the subjective questionnaire from which the
measure “perceived ease of use” is computed, implicitly takes into account
the perceived success of the dialogue. Specifically, the answers to question
Q8 in the questionnaire (Section 5.3.2) ranged from “No, it was impossible to
get the information” to “Yes, it was very easy to get the information”. Thus,
there were two different task success measures: an interaction parameter
that indicated whether the user was able to get the information that he was
looking for, and another that indicated perceived task success. This second
measure was extracted from the “ease of obtaining information” parameter
by assigning 0 (unsuccessful) to the answer “No, it was impossible” and 1
(success) to the rest.
Contingency tables showed that both task success measures had the
same value for all the dialogues. Hence, in our experiments task success
was only considered as an interaction parameter. Previous studies such as
(Rajman et al., 2004) found that as the users in laboratory tests are not given
the possibility to contrast the information provided by the dialogue system,
they trust the system responses. For example, they do not check whether the
information is correct or useful. Thus, they consider the fact of obtaining a
piece of information from the system equivalent to obtaining a correct result.
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The authors studied this behaviour by employing laboratory test users who
could not discern whether the information about restaurants, menus and
prices provided by a dialogue system was correct. In our experiments, the
UAH users were provided with real academic information. As they had a
real need for this information, they could contrast it and know whether it
was accurate or not. Thus, among the unsuccessful dialogues (both from
the interaction parameter and the quality perception points of view) there
were cases where the system provided information to the user but it was not
what they desired, as is shown by the fact that some complete dialogues were
unsuccessful. It is a benefit of test fields to allow this separation between the
quality of the interaction and the quality of the results.
Within interaction parameters, there is a remarkably high correlation between dialogue completion and task success. As shown in Figure 5.5,
although users could hang up when they received the desired information,
without waiting for the system to ask if they needed any other information, if
the dialogue was successful, they usually waited until the end. Although the
percentage of complete and successful dialogues was higher for more collaborative users (i.e. those who answered the questionnaire), both the users that
took the subjective test and those who did not take it were patient enough
to wait until the end of the dialogue when it was successful.
100
90

Users who took the test

% successful dialogues

88.47

Users who did not take the test

80

78.26

70
60
50
40
30
20

21.74
11.53

10
0

Incomplete

Complete

Figure 5.5. Percentage of successful dialogues which are also
complete regarding the different user groups
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This differs from findings of other authors. For example, Turunen
et al. (2006) reported that there were highly significant differences on how
the interaction was finished in field and laboratory tests carried out with
the Stopman system. In the laboratory tests, 65% of the users employed
an explicit request to end the call (e.g. “thank you and goodbye”). On the
contrary, in the field tests less than 10% of users waited to the end of the call
before hanging up. The number of dialogues in which the users waited until
the end of the interaction (i.e. the number of complete dialogues) in our field
study is more than 50% higher than in that of Turunen et al. (2006).
Rajman et al. (2004) discuss that a positive attitude of users towards
a system does not only depend on its behaviour, but also on the “technophile”
or “technophobe” attitude of the users, although they did not control these
parameters in their experimentation. In our experiments, 57% of the users
rated their knowledge about new technologies for accessing information above
3 in a 1-5 scale, where 1 represented “low” and 5 “high”. Thus, the collaborative nature of our users could be a result of their possible technophile
disposition.
Another criterion which is highly correlated with task success and user
satisfaction is the perceived ease of error correction. However, the perceived
presence of errors is not significantly correlated with any of these criteria.
This is probably because although in 48.19% of the successful dialogues the
users detected errors, in most cases they managed to circumvent them and
obtain the information they were looking for. Specifically, as shown in Figure 5.6, the 69.23% of the users found it “easy“ or “very easy” to correct errors
in the successful dialogues. However, in the non-successful ones, 83.33% of
the users found it “difficult” or “very difficult” to correct the errors.
In (Möller, 2005), the users’ opinion about whether misunderstandings could be easily clarified, which was classified as a contributing factor to
dialogue smoothness, was not a good predictor for user satisfaction. Additionally, the author found that user satisfaction could not be fully predicted
by task success, and argued that this result could be because of the unrealistic
situation of the laboratory experimentation employed. It has been corroborated this finding in our field study, as the subjective user tests could not be
replaced by the interaction parameters employed without losing information.
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60.00

50.00
50.00

Very difficult
Difficult
Easy
Very easy

40.00

% diálogues

53.85

Perceived ease to correct
system errors

33.33

30.77

30.00

20.00

16.67

15.38

10.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Unsuccessful

Successful

Task sucess

Figure 5.6. Task success vs. Perceived ease of error correction

5.5.3. Criteria with highest number of significant
relations
The criterion that showed the largest number of significant correlations was
the “perceived extent to which UAH understands the user”. On the one hand,
it was highly correlated with other quality judgments, like the degree to which
the user understands the system, the perceived ease of error correction, the
perceived ease of obtaining information, user satisfaction, perceived presence
of errors (negative correlation in this case), and the perceived human-like
behaviour of the system. Besides, as can be observed in Table 5.6, in most of
these relations the significance was highest. On the other hand, this perceived
quality criterion was highly correlated with interaction parameters such as
completion of the dialogue, task success, dialogue duration or percentage of
correctly understood utterances per dialogue.
The most significant relationships between this quality perception and
other parameters were with task success and user satisfaction. Perceived
system understanding, listed by Möller (2005) as an indicator of speech input
quality, was very significantly correlated with user satisfaction in his study.
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It is also interesting that the extent to which the user felt that the
UAH system understood him was not correlated with the interaction parameters that measure the performance of the speech recognizer, such as WER
or confidence scores. However, the percentage of correctly understood utterances was correlated with a significance below 0.01, which indicates that
from the user’s point of view, speech recognition errors were not important as
long as the semantic interpretations were correct and thus these errors were
invisible to him. This is reflected in that the perceived presence of errors was
related to the percentage of correctly understood utterances and the number
of confirmation prompts, but not to WER. However, perceived ease of error
correction was not significantly correlated with any of these measures. Both
the perceived presence of errors and the perceived ease of correcting them
were very highly correlated with the perception that the UAH system understood the user. The perceived presence of errors also negatively affected the
user’s confidence about what to say next during the interaction.

5.5.4. Impact of user’s knowledge and experience
It is noteworthy that the user’s knowledge about dialogue systems and new
technologies for accessing information were the criteria with the lowest correlation factors with all the others. However, they were significantly correlated
with each other. Thus, in our case the knowledge of the user about new
technologies for information access was not determinant on the results of the
interaction, not in objective terms (e.g. duration, success), nor in perceived
terms (e.g. perceived speed, user satisfaction). This may be because the
great majority of users had a rather high level of technical knowledge. It is
possible that in experiments with other dialogue systems, where users may
have more varied backgrounds, these appear to be important criteria.
The previous experience of the user employing the system (“UAH usage”) was not correlated with any of the other variables in any statistical
study. However, the sign of the correlation parameters indicated that experienced users perceived fewer errors, needed fewer turns to get the information,
provoked fewer recognition errors and required fewer confirmation turns.
The fact that previous UAH usage was not significantly correlated
with other factors, such as task success or interaction speed, differs from
results found in the literature. For example, Turunen et al. (2006) stated
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that previous experience in using a system is a very important factor that
can help to predict the success and smoothness of the dialogue. Similarly,
Park et al. (2007) found that the performance of laboratory test users who
had previously employed a system in very strictly predefined interactions
was better than for those who had not employed it before. Other authors
have studied the effect of user experience on quality judgments. For example
Sturm et al. (2005) indicate that a previous prolonged use of the system
helps to obtain substantial improvements in quality judgments, such as “ease
of use” and “user satisfaction”.
We believe that the impact of the user’s experience is closely related
to the type of evaluation carried out. In laboratory tests users are generally trained on how to employ the system, or at least are informed about
how to interact with it. In field studies users commonly employ the system
without any previous training, and this is why they are less prone to employ
characteristics such as help requests (Turunen et al., 2006), of which they
are sometimes not aware. However, these characteristics can be very useful to make interaction easier and to recover from error situations. On the
other hand, in some particular areas of study, for example spoken dialogue
systems for health applications, it has been argued that, contrary to what
the previously commented studies suggest, an increasingly richer previous
experience using the system does not always imply better performance and
perceived quality results. For example Bickmore and Giorgino (2006) report
that individuals who intermittently use health dialogue systems on the telephone, compared with those who use them frequently and those who hardly
use them at all, obtain the highest satisfaction levels and the best outcomes
in terms of the perceived benefits. However, as discussed by Farzanfar et al.
(2004), this can be due to the stress of feeling monitored.

5.5.5. Impact of dialogue management initiative
To study the impact of the initiative used for dialogue management, the
computations discussed above were repeated, but distinguishing between dialogues with system-directed initiative and dialogues with mixed-initiative.
The differences between both initiatives are reported in Table 5.11, where
significant correlations are marked with ‘Y’ (yes) and non-significant with
‘N’ (no).
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Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Knowledge about dialogue systems
Perc. extent to which UAH understands the user
Perc. presence of errors made by UAH
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
Perc. presence of errors made by UAH
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
User confidence about what to do next
Perc. presence of errors made by UAH
User confidence about what to do next
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Dialogue completion
Dialogue completion
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
Task success
Task success
User satisfaction
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
User confidence about what to do next
Dialogue completion
Number of user turns
Perc. ease of obtaining the requested information
User satisfaction
User confidence about what to do next
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Dialogue completion
Task success
Avg. recognition confidence
Perc. presence of errors made by UAH
Dialogue duration
Number of user turns
Avg. recognition confidence

Perc. extent to which the user understands UAH
Perc. interaction speed
Perc. presence of errors made by UAH
Perc. presence of errors made by UAH
User confidence about what to do next
User confidence about what to do next
User confidence about what to do next
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
Perc. human-like behaviour of the UAH system
WER
Task success
Task success
Task success
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Dialogue duration
Number of user turns
Number of user turns
Number of user turns
Dialogue completion
Avg. recognition confidence
WER
WER
WER
% correctly understood utt.
% correctly understood utt.
% correctly understood utt.
% correctly understood utt.
% correctly understood utt.
% correctly understood utt.
% correctly understood utt.
Number of confirmation turns
Number of confirmation turns
Number of confirmation turns
Number of confirmation turns

System-directed
initiative
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Mixed
initiative
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Table 5.11. Criteria that were significantly correlated with
one initiative type but not with the other

Criterion 2

Criterion 1

5.5. Evaluation results
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It was found that task success was approximately the same for both dialogue management initiatives. This differs from the results in the literature3 ,
where a more flexible initiative led to considerably higher task success rates.
In our experiments success was higher for mixed initiative, but the difference between both was practically negligible (77.77% of the mixed-initiative
dialogues and 76.92% of the system-directed ones were successful).
However, it was found that task success was related to different factors in each initiative. For example, in mixed-initiative dialogues the user’s
confidence about what to do next in the dialogue was not correlated with
task success, user satisfaction or perceived ease of obtaining information. On
the contrary, task success had a significant correlation with user confidence
in system-directed dialogues. Probably this is because the user was less
constrained in the mixed-initiative interactions, and hence he did not know
exactly what he could say (Figure 5.7). This effect did not result in bad interaction results, as task success was not reduced in the case of mixed-initiative
interactions.
Correlations of the perceived ease of obtaining information were also
very different in the two cases. In the system-directed case it was related
to the completion of the dialogue, the number of correctly understood utterances and the opinion that the user had about the human-like behaviour of
the system. On the contrary, for mixed-initiative dialogues the perceived ease
was not correlated with these measures, but with duration interaction parameters such as dialogue duration or number of user turns. The same happened
with satisfaction (judgment) and task success (interaction parameter), which
appeared to be highly correlated with duration measures in mixed-initiative
interactions, but not in system-directed dialogues. The duration of these
dialogues was significantly correlated with user satisfaction, whereas in restricted interaction systems this was not considered so important by users.
Besides, as can be observed in Figure 5.8, the average duration of the dialogues was shorter when the interaction was more flexible (mixed-initiative
instead of system-directed).

3

A comprehensive summary can be found in (Möller, 2005)
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Figure 5.7. Dialogue initiative influence on user confidence

Additionally, the perceived presence of errors was related in mixedinitiative dialogues to the user’s knowledge of dialogue systems. This was not
the case for system-directed initiative. Besides, it was not correlated with
other measures such as user confidence, WER or number of confirmation
turns, which were important factors in the system-directed dialogues.
Studies based on laboratory tests like, for example, Rajman et al.
(2004) could not find clear quality perception variations with respect to predominance of system or user-driven dialogue management initiatives. Besides, some laboratory tests like the one conducted for the BoRIS system in
(Möller, 2005) could not find any significant relationship between the initiative experienced by users and other interaction parameters. However, our
results show that the significance of the relationships between the different
evaluation criteria, including both interaction parameters and quality judgments, vary depending on the initiative used for dialogue management.
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter it has been presented a study of the relationships between several de-facto standard criteria for the evaluation of a telephone-based spoken
dialogue system. Our experimental results are based on a field study using real interactions recorded from users who spontaneously telephoned the
system to obtain information, without being recruited to do this.
To carry out our study both interaction parameters (or objective measures) and quality judgments (subjective measures) have been calculated by
employing a corpus of real system-user interactions. Specifically, the quantitative criteria employed were: dialogue duration, dialogue completeness, task
success, number of user turns, average recognition confidence, average WER,
percentage of correctly understood utterances and number of confirmation
turns. The qualitative measures were extracted from questionnaires that the
users could optionally fill in. The criteria employed were: the extent to which
the user felt correctly understood by the system, the extent to which the user
understood the system messages, the perceived interaction speed, the per-
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ceived ease of error correction, the perceived presence of errors, the extent
to which the user was sure about what he should do in every moment of
the interaction, the extent to which the user believed the system’s behaviour
was human-like, and the level of user satisfaction with the interaction. Additionally information about users was also taken into account, namely: user
knowledge about new technologies for information access, user knowledge
about spoken dialogue systems, and number of times the user had already
used the system.
Several statistical studies were developed from which significant relations between all the criteria were extracted. This approach has not been
sufficiently exploited in the literature, and some noteworthy empirical findings have been highlighted. Our empirical evidence shows that task success,
perceived ease of obtaining information and perceived extent to which the
system understands the user are very closely correlated with user satisfaction. These results suggest that obtaining the required information does not
completely explain user satisfaction, as in some cases users judged successful dialogues as not satisfying because they found it difficult to obtain the
information they were looking for. This is one of the implications derived
from the usage of field tests, in which users are very concerned not only with
obtaining the information they were looking for, but also with doing it easily.
Furthermore, the relationship between the perceived ease of obtaining
information and other criteria varies remarkably with the dialogue management initiative. Our experimental results show that, in the system-directed
dialogues, perceived ease was related to the good functioning of the understanding module. On the contrary, in mixed-initiative dialogues, both user
satisfaction and the perceived ease of obtaining the information seemed to
be related to duration metrics. This had a strong implication in the quality
judgments, as task success was highly correlated with user satisfaction in
both initiatives. Thus, our results suggest that the prediction of user satisfaction also depends on the dialogue management initiative used. In the
mixed-initiative dialogues it seemed to be more directly related to objective
measures, such as dialogue duration. However, in more restricted dialogues,
subjective measures such as the perceived extent to which the user feels that
he is understood by the system, had a bigger impact. This is an important
result that could indicate a need to tailor evaluation procedures to the type
of interactions being analysed.
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Additionally, we have studied the reasons that made some users answer the optional subjective test from which the quality judgments were obtained. It was found that it could be explained mainly in terms of dialogue
completion and task success. Thus, the experiments carried out by including
the users’ perceptions about the quality of the system, corresponded mainly
to successful dialogues, in which the users obtained the information they were
looking for. This could be one of the reasons why it was found that these users
were very cooperative, which yielded high dialogue completion rates rarely
reported in previous field test studies. Besides, contrary to what generally
happens in laboratory studies, these measures consider that even when the
user obtains information from the system, the dialogue cannot be considered
successful if the provided information is not correct. Finally, no evidence
was encountered of the effect of the users’ previous experience employing the
system on system performance or task success.
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Hemos llegado al fin y yo inauguro
triste mi paz: la obra está completa.
Jorge Guillén, Obra completa

6

Conclusions and future work
6.1 Summary of contributions
The Thesis has introduced novel contributions directed towards the development of adaptive and portable spoken dialogue systems. Specifically, the
Thesis presents approaches to build systems that recognize the users’ emotions and adapt to their expectations and needs by detecting them in field
evaluation studies. Additionally, portability is fostered by adapting the resources available in a language for the cost-effective development of speechbased systems in other languages.
A complete spoken dialogue system, known as UAH, was
developed to evaluate the contributions of the Thesis. As described in
Chapter 2, it provides academic information on the Dept. of Languages
and Computer Systems. The system follows an architecture that is made
up of five modules: a speech recognizer, an automatic grammar generation
module, a dialogue manager, a database access module and an oral response
generator. Given that the information provided by the UAH dialogue system is continually changing, a method was introduced to keep the recognition
grammars updated with the last changes in the databases without introducing a delay in the interaction. The technique proposed is called Triggered
Grammar rules Creation (TGC) and was implemented into the Grammar Automatic Generation (GAG) module of the UAH system. The
system uses different confirmation techniques (explicit and implicit) as
well as several dialogue management initiatives (system-directed and
mixed), in order to study their benefits both in terms of performance and
perceived usability. The dialogue manager was developed using VoiceXML
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documents that are dynamically generated according to the interaction context, which is also employed to tailor the system output to the
user’s needs.
The system was made public in June 2005. From the interactions
of the users with the system, an evaluation corpus has been generated and semi-automatically annotated. The users’ utterances were
recorded in .wav format along with information about the recording starting
time, the previous system turn, and the speech recognition result (including
confidence scores). This information was stored in a database along with
the dialogue starting and ending times. Nine parameters were automatically
computed from this information and they were subsequently employed to
evaluate the system. Some of them were obtained automatically (e.g. dialogue duration), while others required manual annotation (e.g. dialogue
success). Following this methodology an annotated corpus of 85 dialogues
(422 user turns) was obtained from the interactions of a year of user calls
to UAH dialogue system. The users were invited to answer a questionnaire in
which they could give their personal opinion about different aspects of their
interaction with the system. From these opinions, a total of 12 quality criteria were obtained for each utterance including parameters such as the user
satisfaction or the perceived interaction speed. Additionally, the corpus
was annotated twice by nine non-expert annotators who classified each utterance in one of the following emotional categories:
neutral, doubtful, angry and bored .
Chapter 3 has described the contributions of the Thesis which are
focused on emotion recognition. Firstly, a state of the art on the main approaches used in the literature has been presented. It shows that research on
emotion recognition has been mainly centred on how to apply different machine learning algorithms to differentiate between emotions, and less effort
has been directed to determine the information in which the learning process
should be based on. The most widespread approach consists of employing
multimodal (audiovisual) information obtained from acted emotions, in order
to retain strict control over the collected data.
The main contribution of the research carried out in the Thesis is the
inclusion of contextual information for the recognition of real emotions
in spoken dialogue systems. This has been a very challenging task,
firstly because it had to be based on only one input modality, and secondly
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because natural emotions are expressed very subtly and usually the emotional
categories encountered are very unbalanced, i.e. there is one predominant
emotion, which generally corresponds to the “neutral” state. This raises some
problems that, to our knowledge, had not been fully addressed in literature
before.
One of the main difficulties was to obtain reliable annotations of the
emotional corpora considering that the traditional inter-annotator agreement
measures are deeply affected by the skewing of the corpora obtained. In
Chapter 3 we have presented a detailed discussion on how to reliably calculate and interpret kappa coefficients with corpora of real
emotions. The proposed methodology has been evaluated using the UAH
emotional corpus and the significance of the results has been statistically
computed. The results of this evaluation show that, on the one hand, our
proposal makes possible to obtain annotator agreement values that
are closer to the maximum attainable. It also allows non-expert
annotators to detect more non-neutral emotions, and the annotation result is less affected by differences among the annotators. On
the other hand, automatic emotion recognition obtains values that
can be more than 40% better than those obtained with the approaches described in the literature, which are based on the acoustic
features without taking into account the proposed contextual information.
The fact that all the proposals have been tested with a corpus of real emotions makes the results directly applicable to practical operations,
as all the algorithms proposed can be used dynamically during the
execution of the dialogue systems.
Chapter 4 has presented the work carried out during a three months
stay in the Laboratory of Computer Speech Processing in the Technical University of Liberec under the supervision of Prof. Jan Nouza. As stated in
the chapter, the application of the resources that are already available for
a specific language to recognize a different language facilitates the development of new speech recognizers, specially in the case of minority languages
and dialects. The approaches that can be found in literature usually demand
laborious phonetic and linguistic studies of the languages involved. A new
method has been proposed to adapt a speech recognizer to other
languages in a efficient way. Our proposal has been evaluated using the
MyVoice system, which was developed in the Technical University of Liberec
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for handicapped Czech users, and whose translation to the Spanish language
is presented in the Thesis. It has been empirically demonstrated that the
proposed cross-lingual adaptation can be performed in a relatively
short time by carrying out an expert-driven correspondence between both languages’ phonetic alphabets. Experimental results show
that for a task involving a vocabulary of 432 commands, 95.6% performance
can be attained for Spanish and 97.5% for Slovak after adapting a Czech
recognizer. For vocabularies up to 149k words, 72.9% and 77.4% accuracy
rates were obtained for Spanish and Slovak respectively. The results are
very promising given that they show that that portability of speech recognizers can be ensured fairly simply and that the approach can achieve
good results with similar languages such as Czech and Slovak, and
also for phonetically different languages such as Czech (Slavic) and
Spanish (Italic).
In Chapter 5 a field evaluation of the UAH system has been presented. Typically, in the literature, evaluation is carried out under restricted
laboratory conditions, in which users are recruited to test the systems following a predefined list of scenarios. The problem with this method is that the
scenarios may differ from the tasks that a user would have selected in a real
interaction. In the field study that has been carried out in the Thesis, the
users interacted with the system on their own initiative. Thus, the dialogues
appeared as a need of the users for the information that the system provides.
Additionally, most of the evaluation approaches cover interaction parameters
and quality judgments independently. On the contrary, our results measure
the relationship between these two factors, determining the statistically
significant relationships. To do so, several coefficients adapted to the
type of information processed have been employed, such as Pearson correlation coefficients, ANOVA studies, Tau-b, Rho and Eta-square
coefficients. Thus, our study provides new empirical evidence which is
more relevant to predict real systems behaviour, yielding very interesting results on the criteria that affected more deeply the user satisfaction
and task success, the impact of users knowledge and experience or
the suitability of different dialogue management initiatives. These
interesting empirical relationships can be taken into account to enhance system development and also for the evaluation of the systems performance and
usability.
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6.2 Future work
6.2.1. Recognition of non-acted emotions
The future work includes evaluating the proposed technique using other corpora, to guarantee its independence of the application domain. Additionally,
we are currently integrating the emotion recognizer into the UAH system
architecture. This module will work in parallel with the speech recognizer,
accepting the voice signal as an input that comes from the telephony card,
and obtaining the emotion recognized, which will be sent to the dialogue manager. Then, the dialogue manager will adapt its behaviour to the emotion
recognized. The initial objective is to use only the emotions described in the
Thesis: angry, bored and doubtful. Dialogue management for doubtful users
will require providing them a more detailed help and using system-directed
initiatives, so that it will be clear to the user what he is required to do in
the interaction step. On the other hand, when the user is bored, the optimal
strategy could be to make the system prompts shorter, change the prosody of
the synthesized speech, and employ more implicit confirmations in which the
user will not be explicitly prompted to confirm the information he provides.
For the angry emotional state, error recovery strategies must be considered
and incorporated to the system, with some feedback on misunderstandings.

6.2.2. Cross-lingual adaptation of speech recognizers
Our immediate future objective is to compare the adapted recognizers with
a plain Spanish and Slovak system built from the scratch. We have already
carried out several experiments with the MS Vista Spanish recognizer. The
results of this evaluation show an error rate of around 20%, as against 24%
in the adapted system. This indicates that the adapted system is not too
far off a native-language system. Further experiments on this topic will be
carried out in the near future.
The promising findings described in Chapter 4 encourage us to consider the future application of the proposed cross-language phonetic adaptation for languages with very small speech and linguistic resources. A particularly interesting task would be to study the suitability of the proposed
cross-lingual adaptation technique for minority languages that do not belong
to the Indo-European family.
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6.2.3. Field evaluation of spoken dialogue systems
Besides the dialogues used in the Thesis, we have acquired another corpus
under laboratory conditions, i.e. by means of recruited users employing the
UAH system using predefined scenarios. Our objective is to carry out an
evaluation of the results obtained with this method, and compare them with
the results of the field evaluation described in Chapter 5.
We also believe that statistical analysis such as the ones presented in
the Thesis lead to interesting empirical relationships that can be taken into
account to enhance system development and evaluation. Such studies can
serve to evaluate systems as a whole instead of individual components. Another future line of work will focus on incorporating factor analysis studies to
group different criteria to obtain the major trends necessary to optimize the
performance and foster user satisfaction. For this purpose a more extensive
list of criteria will be compiled. Once the factors are computed, they will be
analysed to obtain their interrelationships so as to be able to build a criteria
taxonomy that can then be compared with other state-of-the-art taxonomies,
for example the Quality-Of-Service proposed by (Möller, 2002).
New criteria will be introduced and studied to evaluate the affective
intelligence. In this way, it will be possible to measure the benefits of adding
the proposed emotional intelligence mechanism to the UAH dialogue system
(Section 6.2.1), both objectively (e.g. in terms of task success) and subjectively (considering the users opinions).
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Publications
The research described in the Thesis has been published in the national and
international conferences and journals listed below.
There are several publications describing different stages of the design and
development of the UAH spoken dialogue system (Chapter 2). The next
paper presents the UAH spoken dialogue system, describing all its modules
and the innovative approaches employed for its development.
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2005b) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2005.
Implementing modular dialogue systems: a case study. In: Proc. of
Applied Spoken Language Interaction in Distributed Environments
(ASIDE 05). Aalborg, Denmark.
The following papers correspond to a description and a demonstration
of the GAG module respectively. They correspond to the first version of the
module in which the grammar rules were designed and generated dynamically
using a web interface, but the automatic update with the database changes
was still not developed:
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2005c) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2005.
Nueva técnica de generación automática de gramáticas para sistemas
de diálogo. Procesamiento del Lenguaje Natural (35), 205 - 212.
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2005a) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2005.
GAG: Generación automática de gramáticas en un sistema conversacional de interacción oral. Procesamiento del Lenguaje Natural (35),
457 - 458.
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The final version of the GAG tool, in which the process of grammar
creation and updating was fully automatic, was presented in the following
paper, in which the TGC technique was also fully designed, developed and
evaluated.
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2007a) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2007.
Automatic creation of ASR grammar rules for unknown vocabulary
applications. In: Proc. of 8th International Workshop on Electronics,
Control, Modelling, Measurement and Signals (ECMS’07). Liberec,
Czech Republic. pp.50-55
Regarding the research on emotion recognition described in Chapter 3,
the next paper presents a state on the art on emotion recognition paying
special attention to the latest international projects in the area, putting our
research into context:
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2007c) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2007.
Emotion recognition for spoken dialogue systems. In: Proc. of I Simposio en Desarrollo de Software (SDS’07). Granada, Spain. pp. 59-68
A complete study on Kappa coefficients and how they are affected by
the skewness of the corpora of non-acted emotions is presented in:
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008b) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2008.
On the use of kappa coefficients to measure the reliability of the annotation of non-acted emotions. Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(5078), 221 - 232.
The next paper presents the first stage on the development of the
proposed automatic emotion recognition approach using contextual information. It presents the preliminary version of the two-step algorithm described
in Section 3.5:
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2007b) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2007.
Decisive factors in the annotation of emotions for spoken dialogue systems. Advances in Soft Computing (45), 747 - 754.
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The main results of the research described in Chapter 3 are presented
in the following paper. It describes the work on both human and automatic
emotion recognition using contextual information. It includes the optimal
version of the two-step method for machine-learned recognition.
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008a) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R., 2008.
Influence of contextual information in emotion annotation for spoken
dialogue systems. Speech Communication 50 (5), 416-433.
Regarding the research on the cross-lingual adaptation of a Czech
speech recognizer described in Chapter 4, the following paper corresponds to
a demonstration of the Spanish version of the MyVoice system recognizing
Spanish with the adapted Czech speech recognizer (Chapter 4).
• (Callejas et al., 2007) Callejas, Z., Nouza, J., Cerva, P., López-Cózar,
R., 2007. Myvoice goes Spanish. Cross-lingual adaptation of a voicecontrolled PC tool for handicapped people. Procesamiento del Lenguaje
Natural (39), 277 - 278.
Finally, the research done on field evaluation of SDSs (Chapter 5) is
presented in.
• (Callejas and López-Cózar, 2008c) Callejas, Z., López-Cózar, R. Relations between de-facto criteria in the evaluation of a spoken dialogue
system. Speech Communication. In press. Available online since 15th
April 2008. DOI: 10.1016/j.specom.2008.04.004
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